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H. Crouse

There is now available for everyone a formal system for obtaining price and delivery information
from vendors. The system can be used as a media for defining problems and design requirements
to potential vendors.

Although difficult to replace the speed of a telephone call, it Is impossible to retrieve all unre=
corded information. To this end the below form and system was developed.

Richard Mills

Accounting PDP=4

The Accounting Department is continuing with its plans to convert all of its installations)

to Bob Beckman for control of scheduling and maintenance with the schedule being 7

of the additional volume which will be coming our way, due to programs we now fave
tion and it shows a 115% increase in card volume, which required ordering certain By ae
fo go along with the PDP-4. Due to this planning, we expect fo be ina position to hanw'
increased volume as it phases in.

done by the IBM equipment to the PDP=4 as son as possible, with a tenative final rol'ovw. :

f September 30,1963. The PDP-4 equipment on the fisst floor of Building #12 has :

:

fixed committments of the Accounting Department. The equipment is currently dows:

plete tuning and will be ready to turn over to us for use on July 1, 1963. Fred Maclecn
ten six prugrams and is looking forward to getting started on the PDP-4. We have matis «.

:

:

Auditors

Our fiscal year end of June 30, 1963 is rolling along again, and you will see people from Lybrand,
Ross Bros. & Montgomery, our auditors, going thru the plant and know that you will give them every
cooperation possible. Our Inventories will be taken the last week in June and we will be using IBM
cards to do this for the first time, which will greatly increase the speed of calculation. Inventory
instructions will be out this week.

Dick King

Sub-contracting continues fo be very busy, as it has been for the last month. At the present time
we have seven jobs at sheet metal vendors, three jobs at machine shops, plus aur usual load of silk
screening and finishing. We have two vendors assembling boards, one vendor drilling boards and
three vendors wiring. Other lines of work being done cutside are etching and engraving, pattern
making, foundry work and our implosion shields.

Barter checking with most of our vendors we find thet the majority will have no plant shutdown for

vacation. This eases the worry of our vendors meeting our delivery requirements for July and August.
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Two more Model 33 Printers with tape reader and perforator have been ordered from Teletype and
are scheduled to arrive August.7, 1963.

The Monroe 16 column line printer purchased for Ken Wakeen will! be shipped the first week in
July.

Complete purchase specifications are currently being written for all standard in/out major com=
ponents. This will insure receiving the equipment exactly as we use it.

Delivery of Standard Equipment

The model 2500 Readers from Digitronics are being delivered according to schedule, 4

received this past week and Digitronics has confirmed that the balance will be delivered
to our required schedule of two per month = July through October. Although Digitaria

month continuing through October.

::

: :
:

delivery of the two Model 350 Readers in June, they will be able to deliver three Secs :

nd August to bring us up to schedule. The balance of the Modei 3500's will be shipped :

JulyY and August, three September, two per month October through January .
@ Soroban Engineering, Inc. is meeting delivery of the computeriters with no problem =

Teletype will be shipping three BRPE-11 Punches by June 30, 1963 and will complete :

order for punches with three in July and three in August. The remainingtwo Modes 26 Pint: :
7

open order will be shipped in July.

two months. In addition eight will be supplied with the old style hardware.

D. Glazier

The 555 Magnetic Tape, reels, inserts and boxes presently being worked on by Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company should be ready for shipment Monday, June 24th.

Equipment and supplies that were ordered under the "subject fo cancellation if not received and
billed for by June 28th" stipulation ave being expedited to our fullest extent. The deadline for

placement of these orders is Monday, June 24th.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

Seven 18 bit memory stacks with new hardware are to be delivered by Ferroxcube during : : :
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K. Wakeen

Falco and Russ Winslow have joined the Production Engineering Department. :

| will carry onthe engineering effort on the Automatic Module Tester with the primary objective
f providing production with the capability of testing the balance of the modules for which the

:

stem was designed.

ss is providing the much-needed programming for production testing.

is department has been involved in an effort to encourage sales of module testers and cite.
ices which are computer controlled. We are working in conjunction with the special syste
iviston on an interim basis. li is planned that Special Systems will eventually take over

:

nction.

The following contacts have been made to potential buyers of our Automatic Module Teste: .

Burroughs, Electrodata
Burroughs, Tireman

@ Burroughs, Plymouth
Texas Instruments
Fairchild Semiconductor

fhe field personnel concerned have been contacted and are informed about all dealings wii
fomers

She following contacts are being made by field personnel to lay the groundwask for future negotis=
tions.

North Electric
Dura Business Machines

:

Burroughs, Paoli V

quotation for an Automatic Temperature Coefficient Resistor Tester was sent to Weston Instruments

ast week,

A. Falco

n the short time that | have been in the Production Engineering Department, ! have spent my time

earning the proper operation of the Automatic Modu!e Tester and preparing said system to check
but units on loan to us from Burroughs of Plymouth, Michigan.

hile becoming familiar with the Automatic Module Tester, | am writing 4a manual which will be
sed to explain the features, uses, and explanation of said system.
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In osder to check out the units on loan from Burroughs, special circuits and logic had to be added
to our system due to the method of testing and voltage levels used by Burroughs.

We are presently checking out said logic and circuitry.

R. Doane

Test Equipment 30%
VHF Burst Generator 20%
8401 20%
Miscellaneous 30%

The burst generator {s ready to fire up. Module modifications for it are done, and the co st
panel has been wired. The 8201 tester to match it is finished.

The principal " miscellaneous" activity has been the testing and refinement of the

@ summer student, got the model to count up to 10Mc module 10 (1,2,4,8 code} and medu :

ing with another summer student fo build a 10Mc 4215; this would lead to a module wish

greater overall utility, so the simple counter has been dropped.

decade counter module suggested by Ollie Judd for nuclear counting people. David :
:

voltage margins, without loading. The aim was to allow readout to indicator lights or! :

one ordinary inverter at each stage. However, several days ago | learned that Don Wai: : :

:

The 8401 layout fs nearly complete, but the inclusion of logic sections along with the mui'

requires the use of commercial 502 10 nanosecond delay lines, since even on the doubles
board there is not enough room for two stripline delays.

:
a a
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

L. Prentice

I regret to say that I have not contributed to the biweekly for several weeks. I will try to recap a
few of the things that have happened during that period.

First a trip to Tulsa, Oklahoma in regard to the use of Midwest Instrument's M3000 tape unit. This
was fully reported on by Roland Boisvert. Their production facilities, while very meager, can be

expanded and would have fo be considerably to meet our demands. They have extremely competent
people in both production and particulurly in finishing methods. We talked at length with the man
in charge of both these departments.

We have a new mechanical engineer, Mr. Philip Backholm who has a background in electramec=
hanical construction and recently was with Kerfott. He is to direct the mechanical effort towards
producing a new cabinet for the M3000 tape unit. The preliminary sketches for this cabinet are
now far enough along so that, starting next week, we should be able to start the steel construction
for the cabinet of the M3000. This is a major effort to repackage the M3000 tape unit into a cab-
inet and console configuration that will be compatible with the design of the PDP-4, PDP-5,and
PDP-6.e Console design for the PDP-6 is the primary responsibility of Ken FitzGerald. There has bcen
hold on this console for approximately one week to find out if some firm decision can be made se-
gording cither a magnetic or electrostatic display which is a part of this console and whether or

not this can be a separable unit fo facilitate construction and testing of both the PDP=6 end the

new display unit. Bits and pieces of the PDP=6 are taking shape. Double size module end four

times module have had some preliminary work done on them and considerable time has been spent
on the cabling for the memory unit by Ron Cajolet. Two or three mock-ups have been made and

different configurations sketched up to accommodate the maze of coaxial cable necessary for this

new type of extended memory. Scott Miller has been on vacation this past week however, in the

weeks previous to this tine, an extensive program has been carried on with Van Dyke Associates

on preliminary design of the PDP=6 console, the PDP=5 dual cabinet model and the cabinet model

of the 30 Display. Two modified models of the light pen have been redelivered to Bob Savell and

Derick Chin for assembly and most of the details and styling have been decided on to improve the

appearance of the light pen. These are seconday in nature and can be implemented by change
orders to the existing drawings. Some work remains to be done on the 555 Tape Units. These are

minor changes to implement production and quite possibly a new electronic chassis to accommedate

considerable change comtemplated now in that part of the system.

Ken FitzGerald

EN 1000 Shop Administration 25%
EN 100 Design Engineering
Show and general engineering. 15%

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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K. FitzGerald (cont.)

EN 1178 PDP=6 30%
100-4322 & 100-4529 Micro Tape 15%
EN 1208 DEC Paper tape reader 15%

:

This biweekly covers the past six weeks.

Design Engineering Show

At the Design Engineering Show, ! located a new "rivnut" made by Standard Pressed Steel that
could replace all of our present rivnuts. This new rivnut is headless which means we would no

longer have the problem of interference between meeting pieces and also eliminate the need of
allowing gaps to build-up between meeting surfaces. Samples of this new rivnut cre on oscer.

Also on display was a Percussive Stud Welder" which could eliminate many of the problems
which we are now experiencing. 1 also talked to some people about the possibility of vacuum

forming our computer doors and end panels in a plastic material but most of them felt that we
should consider a heat forming and laminating method instead. | have the name of four companies
that could do this for us and | will contact them as soon as time permits.

After reading pastbiweckly reports where many people commented about the Spring Joint Computer

Conference, | feel i should make some comments about the Design Engineesing Show. Fisst of cll,
our booth was attractive and well attended, however, the PDP=-4 did not seem to draw mush in-
terest from the mechanical people attending this show since, for the first three days it simely

typed out the keyboasd and for the last two days it was only typing test points. For a show shes

is base primarily on mechanics, this type of thing does not hold much interest for a man with o

meshonical Kackgrtiund. | feel the booth would have been much more impressive if the PDP=2,

were doing some type of control work on items such as an automatic drafting machine, XY Axis

Plotter, tape control drilling machine, circuit layouts on a display, or any other animated function.

PDP-6
The appearance design for PDP-6 has been frozen and mechanical assembly design is still up in the

air. The reason for this being that at this writing, no decision has been reached yet, wether the

display will use magnetic deflection electrostatic. Once this decision is made, we will go back

on the drawing board and finish up the mechanical design, assembly, and detail prints necessary for

a first production run. The final drawings will be made in drafting later on.

Micso Tape

Two weeks were spent working very closely with the people in the machine shop and mechanical

inspection in osder to mechanically fabricate and complete ten micro tape decks. Quite a bit of

difficulty was experienced in making ond inspection of jigs and fixtures necessary for this work .

However, the job was completed and the units are ready for final assembly. The only hold up has

been in receiving motoss and other hardware from our vendors. Due to the problems with these jigs

and fixtures, the prints have been changed which should help to make this unit a little bit easier to

build without sacrificing
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K. FitzGerald (cont.)

DEC Paper Tape Reader

The past two weeks have been spent assembling the mechanical parts for a paper tape reader utilizing
a stepping motor for drive and eventually we hope fo be able to use our own design for light source
and sensitive reading surfaces. If this unit works out as visualized, it could very well mean that the
paper tape reader could be mounted on the same pane! where the present paper fape punch Is lo=
cated and take 1/3 less space then the present reader. | have been working with Bob Savell on
this and we are just about ready to start making mechanical tests of the tape moving mechanism.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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PRODUCTION

M. Sandler

June 30 marks the close of our current fiscal year. We plan to take physical inventory on Satur=
day, the 29th.

We will close down all stockrooms for issue Friday, June 28, Please anticipate your weekend
needs prior to 5:00 P.M. Friday.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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QUALITY CONTROLS

R. Winslow

Production Engineering Programming

My first week has been devoted to orientation mostly. 1 have been familiarizing myself with Len
Hantman's original program for the module tester in preparation for making the modifications nec=
essary to the testing of Burrough's modules. Eventually, we will have a "skeleton" program which
can be quickly adapted fo the testing of modules in any format. A separate program will be de-

compiling a programming section to be appended fo the manual for the Module Tester.
veloped for in-plant production testing. Concurrent with these activities, am in the process of

J. Cudmore

During the past two weeks we have experienced some difttculty with the Teradyne T-130 transistor

370 mc. It was found that these devices were oscillating during the VCE test mode. A representa=
tive of Teradyne made a simple change and the equipment is now functioning properly.

tester. Units that were obviously god would fail VCE tests. These transistors were 2N744's, is

@ We have just received a Hafstrom Thompson model 600 W Temperature Test chamber. This unit uses
lass COQ than the larger Delta Design; but has the same temperature range. This chamber went
into use upon arrival,

The first lot of the 1704 precision power supply has finally made it through test. The units performed
as well as was expected except for the temperature coefficient. The poor temps: eceff. has been
traced to zener diode used for the reference. The diode was specified as .005%/°C. The voltage
variation curve Is very non-linear and looks like a half-moon. Asa result, the temp. coeff. is

determined in a unique manner that did not agree with our understanding of T.C. The problem has

now been resolved.

Klaus Doering

Solder workmonship standards went through the first print and first revision. We have made up actwal

solder joints according to the pictures and have started to have them photographed in advertising.

Dick King and I visited Boston Precision Co. in Boston, u psospective vendor of ours for sheetmetal

andmadliinework. The place with approximately 60 people was rather impressive. They have total

Quality Control and very good machinery equipment in their place. For their punch work, they
use presses ("Wiedeman") that work on the panfograph principle similar to our Dynasert machine.

orders have been placed with them following our visit.
The company's C. C. program allows for much more complex jobs than they are now doing. Some

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Klaus Doering (cont.)

| think that Purchasing has done a very good job in selecting capable vendors and making them
aware of our standards requirements before they receive orders. With the cooperation of Purchasing,
we are now getting a fine vendor control and relationship.

Dick Gaboury

A comparison between our shop and vendors from June 6, 1963 to June 20, 1963, gave the following
results:

Digital Vendors

89 jobs received 20 jobs received
2807 parts received 1900 parts received
195 parts rejected 9 parts rejected.

These figures are based on sheet metal parts, paint and finishes.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Purchasing

D. Kuyamjian

In the past few weeks we have experienced delivery problems with Teletype equipment, particularly
the BRPE-11 Punches. This was due principly to an engineering hold Teletype placed on the pro=
duction of their punches. It seems there has been an excessive amount of tape breakage in the field
and redesign in the tape reel area was necessary.

Since DEC does not use the tape reels that are causing all the trouble, we have had no probiems
with tape breakage. A telephone canversation between Bob Savall and one of ihe engineers re~
sponsible for the hold resulted in a waiver for six of DEC's units to be shipped immediately .

We purchased three of Teletype's new model 33 Printers equipped with dial phones for PDP~é; another
with tape perforata" and reader is expected in mid June.

At this time delivery is relatively palatable, but in the near future it is expected to jump fo three
months, perhaps more.

Unfortunately it will be several months before a 50 cycle unit will be made available. At present,
Teletype's European customers are forced to convert the equipment themselves.

The Adage equipment, both the Bidirectional Data Link for Minneapolis Honeywell and the A-D
Convertor for CRC, have had several delays. The Adage people were here this week to assu: e de~

livery of June 12 for the Data Link and June 15 for the A-D system.

The Holley printer, in similar checkout straits, will be deltvered the week of June 10, 1963.

A new committment will be made this week to Soroban Engineering Inc. for twenty-five Computer=
writers, Deliveries are scheduled during the period of September 1963 through September 1964.

Dave Glazier

Harry Davies Molding Co., hus assured us we will no longer have the problem of the 1910-C knobs

cracking. In previous shipments the knobs were being supplied with an 8/32 set screw as the stand=

ard part. A manufacturing change has been made and all due shipments will come through with a

6/32 set screw. The damaged material we have received may be returned for ful! credit.

The Magnetic Tape project for the 555 Mc netic Tape Units is now underway. One thousand reels,

inserts, and boxes were shipped to 3M Co. for the mounting of the *489 tape on reels, and insertion

into the boxes. 3M can apparently supply us with tape in this manner less expensively than selling
us the tape on their own reels. The cost per 3600 feet of Magnetic Tape on their eels is $69.38 per

roll. The cost for mounting this tape cn our reels and inserting the reels into boxes is $60.03 (per

3600'} a unit price of $4.35 per reel (260° per feel). Delivery should be made in 4 to 5 weeks.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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The following tube manuals have been recently ordered and will be available for reference either
in Purchasing or in the Library.

"Sylvania Technical Tube Manual"
"Sylvania Engineering Data Sheets" (5 Volume Set)
Amperex Condensed Tube Manuals" (3 Volume Set)
"GE Receiving Tube Types" (2 Volume Set)
"GE Five Star & Special Purpose Types" (One Volume)
"Tung-Sol Electron Tube Technical Data Books" (3 Volume Set)
"RCA Tube Manuals" (5 Volume Set)
"Westinghouse Entertainment, Receiving & TV Picture Tube Manual"

"Westinghouse Military & Industrial Tubes & Devices Manual"
"Avnet Tube Manuals" (6 Volume Set of tubes manufactured by the M.O. Valve Ltd. of England,)

DATE June 7, 1963
Page 2

Frank Kalwell

BIWEEKLY
REPORT

Dick King

On May 31, Jack Smith and visited Pasteriza Electronics to check progress on our 728 Power Sup-

plies and Tape Control 510 Wiring. The work thus far was very acceptable and it appears as if
Pastoriza will meet our delivery requests.

sheet metal work, wiring, board assembly, silk screening, castings and finishing.
At this writing there are a number of orders being filled by sub-contracting vendors. This includes

Elasco Inc. has done a good deal of wiring in the past for Digital. They recently sent us a quote on

Board Assembly that was very attractive. Elasco 1s ow assembling 100 of our 4106 Boards so that

vendor for future board work, as well as a top wiring vendor.
we can determine the quality of their work. If this order is satisfactory Elasco will be a fin
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ENGINEERING

B. Scudney

EN114 40%
EN1178 60%

The circuitry for the PDP~é Flip-Flop Memory has been designed and a model is now being laid out
be G. Gerelds. The package will be double length and double height and will contain a total of
24 bits of storage with associated read in and read out gates. The 24 bits are arranged as 3 adjacent
bits of 8 separate words. A 36 bit, 16 word memory will therefore require 24 of these packages.

A cable driver circuit for the PDP~6 memory buss system has been designed and has been turned over
to G. Gerelds. This circuit is capable of driving two 93 ohm coax cables in parallel. The cable
driver package will contain 18 of these circuits and will be a double length module with two con=
nectors at the handle end for connection to the cables.

Two new teletype modules have been designed. These modules are for use with the 8 bit teletype
code and are the 4706 Incoming Line Unit and 4707 Teletype Transmitter. Connector wiring for

4706 module and the 4707 will be released very shortly.

these modules is similar to the wiring for the 4702 and 4703 5 bit teletype modules thus allowing
for system expansion with a minimum of rewiring. A production release has been started on the

Several improvements have been made in the 4702 and 4703 5 bit teletype modules and will be in-
cluded in the 4706 and 4707 8 bit units. The 4702 incoming Line Unit will have jumpers on the
etched board that will allow the user to select either assertion or negation output signal polarity.
Dummy outputs have been provided on three pins so that the 5 bit and 8 bit Incoming Line Units
can be directly interchanged. The 4703 Teletype Transm! iter will contain a line driver that is cap-
able of driving the line relay directly. Either output polarity can be obtained by moving a jumper
on the etched board.

An order has been placed for two new CERA circuits; F 27 and B 27. The F 27 circuit 1s stmilar to
the F 150 circuit except that a 27 pf capacitor is used in place of the 150 pf capacitor. The B 27
circuit contains the resistors and capacitor required for an inverter input neiwork. The resistor val-
ves are 3K and 68K. The capacitor value is 27 pf.

Arch Martin and Jack Driscoll of Sprague Electric were here on June éth to discuss our requirements
for these new CERA circults. They have informed us that Sprague would like some idea of our CERA
circuit requirements for the next year. The purpose of this is to allow Sprague to reserve a correct

portion of their production facilities for our units. Arch Martin indicated that the CERA circuit has
become so popular that Sprague cannot meet the demand even with expanded manufacturing facilities.
Thus we may not be able to get delivery of these units if they do not reserve space for us.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Construction of the PDP-5 prototype was completed Wednesday and checkout has been storted.
Checkout is somewhat complicated by the fact thet the Memory Exerciser has not yet been modified
to test memories using the new selection system. Thus the memory must be tested in the machine
and represents one more unknown to b a contended with. Dan Wardimon is working on the exerciser
and | expect that it will be ready in time to test the first production machine.
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SYSTEMS
Page 4

E. de Castro

The Computer Guidance Committee decided at a meeting last Wednesday, that a complete program+
ming system would be written as soon as possible for PDP=5. This will include Fortran, a symbolic
assembler, a debugying program, various utility programs such as multiply and a complete set of
maintenance routines. The maintenance programs were written by Leo Gossel and were finished
several days ago. John Koudela will write the assembler and Allan Kotok the wtility programs. For-
tran ond the bugging routine require a major effort and will be done by a member of Dit Morse's
group, hopefully a new programmer that Dit is attempting to hire.

The following is a list of options which will initially be offered for PDP=5.

Analog to Digital Converter
Micro~Tape
Type 57 Magnetic Tape Control
Type 300 Display
Type 34 Display
High Speed Paper Tape Reader
High Speed Paper Tape Punch
Data Channel

Micro-Tape and a 4K memory are a must for Fortran programming.

We expect to receive a purchase order very soon from Raytheon Co., Bedford for a Probability
Distribution Analyzer which is a small system in the amount of $9,300. We are also awaiting a
purchase order for a PDP-5 from Princeton University.

Pat Greene

Work is now progressing on the Chalk River Job for AECL. Permission has been given to us by them

to use our own balanced multiplexer which is under development. The original quote specified
Addage equipment.

A purchase order for a Spark Chamber Reader for the University of Chicago has been received. The
logic diagrams are finished in Drafting end the wiring diagrams are on their way. A new procedure

teered the University of Chicago job as < "guinea pig" for the introduction of the system. Roger
Melanson and his people are working out a system that will incorporate wiring changes into the system.

is being tried to eliminate wiring diagrams, Wiring schedules will be made from the logic diagrams
and then punched on IBM cards. On those cards remain a permanent record of the wiring. volun
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A meeting was held with Fred Gould and some people from Keesler Air Force Base to discuss pos=-
sible Memory: Buffer and Typewriter Buffer business. Chances look good for the sale of four Memory
Buffers plus 2 Typewriter Buffers to Keesler and one Memory Suffer plus one Typewriter Buffer to the

Several quotes were sent out to various customers, t.e.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Pat Greene (cont.)
Page 5

FAA; Fred has done business with the FAA before. The machines will be built in Systems.

I. Bell Labs. = Transfluxer Readout
NASA
Univ. of Michigan ~ Buffer Chamber Control
Columbia University ~ RF Gating System
E.1. DuPont - Sequence Conirol
Pickard & Burns ~ Digital Clock
Silverman Assoc. = Card Punch Control
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A. Blumenthal

EN1016 Memory Development 300%

Final design of the Type 135 (PDP=4) Memory has been completed except for the pin assignments
on the new sense amplifiers. The wiring layout is done except for those connectors and the order
placed with production. We hope to equip every PDP=4 with this memory beginning with #21
which is scheduled to come out of production on July 22. The selection scheme for this memory
has been changed, at the expense of a couple of 1987 modules, to be the same as that for the PDP=1
memory under design. This makes it possible to use the type of stock for both computers as com=
pared to the original scheme which required one type for PDP-1 and two others for the PDP=4 (one
for each of the two 4K segments).

The tests made on the PDP=1 breadboard have revealed two significant facts. First the 4 by 16

(per axis) selection scheme which gives the greatest economy in read=write switches gives an ex-
tremely poor signal to noise ratio because of the capacitive currents flowing on 30 half selected
lines at the start of the read pulse. We, therefore, will use an 8 by 8 scheme which gives a satis«
factory S/N ratio.

@ Second, we find that interconnecting the sense windings of 4 stocks yields an unusable S/NN ratio
because of ringing, unbalance to ground, ond attenuation of the signal. A sense amplifier having
4 gatable input channels seems fo be the best solution to the ,roblem and such an amplifier is now
under design.

The inhibit system, which also requires field selection, is now undergoing its first tests.

We hope to have the layout for the PDP-1 Memory complete by July 15 so that production can start
on the first unit and a debugged system operating by the end of August.

E. Harwood

We have a peak load condition in the Checkout Area at this time with ten computers under test.
Ve have ten men assigned to Checkout at this time so we will be unable to start work on another

machine until we ship some of these. Before the first of July, we plan to ship five PDP=4's and

two PDP-I's. This means around the end of June and the beginning of July, we will have practically
our whole group out doing field installations.

At the present time, it looks like the NSA computer will be at least one month late and a new pro=

jected delivery date is July 15th.

Due to the delay in getting the Addage equipment for the Honeywell Link System, this project has

fallen a little behind sehedule. The Addage people have promised thct they will deliver the equip-
ment on Wednesday, June 12th. If the system is completely operational when they deliver it, we
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E. Harwood (cont.)

still have a fair chance of getting this out by the end of June.

In order to cut down the rework required on the PDP~4 tables, we have made up half a dozen wooden
tables to be used in the Checkout Group while we're testing out the systen.s. This means we will
draw the tables fresh from stock as the machine is about to go out the door. This should save con=
siderable time and money on retouching up the tables.

We have finally had a chance to turn the fans on in our area and have noticed that they do a pretty
good fob of keeping the area up there in a liveable condition. There is a decided Improvement with
the air changing every three minutes, so it looks like it won't be too uncomfortable up there during
the hot summer months of July & August.
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Klaus Doering

The solder standards have been drawn up and approved by engineering and production. They are
now in advertising to be reprinted on a proper format.

The whole mechnaical inspection crew has been trained fo do solder joint inspection, thus taking
quite a burden of work from Russ Winslow who had fo do this on his own. The load assembly in-
spections has still been increasing considerably. The inspectors have done quite some overtime
over the past 4-6 weeks, in order to keep up with the most urgent work. Production control gives
G priority list to us so that the most needed items will be taken care of first. The rest we will catch
up with as fast as possible.

In anticipation of the increasing amount of work, we decided three months ago to hire two inspec=
tors. We got one, but the second one seems hard to get, especially as we want to select carefully.

I would like to let anybody know who has work to be inspected which is needed within acertain
time to contact me or Dick Gaboury = so we will know about it and prevent holding up things.

Dick King and | visited Pastorisa Inc. in Boston recently, a vendor who makies power supplies and
wires mounting panels for us. We had a chance to introduce our solder standards to them before
the order was placed. This visit pertained especially to the acceptance of solder joints on mounting
panels. Their work was exceptionally good. Their soldering is dons entirely by men.

We had some customer complaints on back pnaels of lab. modules. Finished goods room reinspection
revealed that there were approximately 30 modules that did not go through mechanical inspection.
This incident shows again that established inspection procedures should be followed in order to pre=
vent unnecessary rejects.

J. Cudmore

During the past two weeks the following high density F.F.'s have gone through first lot test, 4220,
4221, 4222, and 4225. The biggest headache in testing these units is the necessity to change
jumpers. A great deal of trouble shooting resulted In finding a poor jumper clip connection more
often than not. The lot sizes were small on the 4222 and 4225's limiting the amount of dato to be
gathered. The FF were compatible with all existing units as far as noise rejection and speed conv
siderations. The first lot of the 4659. DEC to 7090 Transmission Line was tested and operated sate
isfactorily.

D. Gaboury

During the past two weeks, the Mechanical Insp. Dept. has had the following Final and Intermediate
Electrical and Mech., Inspections.
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D. Gaboury (cont.)

Electrical Mechanical.
Final Intermediate Final Intermediate

PDP-4-13 PDP=4 JPL PDP=4
Mag Tape Control 67 Mag Tape 50
Mag Tape 50 Mag Tape 51-50
PDP-4-20
PDP-4-18
PDP-4B~11
PDP-1C-30
Mag Tape 5051 Control
PDP-4B-16
PDP-4B-13

A comparison between our shop and vendors for the weeks of May 27 and June 3 gave the following
results:

DEC Shop Vendors

Total Pcs. rec'd. 2626 Total pes. rec'd 3553
Total amt. of jobs 48 Total amt. of jobs 23
Total rejects 427 Total rejects 27

These figures are based on sheet metal parts, paint and finishes.

J. DiMauro

Semiconductors tested since last report:

Type Mfgr. Units Tested Rejects
GA212 Texas Instrument 1360 1.9
MA90 Philco 2384 02D

SW1250-3 No. Am. Elect. 19) 10
2N1204 Philco 500 3.2
2N1309 Texas Inst. 5000 2.4
GA439 Texas Inst. 2110 4.9
2N1754 Philco 20000 off

All the capacitors that we have received since last biweekly report have been tested and put into

OMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

1N429 Motorola 50 0.0
1N748 Motorola 50 0.0
IN764 Transitron 140 0.0
DOO! Clevite 40874 1.0
D007 National Transistor 125 1.0
D662 Clevite 35026 0.3

stock.
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He made the following comments concerning a $3,000.00 Lab Module order that we delivered on
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SALES

Bill Farnham

a. Seven of the fifty-one modules shipped did not have handles on the casings.
b. Three Model 3201's had the retaining screw, which holds the card into the metal housing,
missing.
c. One model 3101 had the sockets on the chocolate block out of alignment, thus making it
impossible to plug the unit into a mounting panel.

The corrective action taken by Sales was to:

a. Replace the defective equipment on the same day we received the complaint.

b. Notify Guality Control and Production of the discrepancy.

@ mechanically."
Mr. Kosmala's parting comment was, a

hope these modules are better electrically then they are

In addition, the Sales Department was not aware that Lab Modules had been modified to include
handles. Somewhere there was a breakdown in disseminating this information, and this can and
does cause embarrassment, especially where it is the customer who brings it to your attention.

It also makes it extremely hard for the Shipping Department, if some of the units have handles and
some do not. There is no way of telling this, since the units are packaged before they come into
Stock.
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R, King

We have sub=contracting extensively in the last few weeks. Besides the V.A. asseinb'ing some of
our boards, Electro=Labs is
immersion. We are present!y using three sheet metal houses. Donnelly on cabinets anc plenum doors
and Prelco Corporation cnd Omnicraft on smalier panels. Wiring jobs out of the kause ore PDP=1
and PDP=4 to Elasco, fine. and an order for 728 power supplies to Pasivoiza Electronics, Inc.

iy completing an order of becsds which called fer detiling and tin

We recently have used Modern Electroplating for our anodized paris. They have -eolaced Aluminum
Anodizing Corporation of Amesica as prime vendor. This has brought a great rece er in rejected
material. Besides Modes: Electroplating we have two sheet metal houses quolified to co our iriditing
~ Prelco Corporation and Baston Precision Paris, Of course we are stil! using Precision Sarcen for
our silk screening and Metal Etching Corporution of Long Island, New York on our etched panels.
Industrial Wire and Cable is working on read ond write cables along with our 50 conductor cables,

Last week § attended the Design Show in New York. ! was mainly interesied in tclking fo companies
such as Stimpson, United Shoe, Kaylock, Shakeproof, Bristol and Tinnenmann. requisted the
lastest literature from Aicoa and many other companies.

F. Kalwell

We have contracted with Taylor Fibre and Ne!co Corp. for our yearly requiremeni of ginss

thick. The previous size of our board wus 4 5/16 x 67/16x 1/164 d : on the width dimer-
sion of The price is $0.49 per board as opposed fo ihe previous 30.55.

3

y printed circuit boards. The new size of the board i 4.343 +006 ~ 015 x 6 7/16" long x 4716"

We have also contracted with Corneil Dubi!fer to supply cur yeorty requisement of 35,000 mfd clec-
trolytic computer grade capacitors. The price has decreased from 4.52 to 4.15 each.

Final saracles hove been submiticd ene new Lenana pin used on our patch cords. Klaus Doering are}

Loren Prentice are evaluating this pin to 9a sure it is aceeptable .

On the lastest shipment of Sprague F-150 Hybrid Circuits we have enccuntered a reject on of 55 units

due to the capucitance being cut of tolerance. Sprague Elecivic has been notified of the problems.
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R, Doane

VHF 50%
PDP=6 30%
Misc. 20%

A breadboard version of a low-power, limited fan-in, simplified standardizing 40 nsec pulse amplifies
worked OK, so George Gerelds has layed out o printed board containing six, and soona model can
be tested. A similar circuit for 70 nsec outputs with built-in feedback for stretching 40 nsec pulses
has also been designed and layed out with six on a board. Both circuits have half-normal prf capa-
bility; that is, 40 nsec up to 5 Mc, and 70 nsec up to 2 1/2 Mc. Pulse-width in each circuit depends
as strongly on one of the resistance valves as it does on transformer inductance, so optimum adjust
ment of the center of the production distribution will be much easier than it was with the standard cir-
cuits. These circuits are tailored to the needs of PDP-6, especially for use with the new six-delay~
line module.

Two preliminary designs of bus-driving 10 nsec blocking oscillators to be squeezed 18 to a double-
length board for PDP-6 are now on a breadboard, ready for test.

VHF Progress

1. Tested models for the 2201 Flip-Flop and 8103 Logic Module are in production. Due to our large
backlog, production modules wil! probably be a long time in coming, particularly since their priority
is lower than customer back~orders.

2. Test data sheets are ready for these two modules, and testers have been designed. Means for

making low distortion connections between burst generator testers have been thought out, includ=-

ing provisions for performing temperature tests: the entire tester witl be in the oven, and a new oven
door has been ordered so it car be modified to iet the handle enc! of the module stick out and to ex-
tend the shafts of tester switches, so complete data can be taken in the oven as conveniently as out
of it. A template kas been made for standardizing the location of switch shafts on all WHF testers and

the special oven door, so any tester can be accomodated.

3. The logic wiring for the VHF burst generator has been done for some time. Recently the mechani-

beards back-to-back, plugging into the burst generator directly for normal tests, and via co-axial cab es

for temperature tests. Four thumbssrews hold the tester in place when modules under test are plugged in

end pulled out. Amplitude and pulse width controls for all pulses have been incorporated in the burst

cal construction has been completed for connection to festers. The testers will be two double-sided

generator control panel.

@ 4, Three modules are in progress of design:

ao 8110 is two sixinput gtes simil
erator. The first mode! works
pulse amplifier for ge

un tothe 10. {f 1s required in the burst ge
g improved as a high-fidelfty
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R. Doane (cont.)}

b. 8401 isa variable clock. The improved model is being debugged. {ts use in the burst gener-
ator is not essential, but would be desireable if it can be finished {n time.

c. The glass delay line module now works acceptably for single pulses. While an imporved lay-
out and model are in process, a tester will be designed ard built to allow testing for prf sensitivity
and noise on the burst generator. To fully test this module, however, will probably require a
specialized pattern generator.

B. Stephenson

NSA System

The interconnecting equipment for NSA Is ebout ready to stort checkout. We have completed all the
logic diagrams and the wiring has been done on all of the panels except one. <A large part of the
interpanel wiring has been done and the drafts of themanuals have been turned over to the technical
writers. The naw modules have been our biggest problem and we now have most of these. Many of

e

these were started a long time ago but hit @ stop at one stage or another along ihe way. These in=
cluded the Type 6102 Inverter, 4219 Guintuple Flip-Flop, Types 4678 and 467? Level Amplifiers,
Types 1574 and 1576 Ladder Networks, the 1578 Multiplexer Switch and the Type 1572A which is a
variation cn our 1572 for use in sysiems where the capacitive load presented by the input is of a large
degree of importance.

COMPUTER A-D OPTIONS

The Computer Guidance Committee approved four general A to D options which we want to have for

11 bits at varying speeds depending upon the number of bits and desired accuracy. The price of this
unit is $5,000 and Bob Maxcy has some general specs on the system. (ihe specs on the system are ex=
tremely conservative and | have a prototype on the bench now which i hope to test out so that perhaps
we can give some beter specs at a later date. Certainly frere is no problem in meeting the specs that
we have put on the unit now.) The aext option is the Model 139 Generai Purpose Multiplexer Conirol.
This Multiplexer Conivol will handle up to 64 channels of multiplexer inputs, with either Individual

the computers. The fisst is the Model 138 General Purpose A to D converter. This will convert up to

addressing or cycling. If the cyclic mode is chosen, the multiplexer wil! autcmatically return to
Channel 0 after the lost channel has been sampled. This option sells for $3,600. The multiplexer
switches themseleves are available in groups of four and sell for $425 per group.

The next option is the Model 140 High Speed ADC. This is the 10 bit 6 microsecond unit which we

developed for NSA. It has not yet been priced out. With this wiil be a high speed Multiplexer Con=

trol, Type 141, which also has not been priced out.

FOR MODULE CUSTOMERS

For module customers «vho are interested in building their own A fo D circuits, we now have a variety
of new circuits available and | have written a memo to sales describing these units and a couple of
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memos on testing converters and techniques for obtaining high speed os high accuracy. There is also
one describing the high speed method used for the NSA system.

PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS

We have received quite a few inquiries recently for ADC's and hybrid computation. Most of these
have been people who have already surveyed the market and determined what they wanted. However,
a few of these are prospects for us. These include four - Raytheon wants and A to D to A converter
system to tie various devices onto a PDP=1. | gave them a price for our standard A to D option and
multiplexer and am now in the process of figuring a price fora D to A system for them. Pratt & Whit-
ney Aircraft Company in Florida is just beginning to look into a hybrid computer system and are in~
terested in buying both a digital computer and interconnecting equipment. | sent them some infor=
mation on interconnecting equipment and Bob Maxcy sent them some information on the PDP=1. Bab=
cock and\ilcox in Lynchburg, Virginia are interested in an interconnecting system and possibly a
small digital computer, although they already have two. I doubt if we will be able to seli them a

computer but | think we may be able to sell them some modules and possibly one of our high speed A
to D's. The University of Washington wants to buy a PDP=1 and they want four channels of D to A

@ talked with Mr. Schelderoff out at ASCRC. They are presently buying an Adage converter to hook
onto the PDP-1 as we had suggested to them earlier. They are also interested in purchasing a high
speed A to D in the Fall so | talked to them about our high speed unit.

on this. Bob Maxcy is handling this and | gave him the price information on this D to A. Also i

L. Hantman

Spring Joint Computer Conference

t. MICRO-TAPE

Besides the obvious fact that the micro~tape was not working for the Show, two main comments can
be made. First, the micro=tape airived in pretty bad shape. The front panel was nicked and scratched
and the entire cabinet had en overall dirty appearance both inside and out. (In fact, it looked so bad

that it wos not even displayed for part of the first day}. The second comment is that the micro-tape
literature arrived late and was gsossly inaccurate boih technically and typographically.

Interest was good though not as high as | hed anticipated, probably because the unit was not operating,
Comments ranged from "great," "a break-through, Many
were interested in the drives without the control, and some even in drives without the read-write

electronics.

Hl. INCREMENTAL SCOPE

The scope seems to have mede o tremendous impression, and a great deal of interest was shown in using

it for both graphical input and output. An even greater impact could have been made had a light pen
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L. Hantman (cont.)

been available and programmed. Most people were literally amazed at the "painted" effect of the
circuit diagram which was used in the demonstration, and it was all we could do to emphasize that
it was a point by point display, and not a line os vecior drawing scope. Some insisted that it was
a projection or memorizing device, and a few even thoughtwe were projecting slides.

From a demonstration standpoint certain difficulties should be noted. Since a normal 30-G scope
was also being demonstrated, it was difficult to allocate time fairly between the two displays, and
the necessity for loading new programs each fime someone wanted to see one or the other scopes, was
time consuming and awkward. Future incremental scopes should be compatible with the 30-G so
both could be used simultaneously .

i feel that the demonstration of the scope accomplished four important things as follows:

A. It showed that DEC can make a high speed flicker-free display per se.

B. It indicated that DEC {s interested in a graphical approach to computers.

C. St provided a great deal of "feed-back" by pointing up fields of use by potential users. Some
of the areas mentioned included data retrieval, circuit simulation, stress analysis, mapping and
engineering drawing.

D. [t pointed out that the display need not be used on a FOP since it was explained that the
one at the Show actually was being attached to a 7090.

Burroughs, CDC and IBM seemed especially interested in the display.

11. MODULE TESTER

Only a minimum of my time was spent in demonstrating the tester as Ken Wakeen ond Don Zereski did
almost all of the demonstrations. The tester behaved perfecily throughout the Show and definite con
facts were made with Burroughs, Fairchild and Texas Instruments. The former two are sending some of
their modules to us for inclusion in the program, and if the tests can be made,prospects look bright.
Texas Instrumant micro-modules are already being tested with the existing program.

IV. OVERALL IMPRESSIONS

Judging by the reactions of the crowd, DEC had one of the most interesting exhibits at the Show. All
of us noticed people constantly returning to the booth again and again, bringing friends and some of
their supervisory personnel ond explaining the virtues of our equipment to chem without our saying a
word. Many peeple seemed aware of the new products even before they got to the booth, ond knew

@exactly what it was they wanted fo see and have explained. Almost everyone seemed to know someth
about the PDP=1 or the PDP=4. My own impression is that DEC scored heavily in that, almost everyth
being demonstrated was a new innovation in the field. Som of the mor flatteri
DEC sure has brought flexi

=
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most computer for the dollar," {with a reference to the C.W. Adams Handbook), and, "What a
wonderful way DEC uses color in the design of its equipment.

K. Wakeen

Exhibits Our exhibit was by for the best attended and had more to offer in active demonstrations
than any of the others.

The disploys and microtape generated a lot of activity from both old and prospective customers; and
Judging from the interest shown, these demonstrations were successful .

The Automatic Module Tester was of primary concern to me. The reactions we received were, with=
out exception, most encouraging. After several demonstrations to Burrough Personnel at all levels,
we connected with a vice president who was so enthusiastic that he arranged for Don Zereski and
myself to make & trip to the Plymouth facility. We met Friday morning with the production manager,
Q.C. manager, and several production engineers to discuss the tester and its possible application in
their plant. They showed a strong interest, and we agreed to test two Burrough's modules, a dual FF

@ a 25 input logic element. Tiese will be ready for Bursough's scrutiny within the next two weeks.

Fairchild showed enough interest to send two men to our pliant today. They too will provide us with
modules for purpose of demonstrating cur ability to test them.

Texas Instrument Type SN512 was tested at the show and they also will send representatives to visit
our facilities.

Others showing enough interest to warrant follow-up are:

Burroughs - Tireman division, general manager, engineering manager, process analyst, and others.

Burroughs ~ Paoli,Pa., advanced development laboratories.
Lockheed Missels & Systems - Research Specialists Eng., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Electrodata Division - Staff engineer, Posedena, Coiif.
North Electric = Senior Engineer, Gallion, Ohio
Dura Business Machines - Engineering, Madison, Michigan

The interest shown by these people and others (newspaper aad technical publications people) gave
me the distinct impression that we have a marketable product which is complete in its ability to per-
form production testing or Q.C. type data-logging and which is flexible and easy to use. It is also
an expensive system and we may be well advised to go to the PDP-5, a less expensive tester, and

"Je options for those who need pulse analysis and delay measurements and other special measure>

@ 9
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The booth was one of the most interesting at the exhibit but we had just too much in o small area.
We had just about enough room to open the doors on our cabinets to show interested people the

e in our machines. In order to display the hardware in the automatic modules tester we had
take the back off completely.

The equipment that we exhibited was demonstrated very well. The incremental scope was interesting
many people because they could see what was going on. The automatic mod. tester was interesting
those with a technical back ground. Many people were Interested in its Flexability. Some man=

facturers were interested in testing individual components which we could not demonstrate at the
ime.

The automatic module tester ran without failure. We did have trouble with the ac buss bar on the
IPDP=4 and the tape reader, with the automatic mod.tester. The sales PDP=4 with the 8K memory was
dropping bits.
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Pat Greene

Having been my first Show in which | was on the inside looking out, the Spring Joint Computer Con=
ference was indeed an interesting experience. | am convinced that any exhibitor who displays hard-
ware at a show of this nature will reap more dividends if the technique of animation is employed.
No matter how sophisticated a piece of machinery may be, if it is displayed in a dormant or semi-
dormant fashion, it just does not focus the spectators attention to it. Ken Wakeen's Module Tester
is a good example of this; many people were curious as to what was going on because the device was
indeed animated and creating inierest.

I did visit other displays in the show and found that the largest percentage of them employed the
routine uninteresting type of display. It almost gave one the impression that " We are here only
because competitors are here and not because we think we can do a service for our potential cus=
tomers.

Some of the other exhibitors empl ing of their product. As an

@ would like to have in a computer if she were going to buy one. This left me cold' Carnival type

several other smaller exhibitors. DEC did do a limited amount of their type of advertising. Len

Hantman did a fine job in this respect.

example, t overheard the G. E. teh Man ask a high school girl what were some of the features she

booking" was extremely popular at the show. It was employed by Burroughs, G. E., Philco, and :

| talked with Dick Pandolphi of Potter Instruments and his reaction to the show was one of disappoint=
ment. He said that he had only talked to three customers up fo that time. This was the afternoon of
the second day of the show.) His 25° exhibit was void of customers af the time. Tom Lucus (Sales

Manager) of Burroughs, Ferrite Division in Philadelphia had the same comment.

{ tried severa! times to talk to Cris Snyder of Indiana General at the show but | could never seem to

time it right. Since returning from the show, Dave Denniston sefesred me to an inquiry from Indiana

General for Semi-Automatic and Automatic Core Testers.

A lunch meeting was held with representatives of the Foxboro Co. to pursue further the possibility

Me promised at weof PDP<5 for control work. Gardner was interested to find cut how m
cost " multiply time and also ihe

memory size.

would be in touch with more answers to his questions.

Our own equipment { thought, was well displayed. Every effort was made by DEC to answer any and

"show-biz" is quite different from the impression that one gets when he is orethe spectators and not

inferring that the generalized show is not valuable.

ali questions that were presented by our customers. For myself, i have found from the SJCC that

an exhibitor, {do feel however, that a specialized show of sais variety is perhaps more valuable

than a general electronics show in which the whole industry is displayed. | am not inferring
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Pat Greene (cont.)

It Is interesting fo note that people approach the exhibitors at a show like this to seek employment
opportunities. | was approached by two; one being a college student from Mass. going to school in
Michigan and the other a Technicain who has 5 years experience and wants to change jobs. The
Technicior& qualifications will be referred to personnel for study.
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COMPUTERS

A. Hall

Foxboro

The Foxboro (Service Center) 32K word drum has been installed and is working properly. At the same
time we installed thermostats at the top of each frame (per Foxboro spec.) wired in the new 825

power control { which will help the computer ignore any power failure of less than 50 msec. ) changed
all exterior parts of the tape unit to Veldura Gray and wired in a modification which seems to have
cured a turn-off noise problem which was altering memory {if turn-off occurred while the program was

running.)

The U.S. Steel computer is due to undergo a 24 hr. acceptance test starting at 4:00 p.m. Thursday,
May 23. If all goes well it will be delivered the following Monday, (about a month before the pro=
mised date). The 64K word drum will be checked out on the Engineering computer. It will be shipped
in about a month.

Foxboro appears confident that their long-term prospects for the PDP~4 (and, possibly, the PDP5) are

@r however, there seems to be little likelihood of an immediate order.

Notes on the SJCC

Our booth was very well located and compared wel! in design and utility to the best at the show.

At first glance {t would seem that the greot number of people we have tending the booth would crowd

out spectators but the reverse seems to be true. A crowd attracts a crowd.

Persons responsible for informing the public about our dispiay equipment should know:

1} Who besides DEC makes displays and what {if any) are the advantages of our displays over the

those of our competitors.

2) What are the primary technical features of the display(s) on display .

3) What is the advantage of an incremental display over a regular display .

4) Why would any one ever buy and use a display...

There is increasing evidence of inierest in computers by persons in the field of automatically controlled

machine tools. Two persons from Ford Motor Co. were interested in the possibility of using a computer
fo prepare 1", 8-level paper tape which would in turn be used to control machine tools. The computer

would optimize the speed of manufacturing any part by considering the advantages and limitations of

all the available tape-controlied equipment, parce! out assignments on the basis of pertinent criteria

{time, cost, machine wear, efc.) and then punch the tapes. Perhaps we should be approaching ma-

the particular tape-controlled machine tool used to manufacture that part and then punch the tape to

make it. Of course the computer can be used to consider the assignments (to part-manufacturing) of

chine tool manufacturers
wigeitBAY NE!DENTIAL
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A high proportion of the persons | spoke fo at the show seemed to be people not familiar with computer
equipment but whe were looking for tdeason what computers could-do for them. Handing a person of
this sort a pamphlet of technical specifications might do more harm than good. One glance at the un-
familiar jargon of computer technology may be enough to convince him that the field is too complicated
for him to consider using computers. It will probably be said that this is just the type of person to whom
we do not want to sell a computer. However, if may very well be that if this person brings the ad-
vantages of a computer to the attention of management, management may decide that it is worth while
to acquire competent technical help to investigate the application. Within closely-knit vocations
such as machine design, automobile production, medicine,etc. the advantages of having the first
computer application may be tremendous. It should be well worth our while fo get the names of per-
sons inquiring about such applications and fo follow up a week later with a phone cali which would
reintroduce the subject while the man is amongst colleagues with whom he may discuss the matter.

Bob Savell

During the past week | attended the SJCC, and arrived a day early expecting to pay a visit to Holley
Computer Producis in the mroning and do some work | brought with me in the afternoon. Instead |

@ spent the day troubleshooting minor problems on the display equipment and helping to tune up half the
memory in the Sales PDP4. Most of these problems could have been eliminated had the entire system
been connected and run prior to shipment using the demonstration programs that we wanted fo use at
the show. Slowdown of the correction of memory problems was ccused by not having any spare 1538
sense amplifier modules. Correction of one display trouble was made more difficult because no 4606
spares were availabie.

| believe that most of the above problems couldbe eliminated by moking one person technically re-
sponsible for thn &ISS AGHBit. fs if stunts sow aeck of four te six people responsible for various
segments of the exhibit is assumed to be holding up his end as far as spares, programs, pre-show test
etc. is concerned.

The show schedule should insure that at all times there is someone in the booth qualified to discuss
in detail the operation, application, and programming of every device on display.

We hed the best location we have ever had for our booth, just inside the front door. Interest at my
end of the booth in the Incremental Display, Symbol Generator, display equipment in general,- and
in the Automatic Module Tester was very higit. think it is safe to say we out-drew the CDC exhibit
across the aisle at least 3 or 4 to 1.

People were very impressed with the Incremental Display capability. In general people talked to

seem to want lots of information flicker-free-test as well as lines. They are not very knowledgeable
about light pens, so don't really care whether the display is analog or digital. Hopefully we are

educating them about the pens by stressing their use at all our exhibits.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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The show provided an opportunity fo discuss display requirements with a number of seriously interested
prospects.

The other exhibits were somewhat less elaborate and there seemed fo be less exhibitors than at the
fall show in Philddelphia, however | believe it was a worthwhile show.

Digitronics exhibited an improved paper tape spooler Madel 6070 using a proportional servo of some
kind that they won't described, but that works very nicely. There are no damping adjustments on the
motors which is one of the weak points of their present Model 4566. In all the combinations tried it
was impossible to give the tape a hard enough shock to break it. Price is $1450 to $1500.

Photocircuits has made many improvementsover the past two years on their reader spooler combination
Other than their Ferranti-like 60 cps unit they do not have any unit at present that will read fan=
fold tape. They promise one in the 1500-2000 region by October - but that is what they said last
year.

Teletype had their new Modal 33 and 35 there. The 33 does have some drawbacks over the 35 ($7500)

@ such as no tab or backspace and apparently a few other differences that should be looked into. The
man in the booth was not foo sure about the differences. He said that althought the machine has been
described as a 2 hour a day machine that really there is no limit to the number of hours per day.
As a sidelight we found that the coding keyboord is available separately at a price that Teletype
seemed somewhat apoligetic about $35:

Data Systems Inc. has been advertising a new paper tape reader, Model 3000, which uses a stepping
motor and looks fairly interesting, $1000 to $1400. They are not prepared to deliver any unless they
con get someone to guarantee to buy 100 units. They were not exhibiting this unit and time did not

permit my visiting the plant.

Soroban had the handler for thier new 400 cpm serial card punch there and running. It is a product
of their two top mechanical engineers and looks very good. The punch head was not running. Prices
are 16K for first system and 12K thereafter. This includes no electronics. The complete console in-
cluding card handling and electronics is 35K.

Ferranti showed amount for high resolution CRT's, yokes, and focus coils that is fairly inexpensive.
It is not as flexible as ours, but probably would serve the purpose. It's cost will be compared with

our unit. In addition, I talked #o them about various high resolution high accuracy CRT problems.
fam impressed with their overall knowledge and their work on all phases of these problems where others

are working either only on CRT's or only on coils.

Ferranti and NCR both exhibited paper tape readers in the $2500 region that were designed more for

table top than rack mounted. They both demonstrated well, but then so do all readers, even those

that have caused us many problems. They will be considered further.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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S. Piner (cont.)

t also did a good job of just looking. | was quite impressed by some of the equipment, mainly the
Soroban card punch, the CDC card reader, the Cal-comp plotter and the Holly line ptinter.

think this show provided an excellent opportunity to catch up on the latest the industry has to
joffer. § even touched a B-5000.

N. Mazzarese

Why did you attend the trade show? To sell

How tany papers did you attend? Were they worth while? One panel, "Computers In Medicine."
One paper, "Telemetry Data Acquisition.

Did you discover worthwhile technical information? Competitive info on Teletype interface gear,
COC, Data Systems.

Did you make worthwhile sales contacts? Yes. Ganadais; Bell Labs (D. Weller); Stanford...
@Should we exhibit in this Trade Show next year? Yes

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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EN1073 100%

In the past two weeks approximately ten new test data sheets have been generated. The cooperation
from the Engineering Dept. has been very good and some of these sheets have been generated In
cord time. It is unfortunate that the person responsible for most of this work, Ebon Remond, is leav=
ing at the end of the month. If anyone knows of a good technical typist, please: give me a call.

Dave Adams has just completed building an exerciser for the unbuffered FF's. This device consists of
two registers which may be loaded with toggle switches or counted up or down. The information in
these registers is then loaded into the register type FF under test and ifs contents checked. The pulses
generated may be of either polarity and continuously varied in amplitude. The levels may also be
varied, the upper level from OV to 1.5V and the lower leval from -2.5V to -4.0V. The Exerciser
may be set to stop on an error and the contents of the registers can be examined to determine the
cause of failure. Sync selection and Error Overide conirols are also provided to permit observation
of the error conditions. The purpose of this project was to provide us with a piece of equipment that

@ would detect the intermittent and sandom errors that are sometimes reported with returned modules.
This device will also be used to evaluate new modules that may have hidden problems.

K. Doering

We are catching up with the reinspection of solder joints of all machines on the floor. Dave Clark
from the mechanical inspection force has been trained to do solder joint inspection, which has enabled
us to catch up rather well, There fs agreement between production, .C. and Engineering about
the solder standards. Constant reviews will be necessary in the future to keep reminded and every=
body-up to date on the quality requirements. We have experienced, in the past, that if this is not

+

done over and over, the quality tends to relax.

Through suggestions from the inspectors, we have made up forms for solder joint inspection that repre~
sents the mounting panel with all joints pictorially. Any possible rejections will be written into the

corresponding space with a code number. The decoder alling out the rejection reasons is on the
same form. Writing time has been cut down and possible rejected joints can be found more readily.

Trim strips and parts that make up the end panel frames have shown considerable rejection rates due
to rough handling. This occurs usually in the process of shipping to the anodizing place in Boston.
The parts are only wrapped in paper and are not really protected. We have agreed with purchasing
that these parts can only be shipped to the vendor in the proper boxes. Orders have been placed with
the carpenter shop to have these containers made up. We are sure to get rid of the unnecessary re-
jections this way.

Our paint jobs seem to indicate a decrease in quality. A vendor ofours claims and has proved that
climatical changes do not flatten the texture of kis paint jobs.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Dave Dubay

Test Equipment Headquarters

The following equipment has been calibrated since May 10th.

Description Type No Calibrated

Oscilloscope 543/543A 10
Oscilloscope SHIA 1

Osetlloscope 545A 1

Oscilloscope 551 1

Oscilloscope 567 1

Curve Tracer 575 2
Plug-in Unit CA 14
Plug-in Unit D 1

Plug-in Unit G 1

Plug-in Unit H 2
Plug-in Unit K 2

Plug~in Unit S 1

Plug-in Unit Z 1

Plug-in Unit 3576 1

Plug-in Unit 3177 1

Current Probe P6016 7
D.C. MA Meter 4288 }

Multimeter 630NA 10

We received a set of resistance and cepacitance standards and all bridges here have been checked
against these standards. The resulis show that all of those bridges are within tolerance.

Jim DiMauro

Semiconductors tested (May 10) last report.

Type ME. Units Tested %Reject

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

Plug-in Unit L 3
Plug-in Unit 1

Plug-in Unit R 1

Plug-in Unit 6R1 1

Time Mark Gen. 180A 1

FSP=24 Fairchild 10 0.
GA212 Texas Insfrument 1200 0.8

Philco 719 0.6
MA90 Sprague 300 0.6

DF633
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SDAI General Electric 70 12.8
SDA=1 Texas Instrument 147 0.68
SP390 Texas Instrument 300 0.0
SW1250-3 North American Elect. 286 0.0
STI88A Texas Instrumant 10 20.
T1796 Philco 17 0
2N1184 R.C.A. 60 1.6
2N1304 Texas Instrument 1000 0
2N1494 Philco 181 4.4
2N1754 Philco 12763 3.1

TIX621 Texas Insirument 6 0

IN1220 Motorola 500 0
INT315 Hoffman 25 0
1N2970B Motorola 100 0

Since the last biweekly report, 75,308 capacitors have been tested.

Semiconductors Tested Since last report:

Type Mfr. Units Tested Reject

BIWEEKLY
REPORT DATE May 24, 1963

2N2099 Sprague 250 2.4
GA4&39 Texas Instrument 250 0.7

Transitron Corp. 1.234350
Clevite 1748 3.7

D07 National Transistor 3830 0.5
D64 Continental Device Corp. 15073 026

MAIO + Philzo 993 0.0
SW1250-3 North American Elect. 1608 26.7
S1188A Texas Instrument 35 5.7
2N1304 Texas instrument 1200 1.0
2N1305 Texas Instrument 16, 000 0.8
2N1309 Texas Instrument 1500 2.9

1/4M8.2Z5 Motorola 3 0
60 0

IN469 Hoffman 20 0IN429 Motorola

IN762 Transitron 30 0

§$Z5031 Motorola 8 0

0001 Transitron 11,470 1.7
600 0

1 060 0

D03 Clevite 2,252 0.71D001 Cleviie

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Jim DiMauro (cont.)

National Transistor 2197 3.1
662 Clevite 31,574 089
664 Continental Device 8,630 58
6-100 International Diode Corp. 50 0

BIWEEKLY
REPORT

450 0IN1217 General Eleciric
IN1217 Motorola 250 0

Indicates Sample Test.

,958 Capacitors were also tested since last report.

Our Contronix diode Tester has been sent batk to Contronix for repair. We should have it back by
the 27th or 28th of this month, according to their representative.

Russ Winslow

lectrical Inspection
Unit Customer Inspection

Stanford Univ. - Final
PDP~] M.}.T. Final
PDP-1 D.E oGe intermediate
PDP-4 FinalJe
2113 Core Tester Burroughs Intermediate & Final
2110 Core Tester Burroughs Intermediate & Final
30G Display D.E.C. intermediate

30A Display DEC Intermediate & Final30G Display Stanford Fina!

2318 Data Reader Harvard Final

R. Winslow

Electrical Inspections since last report

Unit Customer Inspection

PDP~4 DEC Final
+

PDP-4 Adams Final
PDP-4 Foxboro Final
PDP=$4. J-PoL. intermediate

Display 30H OAL 2 panel special

Display 30G DEC Intermediate

1516 Memory Tester Stemens & Halske Final

3371.1 Tel. Type Rec. & Trans. Adams Intermediate & Final1516 Memory Tester Riki (T.D.K.) Intermediate & Final
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S. Mikulski

Customer Relations

A system of data handling and reducing is evolving from the customer relations dept. If is referred
to here as CRAFT. (Customer Relations Automatic File Tracer). The primary purpose of the CRAFT
system is to record, on magnetic tape, all of the data needed about each customer; e.g.; names,
addresses, useful figures about an installation, and all of the field service reports.

At the present time the programming effort requires both the PDP-1 for data reduction and the PDP-4
for initial storing of data. Routineshzwe been completed which allow a user to list equipment at any
Installation obtaining items such as installation date, warrantee date, serial no. of equipment, etc.
The routines for reliability figures on a particular installation or class of equipment are being written
at the present time.

A large delay in the operational system is the re-wrlting of all of the maintenance reports on punched
cards to be entered into the system. This will take the better part of the next month of two.

example of the type of data that will be available in the reliability routine is as follows:

Reliability data

no. (fi Hl this in) (name of customer)

Installation data (XX/XX/XX)
*from (date to date)

Total failures (XXXX)
Date of last failure (XXX) :

(XX) calander hrs.
Avg time between failures 0X) operating hrs.

(XX) calander days .

Approximate usage time (XXX) hrs./day
* The operator merely indicates the customer's EN no. and then fills in the dates for the period he

wants to check. The rest of the printing is done by the computer. When the system is working in

its final form we can start producting some reliability figures which might prove more interesting than

anticipated.

@ system can be used for complete Installations or for a class of equipment. Flexibility and ease of

operation is the prime objective of the entire system.
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R. Wilson

Following are the dates, of the PDP-1 and PDP=-4 Familiarization and Maintenance Courses, for
the next six months.

PDP-1 PDP=4

August 12 to 23 July 22 to August 2

October 7 to 18 September 2 to 13

December 2 to 13 November 4 to 15

A. Titcamb

Currently | am involved in varying degrees, with several projects.

The second PDP=4 for JPL is still being readied for shipment. As is typical for such undertakings,
time casually wasted early in the project is extremely difficult to makeup late in the game. The
JPL special /O equipment involves six mounting panels and an above average amount of wiring.
Production has done well to complete a lerge amount of this in a short time however, a considerable

pedite all phases of construction and test in order to meet our schedule.
amount remains. JPL requires 20 ~ 4659 modules and once again Production has been forced to ex-

JPL may order another such system and therefore, a test procedure is being developed which should
be usable by all concerned.

The software brochure PDP-4, which has recently come back from the printers,was written for the
SJCC. I visited the programming department to gather iniammation and cailed on Stu Grover. He

gave the material presented a good editing and presented same to Dit Morse for comments etc.

tam doing a lot of corresponding with various interested parties concerning Micro Tape. In general

so good that we have problems. Assuming we wish to supply conversions,interfaces, etc. we have
decided to investigate supplying a conivel for the IBM1620. Gathering enough information to enable

designing such a unit will, in my opion, be the problem.

people wish fo use Micro Tape with everything but a PDP. 1 feel the response has been very god,

Fred Gould

As this was my first "pure" computer show, I have no real guide lines to gauge the show by. But my

impression was the following: The technical level of visitors at our booth was high (with the exception
of Thursday when High School students comprised approximately 50 ~ 60% of the gate).

Our displays, passing the test of actively doing something interesting and at the same time useful were

in my honest opinion, the best at the show. Our location, of course, contributed greatly to our succesy.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Fred Gould (cont.)

Interest at our booth was nearly always the highest of any display at the show. In my estimation the
next highest attraction was the B5000 Display. Their booth was continuously crowded, the crowd

comprised of 50 - 75% of Burrough's Employees (by actual count on several occasions).

The approach used by the Burrough's people (commonly called "Side-Show" approach) hurt them
more than anything. Their Barkers" assumed the audience knew absolutely nothing and this tended
to Insult the semi-captive audience.

What | personally gained from attending the show can be summed up in three area's:

1. A new awareness of the competition

2. A sharpening of sales technique

3. A closer personal bond between fellow employees

R. Beckman

Report n Show

| was rather disappointed by this years Spring Joint Computer Conference. | spent one day at the
show with the sole purpose of seeing the exhibits. | was particularly interested in seeing what SDS
would have, and they weren't even there.

Since | was there to see other people's exhibits | didn't pay much attention to ours. There seemed

fo be quite a bit of interest in what we had to show and our booth was always well populated. It's

a good thing we put the company name up high because from a distance our booth always seemed fo

be a solid row of people's backs. On closer examination it tumed out that about 50% of those backs

worked for DEC. Maybe this is justified on some sort of "Duck Decoy" principle, but | doubt it.
It doesn't take a really large booth crew to handle demonstrations and answer questions, and the

people not on booth duty and there just for the exhibits should spend little or no time in our own

booth.

If there was anything really new or startling at any of the exhibits, | managed to miss it. Again, it
was pretty obvious that operating type exhibits draw the most interest. There were several "formal"

type operating demonstrations (GE, Burroughs, etc.) and for the most part, | think they fell pretty
flat. lam convinced that our informal type of demonstration where people can get in and play with

things themselves if they want to is much more effective.

{ went in on an exhibitors guest ticket and got a badge with no company {don't know

if this made any difference or not, but ! felt more at ease and pushed in where | might not have other=

find their trouble before their next scheduled demonstration. He didn't find the trouble but they hadwise. Asa result, | wound up holding the meter fora GE technician while he frantically tried to
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Bob Beckman (cont.)

e demonstration anyeay and faked around the problem. | also spent cbout an hour and a half al-
t literally inside various sections of Burroughs B-5000. Some of the things | saw make me feel

| sorry for whoever Is going to have to maintain that system. Of course; the same comment
applies to some of our systems. Another "high" point for me was finally seeing a DDP~19 in the
esh. I managed to poke around inside it for a while too, but I'm already familiar with the way
CC builds things and didn't see anything unexpected. The machine had been borrowed from a
fomter in the area and | don't know how long it has been in operation, but it didn't look like any-

ne was using it too much. The machine was awfully ewkward from the users standpoint. The reader
s out of reach of the console and has no provision fos handling tape. | guess you're expected to run

from one waste paper basket to another ons. There is no seally adequate provision for paper
the typewriter, and you would have a hard time getting a long program listing out of It.

Although | was rather disappointed with the overall show, } feel that the time | spent there was well
worth it. 1 gathered more information about how other people do things and { collected literature
about computers and devices that, once it is absorbed, will help me to evaluate our own equipment
and procedures.

H. Painter

e SJCC = Detroit

ing by the interest in PDP-5, PDP=6, the Module Tester, FORTRAN, Type 330 incremental Dis-
y and the PDP-4, plus the constant crowds around the booth, the exhibit was successful from our
nt of view.

As seems to be the custem at the lerge shows, however, the booth tended to be overcrowded with
our own people. (This also applies to the Design Engineering Show in New York.)

As far as SJCC was concerned, 6 to 8 people were assigned to duty at all times, which seemed an

@ prospective customer comes upto the booth end sees a crowd, he will generally walk away
may come back later (we hope).

number, considering the amount of equipment we had on hand and were infroducing, nd
e size of the booth. On occasion there were up to 15 DEC people in the both. Too many.

For those assigned fo 4 hours of booth duty, this doesn't mean an ecisy day. The rest of the time is
available to you fo see what compettiors are doing in thatr booths, find out what new products are

+

tlable, and to attend technical sessions.

Those not assigned to booth duty should stay away from the booth as much as possible. However, you
Bhould periodically check back with those ai the booth to see if anyone (i.e., @ customer) was looking
»

you, or if you can perhaps answer a customer's question.

f we all follow these simple rules, we will eliminate the DEC-crowding of the booth and be able
do a more effective job at the trade shows.
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Ken Senior

@ SJCC was smaller than | expected that It would be. ! was surprised that some of the computer
nufacturess did not have a booth.

exhibit drew quite o crowd most of the time. The two displays and the module tester seemed to
raw the most attention, while the PDP=4's atiraction was secondary. Most people did not know an
pplication for the light pen. Many people were interested in 'iterature about the PDP5 and PDP=6.

exhibit always drew more people when someone used the microphone to describe the action or
device being demonstrated.

e was a lot of machinery operating on line. The booths that drew the most attention were the
pnes that had somebody lecturing with a microphone. Also, machines that used a false floor hada
built-in stage from which to work.

is being my first computer conference, it was quite an education fo see:

1. The way the show was set up physically.

e 2. The various products demonstrated.

3. The different salesmen's techniques.
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Advertising and Public Relations

Jack Atwood

Public Relations ~ This has been a neglected area the past two weeks, as most of our effort was con-

nd we are back on the production of the current" issue of ON LINE. We are also giving Bob
Lassen a hand with advertising for computer technician interviews on Saturday, June 8.

nitated on show materials. The Beacon Industrial Review ad and write"up are about ready to go

uct Publicity - The current crop of releases are getting very good acceptance on the part of trade
lication edifors, We haven't made any front covers lately, but several items = particularly the
icro Tepe release - have been featured in the new product sections. The Spring Joint Computer

nce press kits were the best editorial aids available in the press room at Detroit, and | expect
t the Electronic News coverage this week will be followed by even more comprehensive (and ac~
te) write-ups in other books with later closing dates.

> The girls are doing the final merging of changes and additions to the general mailing list

iling list had grown from 6,716 in April 1960 to 15, 052 by last April, and this April it reached
7907. Manipulating this amount of information by hand or with tabulating machinery is slow,
tly and hardly inspirational.

y to putting it on mag tape. Somehow, after so many false alarms, they still believe that
ful thing might come fo pas. s probably nine paris hope and one part belief. The

e have tried to lighten the burden somewhat by installing a new "automatic" inquiry handling sys=
em. The system enables the girls to mail appropriate literature in answer to both initial inquiries
nd sespondent inquiries by checking the coding on the mailing labels against two mailing guides.
constatnly updating the guides, we can be sure we are sending out the latest and most complete

nformation in the prospect's area of interest.

During the first four months of the year, we processed a tofal of 5,301 inquiries = 4,053 of these are
direct inquiries and the balance reader inquiries from trade publications. The monthly totals were
t, 339 in Janwary, 958 in February, 1,396 in March, and 1,668 in April.

January-February mailing produced a total of 1,784 inquiries during this period. This was ap-
ximately an 6.5% return on the mailing. The second highest inquiry producer was the [EEE show

ith a total of &17, and the third highest, the March-Apri! mailing with 640 inquiries. An applica=
ion note mention in Electronic Design had produced 190 inquiries by May 1, and mentions of the

gic Kit and PDP=4 in Datamation had brought in 153 and 131 inquiries respectively.

hows - The Spring Joint involved the usual last-minuta turmoil, partly because much of the publica=
ionseffort was centered on machines and systems which were still in rather nebulous condition and

ttly because we didn't manage to get enough of a head start on the exhibit. One nice thing about
how literature: if gets an awful lot of things decided. If you don't mind a ittle blood on your bro=

hures, that is. COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Jack Atwood (cont.)

The show itself surprised me. The attendance was greater than | had expected in Detroit, and the
exhibitor effort was less. | continue to be impressed by the clean, uncluttered exhibits (like Data
Products Corporation and Bryant Computer Products), by the handsome and informative literature from
the West Coast firms (like Librascope and General Dynamics-San Diego), and by the honest-to-
goodness enthusiasm of some booth personnel (like Charlie West of Soroban).

! remain unimpressed by crowd=pleaser demonstrations {like General Electric's and Burroughs), by
the general run of literature, and by the contribution made by most female booth personnel (like
the Janes in the Datamation booth and Dames at Bell Telephone). Equipment styling seems to be
Improving year by year, with more firms swinging to the functional for Digital) approach. Also more
exhibitors are learning how to stage their exhibits (and mean "stage" in both senses). Finally,

view, in watching the Holley Printer and the Soroban Card Reader in and out of action.
ther seem to be more meaningful demonstrations. | was porticularly interested, from a selfish point of

My impression of our own booth was mixed. The showing of equipment was impressive, the booth
personnel were alert and knowledgeable, the demonsirations were absorbing, the crowd was interested,
and the literature looked good. However, the booth itself left much to be desired, the exhibit was

@ crowded, there were far too many Digital people standing elbow-to-elbow across the front, and there
was too much literature in too many places. And it was disappointing to find Micro Tape again a
silent partner to the activities. We could and should do much, much better.

Literature - Several new items made their bows at the Computer Conference. The PDP=6 brochurewas away the most difficult to put together, since so many details of the mabhine design were
decided or designated one by one as the text was written and rewritten sentence by sentence. The
PDP~5 brochure also had to await a few final decisions, and the PDP-4 Programming System folder
was only settled on at the last minute. Only the Module Tester folder went through production in"
a routine and ordesly fashion.

The big push now will be to get the PDP-1 short form manual back fo press with the necessary re~
visions, to rennovate the PDP=4 brochure, fo complete the computer option bulletins, to get the
final Micro Tape brochure in print, to fill in the missing numbers in the high-density moduel bul-
letins, to lay the groundwork for the next edition of the module catalog, and to produce a couple of
brochures on the Memory Tester 1521 and special systems in general.

Technical Information

Stu Grover

Although equipment manuals are needed ever more critically as the spring sools on, It is pretty hard

to Ignore the Spring Joint Computer Conference.

Bob Clark joined the technical writing group on Monday, May 20, giving us 50% more creative ca-
pacity in the manuals department. Bob has been in and around digital equipment for about four years,
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Stu Grover (cont.)

most recently writing on the Minuteman command system at Boeing. He will tackle the manual for
the Line Printer Type 64 as a starter. Bob Buyer gave the Memory Tester 1525A manual to Helene for
production and started manuals for the Data Conirol Type 131 and Mag Tape Control Type 510. Cur-
rently there are seven manuals scheduled for publication before the end of June. Twelve more are
on the books.
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ADMINISTRATION

D. Glazier

Trichiorethylene
The proposal of changing to bulk storage of Tri. is progressing smoothly. Two systems have been
proposed at this time.

General Chemical Corp. wil! furnish ond install storage tanks tapped to the degreaser with springs
and gate valves. Storage tanks will be equipped with vent alarm, vent dryer, gauge and check
valves to insure quality control. Guarantees metered delivery cnd temperature readings of 100%
Du Pont solvent. The cost of fri. to remain at $.1225 per pound delivered.

Typewriter Maintenance

A maintenance agreement contrac? has been suggested by IBM. During the past year per call ser=
vice for IBM typewriters amounted fo $543.25 for labor, and $344.77 for parts, making a total of
$908.02.

Under the IBM contract the cost would be $35.00 per year for Standards and $39.50 for Executives,
less 5% discount. The total cost would be $1002.72.

In addition, only one purchase order is necessary, which reduces considerably a clezical problem.

Three times a year each typewriter covered by the contrc would be power cleaned and lubricated.
All parts will be covered, with exception of the platen. Travel expense, and labor for all calls
during normal working hours shal! also be covered.

F. Katwell

I've recently returned to Good-All, 10 mylar, .39 mfd, 10 voli, 10% capacitors because they were
shorted in our modules.

Good~Al! made the following comments:
1. If these capacitors are poured from one box te another, or onto a tray, the short ends may punc=

ture the case.

indicating that a sharp edge pierced the unit.
2. After exarnining the uniis if scams that the punctures in the cavacitoss have constant spacing

The present capacitor we are using has a heigat of .453 which suggests the modules are stacked

causing the thin mylar wrap to puncture. Samples of @ shoricy unit {.358 in height) are being sub-
mitted for OC approval which should prevent the case from being punctured by the solder joint be-
neath the moclule.
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F. Kalwell 'cont. }

Our requirements for metal film resistors hos increased «uring the past few months. Four standard
Mil temperature coefficients are in existence at the pre-ent time. Because many special resistors
with special temperature cosfficients are manufactured or DEC, deciphering the coding on these
units has been a problem. All future orcers for special s.etal film resistcss wil! have the fempera-
ture coefficient spelled out on the resistors including the value, tolerance, and wattage as well as
the week and year manufactured. The marking wiil bo impervious to our trichlorethylene bath.

Most of the components for the tope deck 555 units ere »eing delivered on time with most of the
parts now in production stockroom. The 20 magnetic taps aeads and 40 torque motors are due to
be delivered py May 30, 1963.

Engineering cnd Guality Coitrol have approved usage of a .01 mfd disc ceramic capaciter (-20%
+39%) 50 VDC unit in most of cus applications. This unit will be used in ail our modules with
the exception of: 51, 52, 53, 61, 62, 63, 780, 1569, 1705, 1973, 1989, 4682, 4688, and 1803
which will use a .01 mfd (0% +100%) 500 VDC units.

The United Shoe Machinery Corporation's pantograph position table which adapts fo our dynasert
machine is being shipped early cecerding to U.S.M.C. Th saticipeted dziivery date on this ma-

@ chine is the week of May 12, 1963, and not the previously quuted dats of June 15, 1963.

R. King

The latest order of 1000 tape reels for the 555 has been i 2ceivec ard is nov in the inspection
department. Other mechanical parts for the 555 being dows by voncors are progressing at
a satisfactory rate.

I had occasion this week to visit the Veteran's Hospital in Bedford, Massachusetis. There are now
four patients assembling our bourds and ives patients being WONG. These patients ara presentiy
assembling boards for DEC at a rate of 290 per week.

Me are in the process of placing an order for 100 cabient frames. Donnelly Mfg. Company has re-
cently submitted a quote for $109.02 per ccbine?. This is $10.00 less per cobine? than previous
orders, giving DEC a $2000.60 sevings on ihis order.

The scrap aluminum end steel is now being picked up every Wednesday morning at building 5. The
sheet metal shop delivers their scrap to building 5 every Friday afterncon. Any other department
who may accumulate aluminum, siee! or solder scrap should failow this procedure, so that our re~
ceiving personnel has time to weigh this material and have it ready for Wednesday pickups.
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ENGINEERING

E. Chevrier

Multiplexer
A Multiplexer Switch (1578) will soon be offered for sale 'Barbara Stevenson is our first customer
for the A=D converter). The first model has been made and is now under test. Tentative spec.
as follows.

"ON" Resistance 50 Q max.
"OFF" Resistance 50 meg.
OFF set voltage 250 pw
leakage 2 namp at +10V or -10V
Max. Rep. Rate 250 KC

Although a 250 uv. offset voltage is specified above, a 50 pv. offset can be made available.

@ The 1578 has 4 switch per board and may be driven by stanc ard DEC current.

More detail will be available in the literature to be released soon.

Differential Multiplexer
Tom Stockebrand wants a differential Multiplexer for very low level sampling 100 MV fullscale.
A circuit has been designed and is now being made by George Gereld.
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Pat Greene

Jon Fadiman left fast week for Europe fo assist Guenter in the opening of our Munich Office. He
has several stops to make while he is over there; ene of tham being Siemens to install a 1516 Memory
Tester which is due to he shipped on May 15. Work is progressing quite well on another 1516 which
is due to be shipped on the same date. However, we are encountering seme difficulty in obtaining
SW 1250 SCR's to make enough 1990 Modules to finish the machine.

DC-12 which fs now officie!ly cul ed PDP-5, is nearing completion. The first rode! of a new tripple
flip-flop for tne new contrailer has keen checked out and found to be satistactory by connecting a
minimum of errors. Ed de Castvo has been working hard to get PDP-5 ready fer the Spring Joint Com-
puter Conference. The chances are 1 in 4 thet it mignt make aa appearance ot Detroit.

A.P.OQ.has been received from the A.E.C. of Canada for the Chalk River Project. It involves 2
computers, PDP=4 and PDP-5, with a low level multiplexer, Type 24 Deum System, Incremental
Display and other coraputer options. This will be the first PDP=5 thet has been sold. Delivery date
of the system is November 1, 1963.

Bids have been sent out for Specic} Systems to the E. | . Du Pont Co. for a Sequence Controller
($8, 400.°, Pickerd and Burns, Digital Clock ($39,000. Ist prototype). The University of Chicago,
Spark Chamber Reader ($39,060.), University of Michig-+ ($7, 620.) Silverman Assoc., Card Punch

($20,000.}, Hycon Mfg. Co. for €a DC=-1Z Computer, ($23,709).

Bids will be sent out in the next week for a Drum Checkout System for the Frankford Arsenal, a
Programmed Batch Controller fcr . 1. Du Pont.

Some cleanup work has to be done on the Ferroxcube 1521B to clean up several problems they ore

having. It is expected thai his matter will settied in a week o7 so.be

After several lengthy discussions with Engineering Circuit people, we have decided to build our
own level multiplexer for the Chalk River Job.

Tom Stokebrand and Emile Chevrier have hoen working out the problems asssciated with the oper-
ational amps cnd intergrated choppers respectively. The full input range for 8 bit encoding will be
50 ma, i.g.; 200 nonoamps per quantum step. Single ended inuliiplexing is now being done and

the Chalk River Job requires o differential system.

Our systems group is also working on 1521 Memory Tester to delivered fo Burroughs on June 15.
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R. Tringale

A complete lot of 1990 Read Write Switcnes hove been thoroughly tested in the 1990 Module Tester.
This 1990 switch has replaced ihe 191 which had two characteristic problems. One problem with
the 1986 was its inability to shut off when deselected and also its forward recovery. The shut off
problem has keen solved in the 1290 by a discharge path for the silicon conirolied rectifier. The
removing of this stored charge in ihe SCR is the only reliable way of turning off an SCR. Forward

recovery is the ability of the SCR to remain at a reasonably : impedance when going from a low
holding current of one hundred mils to 1 Amp at 100 ns rise time.

a

The specifications for tre SW 1250-3 was sen? out to all SCR manufacturers enc! ihe only present sup~

Forward Recovery, anc the last being the tum time. One Tester has been sant to North Ameri-~
can Electronics, the other tester is for cur own use. Since SCR's are just a whole jot of specifica-
tions it has been necessary to check every for these critical characteristics. We have been

testing SCR's up in the systems area now for 3 weeks. The leakage tests are being made by Jim di
Mauro in Test.

plier is North American Electronics in Lynn. Two SCR Testers nave been built fo test the three most
critical specifications at the SCR. They are the turn on vate - Pulse to fire, the next being the

it was possible to achieve rise times of 40 to 50 ns through a switch out to a shorted output plugwith
an 800 ma current pulse. In the pas? this was impessible because the old read write switches would
net respond fast enough. Another importan: factor responsible fcr ihe improved rise time is the im~

proved wiring scheme of the drive system.

All the testing has been fruitful because ine 190 has worlced ery well in the 1516). In the system

The turn-off time of the Read Write switches is now controllable and it allows for a faster cycle time

in the system.

series deselect switch which removes holding current from the Read Write switches and remains ata
high impedance during the desslect pesiod. The other module, the 4705, is « deselect current dri-
ver which is used to remove stored charge in the SCR's during the deselect period.

Two other modules were designed for the drive system. They afro the 4704 and 4705 The 4704 is a

The checkout for the 15163 has been completed and the system should be delivered to Siemens on

time. The 15161 logic is almost completely checked and this system is just weiting for Read Write
Switches.
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ENIOic A. Blumenthal

The Type 135 Memory 08K for PDP-4) Prototype has been thoroughly tested off-line and is now been
tested on the PDP=-4. Performance data hue shown that the AC coupled sense amplifiers leave
much fo be desired. The ovailuble DC amplifiers however, :cupy 1 mocule per bit, and to use
them will require the addition of a Maunting Fanel. To avoid this we are designing a DC amplifier
that can be packaged 2 biis per modulz. We hope to make it possible to eliminate the balance and
slice pots so that setup time for the memory will be reduced by many hours.

A. Hall

The Foxboro Company took delivery of their first serial drum a fe-days ago. The computer on
which the drum will be run was shipped some weeks before. The drum was checked out on the
Foxboro- U.S. steel computer which itself will have a drum. The second drum was damaged, ape
porently in shipment, and hod to be returned for sepair, it will be shipped back to us in a few
weeks, Foxboro has requested curly delivery of the U.S. Steel computer and so the drum for that

computer will be checked out on the Engineering PDP-4.

@ With two of the five computers on the cusrent Foxboro order delivered os ready to deliver Foxboro
faces the problem of either cancelling the remaining three befcre their cancellation privileges expire
7/27/63, 8/1/63 & 9/29/63), \eaving the orders in force on the prospect of receiving contracts
or actually getting the coniracts.

While the prospective Fitchburg Pauper contract negotiations drcg on and on ihe prognosis is optimis~
tic. We had hoped to have definite word on this job more fhon a month ago however, IBM is fight-
ing tooth and nail to keep their 1710 at Fitchburg and management vacillates between Foxboro and

IBM leaning towards whoever tells to them last.

General Foxboro prospects look fairly good. They are working on more than 50 promising proposals
both within and without the U.S. They are contemplatin,: a move by the Natick {computer} divis~
ion to a larger building if they get just a few more process conivol contracts.

seems quite pleased with our equipment with its deliver. There has been only one

(apparent) case of our failure to Meei their specifications ane his is presently being investigated.
seems quite pleased with our equipment

Their calculations show ihat the MTGF of ous omputer is only ebcut 350 hws. but they feel that

this is less than th figure because much was duving the arly use of the

SIX omputers sampled. They <zenl feel the com titi

requests have been specifically 1) to increase our ambient temperature guarantee 2) to widen our

AC voltage margins 3) to provide operator console, dooz and drum-write locks 4) to provide temper-
ature sensing 5} to protect the computer agcinst brief (50 msec) power failures and 6} to restart the

computer if power returns following a failure .

for changes to the compute: specifications end have b2en to meet this competition. The
the SDS 910 Most of their requests
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Foxboro is contemplating the addition of an Arithmetic Unit and 4K more memory to their Service
Center and are very interested in the Microfape both fer sheir own use and te quofe on systems.
They cre taking a iong, hard look at the DC~12, thinking thai they may us it for their small
controller.

If Foxboro should sell a contre! syster: in Europe or if we sell a computer in Europe, checkout
should be prepared to have available a 220 V, 50 cycle peer system which can drive a large
PDP=1 system. Also before quating these systems we should know what the addition cost and de=
livery would be for the requisite 22GV, 50 cycle power supply transformers, reader, punch & tele=
printer rotors, elapsed time meters, power selays, tilters,ctc.

Successive plens for the actual layout of the new Engineering area on the third floor of building 5
have been through the mill and have emerged successively less scathe:t Office and bench space
and location has been preity weil decided and will be built < bit ata time to check the wisdom of
the layout and to make room for the coming su:nmer students. Installation of ventilating fans and
the neccessary lighting will be dene as soon as possible. Hopefully the first offices will be ready
for occupancy in about a month. Drafting, the Moduel Shops, Engineering Stockroom, Library,
{O Development and the Engineering computer wil! be moved over as time and convenience dictate.

® Since approval of the project by the Works Committee, Engineering has acquired a PDP-4 to be
used for development work. It is presently located on the top floor of Building 5 and is being run
on a two shift basis testing the incremental dispiay and the new POP-4C memory.

The bare bones of PDP-6 organizetion are becoming evident. Meetings have been held recently
to determine project priorities and to explore detui!ed module and memory configuration. A
drafting numbering system 'similar to PDP-4) and Engineering Change system has been devised to

detailed Job Analysis system wil! be used to port what is hoped wil! be the first really com=

plete analysis of the time and ney squired to develop and manufacture a compuier. Sales
and Advertising are cooperating in this effort as is, of course, Accounting.

eliminate some of the difficulties we have encountered cn previous compuiers. A slightly more

ae
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

L. Prentice

EN1000 50%
EN1136 25%
ENI177 25%

Microtape 555

Drawings remaining for production releases are as follows:

Chassis Weldment
Desk Model Housing
Tape Storage Unit
Cobinet modifications providing for the use of three 555 units in single DEC cabinet.

At least two of these should be realeased this week.

Ligh? Pen

Plastic parts for the jens retainer of ihe light pen have been received from Norman Jones Company.
These, as yet, have not been ivied out.

Factory Relecation

A final proposal has been submitted for a floor plan of the reception avec and alans and sketches

cation of the cabinet shop to the fop floor of building 45 is about 56% comniete and work has
started on the relocation of Bo! Beckman's area at the west end of Building "5.

for ine automatic mocule ester area. Relo-were forwarded to Maynard ie: and Ken

Midwestern Instruments Tape Unit

A meeting wes held with representutives from Midwestern Instrument Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma on

Wednesday, May 8th. While final details were not discusse:! ai this meeting, a general feeling of
the problems existing to both, was discussed. is our feeling thai, if the unit is satisfactory when
returned to us on May 21s? and we accept this transport to be offered for in the coming months,
the first five units would be put into cabincis of our manufacture and industrial styling and the pro~
blem of documentations, drawings, etc., of this cabinet could then be turned over to Midwestem
Instruments for production in their own shops. These peop e toured ovr shop cad after telling us

what their production delays and production control problems were, | believe they were very im-

pressed with the short time in which we were able fo run out completely new designs such as the

module tester, the incremental display, and even our computers. While they were somewhat reluce
tant to accept our explaination that their cabinet was inadequate, | believe, after they saw what
we are using ond building, they came fo the sare conclusion. i believe most any company, and |

know we ourse ves ars rsluctan® tc accept changes from other companies who buy our products be-
cause it represents sec! exile cos? to us and think these people felt the sane way about adapting2
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L. Prentice (cont. )

their transport fo our cabineizy. The primary reasons that we are reluctant io accept their
cabinetry are the following:

First, the material the cabinet is made of is heliarc alur'num extrusions and while these start out

being reasonably strong, once they are welded the material in the vacinity of the weid becomes
annealed and is very soft and wil! not stend undue local stressing end, while apparently scme

thought was given fo puiting the machine on casters, they that they had never tried this.
We believe that the cabinet itself would not stend the rough treatment i? would have being pushed
ground on casters over fioors that are similar to ours here in the factory. ae method used fo
move the skin members from the cabinet is very slow and difficult and the festeners used are easily

room enough or accessilility enough to the vacuum columns. They seem well enough im-
pressed by artist skeichcs of the cabineity we proposed. We alsa tela them we had found that
controls placed below the tape units were bypassed by the operctoss. We de not know what human

behavior causes this but we have seen it hagnen on Ampex and also on eariy Potter units where

people would pay no aifention fe statis lighting that appears below the transport.

broken. There is ne peev sion for puitiag in the araouat of logic that we woul like nor 1s there

K. FitzGerald

5%EN1000
EN1178 95%

The past two weeks have keen spent assembling the PDP=6 prototype console. if was necessary
to have this unit ready for photographs Monday, May 13th and for awhile, it locked cs if it was
impossible but due to the fine cooperation of the shop pe sonnel, silk scresn department, Scott

Miller and Roger Melanson, we made the deudline. The pictures will be on schedule.
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SALES

D. Denniston

The new hi-density modules have stimulated a number of people in this area. Several orders are
now being worked up.

The NEVIS Lebs of Columbia University has been shaken slightly by the fantastic number of modules
used in the Hough=-Powell Device (Flying Spot Digitizer}. | saw the diagrams for the first time at
Columbia and was quite amazed at the wasteful ways in which they have uscd our modules. Since
this machine teally just grew and wes never fully designed or built by any one person, it is really
no wonder. Columbia icels a complete re-design of the logic is called fer. {certainly agree. We
have cn excellent chance of landing this order, but 3~C is als being considered.

We heve had a number of requests for more info on the Micro Tape. | hope added information is in
the works. Several people would like to use Micro Tape as a portion of a special system and inter=
face data would be especially useful.

The usual January-February module sales slump has hit again this year, but March we bounced
back with better than $42,000.00 warth of module orders, followed by more than $55,000 in April,
as compared with just over $16,000.90 in February. ! have noticed thet delivery time has increased
ever so slightly in the last few weeks and hope that our needs have not heen forecast from Janvary=
February sales.

The hi-density flip-flops have created quite a bit of interest, but a number of the people that have

inquired are somewhat cismayed that these modules are not yet available,

We have promised some pictures of cur classrocm modules, ctc., to West Point for use in their train-

ing publications at the IEEE show. They ore still waiting and are somewhat disturbed. Who was it
that promised Capt. Enslow pictures, Jack? After all the trouble they hove had with modules and

mounting panels, J recily think we owe theia something.

Might | suggest that it is advantacecus to call us through the PEC switchboard since this would make

it possible to have the cail tunsfcrred to another party. Aiso several times people have called
here while { was already on the cther Hine to Maynard.
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

Advertising & Public Relations

Jack Atwood

Public Relations = Plant and product photomurals for al! office. are being completed, and a few more
colored slides have been taken. A progress story and an advertisement are just about ready for the
Beacon's "Annual Industrial Review." The paste-up of the employee handbook is 90% done, and
type and photos are being readied for the next ON LINE.

Space Advertising = The May issue of COMPUTER DESIGN, with our 1 megacyc!e modules ad, has

just arrived. This issue will gst extza circulation through give-away copies at the Spring Joint Com=
puter Conference. Ve wi!! be very interested to see how this publication pulls. It's a little too

early to get any real indication of the response to ous PDP-4 ad in the April DATAMATION.

Product Publicity - This same issue of COMPUTER DESIGN gives the Micro Tape excellent editorial

pop up all over the place, and the flow of reader inquiries is most encouraging. A reasonably com-
new uetssection. Cur recent product and titerature releases are beginning to

prehensive press lisi is being prepared for the SICC, vering the PDP-6, PRP-5 Module
incremental Display, | Mcegacycle Modules, Micro Jape, and Fortran for PDP-4.

Mailings - The next general mailing should start on its way during the SJCC. The envelopes are

have just introduced a new inquiry handling system, complete with new cover letters, reply forms

and mailing guides. We hope the system will further speed the processing of all types of inquiries
and reduce the amount of handwork at all points.

ready, but there cre a CoVple of additional mailing pieces we would like to include. Meanwhile we

Shows = As usual, we are in a turmoil over the Computer Conference. The last minute rush to pin
down information for show literature and the eleventh hour efforts to complete the display arrange

in New York running concurrently with the Detroit event. Now for the 53CC will be a redesigned
header for the 40-foot booth, a literaiure rack, anda "listening post" where attendees can stop fo

hear recorded sales pitches on the gear we are showing.

ments is keeping us all on our foes. For this particular conference, we have the Design Engineering

Literature - A second printing of 2500 Laboratory Module Handbooks is in the binding now. The first

run of 1000 copies went like hot cakes. Ciher new in-plant prini jobs inciude bulletins on the Type
23 Drum System, Type 122 Clock Multiplexer, Type 133 Data Interrupt Multipiexer, and the PDP-1

installation manual is finally on the press, and the draft version of the A/D handbook is being re-

printed to accommodate the large number of requests generated by the last mailing.

@ In the works for the show are PDP-6 and PDP-5 brochures, Module Tester folder, PDP Software bro-

chure, Instrumental Scope handout, and Micro Tape bulletin. Coming along shortly is the Module

Selection Guide on flip-flops.
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Jack Atwood {cont.)

General - Three concrete recommendations came out of a meeting last week with our major customers"
for technical manuals: (1) that the level of detaii in text and figuses should siop short of pin-con=
nections, (2) that reasonably complete circuit descriptions should be prepackaged for inclusion in the

manuals, and (3) that more demanding standards for engineering drawings would reduce the amount
of technical illustration required io produce a usable manual. if followed, these recommendations
should help to speed our manual deliveries. We also expect fo get more immediate help in this
direction from a third technical writer, who will join us in about a week.

Graphic Arts

Helene Shebak

This post week, the company's Mailing Department moved from the top floor of Building 12 to the top
floor in Building 3 necr the old cafeteria. This is going fo giv» us more working space in our direct
mail section, and by the looks of our schedule, we're going to need every inch of it. Nan Bickford
and her group have just finished the 2212 Memory Tester manual and this week will start to assemble
and bind 2500 copies of the Lab Module handbook, as well as the 1516H Memory Tester manual.

@ The work load in the camera section has been extremely heavy these past hvo weeks. Aside from the

Melanson and 20 from George Gerelds. The 34 jobs from Roger were for negatives and positives on

production circuit boards, panels and labels, and the 20 from George were for negatives and posi~
tives on experimental circuit boards. Wealso screen ail of these circuit beards for George, One
of our lab technicians, Barbara Currin, left us on Friday to move to Chicago. So, with one pair of
hands missing temporarily, please bear with us.

every day photographing (equipment, manuals, forins sfc. 4 I received 34 jobs from Roger

Typing on the 1521 Memory Tester manual will be started this week. The typing on the 2010 Memory
Exerciser manual and the CRT 30C manual is almost finished. Typing on the Mag Tape 50-51-52
manual has been finished with the exception of the maintenance chanter. ! exrect to receive this

from Bill English sometime this week. Printing of the text on this manunl bos been sfarted. The final

changes on the drawings are about rcecdy and, as soon as they are, | will have them printed. MAIN-
DEC 34 and the changes on MAINDEC 43 are completed and are in the camera section, These two

manuals should be ready in about a week.
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ENGINEERING

R. Melanson

The 4206 Triple Flip-Flop is designed to fit on one and one half standerd glass board with
a 22 pin amphenol plug on both ends of the Module. There are a total of 18 transistors and
239 components ini the unit. fo my knowledge this has bee, the hardest orinted circuit iay-
out to date.

The initial design layout was sterted with the intentions of using 6 Cera Circuits "FX for the

mount all components horizontally so that tne etch, going to pins on both front and rear,
would be short. This layout did not work because of too many components for the width of
the board. Additional trouble arose when using the Cera Circuits for the Capacitor=Diode-
Gate Section. Bus conneciions seemed impossible to make so the decision wus made to re-
vert back to reguiar compcnents. This enabled tapes to be woven through the components
and make the necessary connections.

Flip-Flop Section and 12 #CRX tor the Capacisor-Diod.: -Gate Section. The plane was to

The present layout has the Flip-Flop Section mounted vertically along the tep of the board
with 6 Cera Circuits. The Capacitor=-Diode~Gate Section is mounted vertically at the bot-
tom of the board with one section mounted horizontally at the back of the board. No Cera
Circuits were used for the Cupacitor-Disde-Gate Section.

Most of the time spent on tne present Joycut was on the connecting tape from the components
on the front of the board to the connecicr on the back and vise-versa. Another time con=
sumer was connecting the Flip-Flop Secticn ta the Capacitor-Diode-Gate Section. The Lay-
out should be released from Drafting on April 29.

The first Saturday interview held on April 6, 1963, was a success, for we interviewed a good
cross section of experience that hadn't been responding during the normal work week.

The caliber of peop!e gradusiing from technical schools this year has been the best since I've
been here at Digital. Personel nas sent out letters to three people ~ one accepting, one re~

jecting, and one stili unheard from fo date.

Roger Williams, who left us !ast September to attend Georgia Tech. is returning on a full time

basis.

Gordon Graham has been promoted to raa Mechanical Section Leader's position. His many

years of experience in mechanical design will be a tremendous asset to the section. This

type of experience was lacking in ihe past so that the inexperience draftsman was hampered
somewhat when in need of technical guidence.

Because of an overload in the electrical section and the back log of checking hampering our

output. | decided to make a femporary change in the Electrical Section Leader's Position
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R. Melanson 'cont.

Arthur Vartanian has been moved to a full time checker and Al Yurkstas has taken over as
Section Leader. Al gained vaiuable experience from Gorcon while working on the PDP=4.
His experience has enabled cur electrical section to function more efficiently technically,
His knowledge has also made a mark difference with our new trainees.

The current projects in progress or awaiting drafting are the following:

1 DC-12

3 NSA
4 Line Printer Type 64
5. Tape Control 510

Micro Tape Control 550
7. Micro Tape 555
8 Diode Memory Stack

2

R. Doane

@ 72 Calibrator Dwell Contro! 12%
Test Equipment Committee 20%
VHF Module Tester 30%
Miscellaneous 38%
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E. de Castro

Construction of the DC~12 prototype is somewhat behind schedule. This is primarily due to
difficulty encountered in laying out the board for the 4206. This new module is 1 1/2 times
the normal length has a 2? pin amphenol connecior at both ends. It caniuins one bit of
MA, MB & AC along with all of the necessary gating. Wiring diagrams for the machine were
held up until the 4203 layout was sufficiently complete fo pin less. jam still hoping to
have it ready in time for the Spring Join? Computer Conference but there is at best no time
to spare. | have received the pane! ond oll of the cabinet ports and expect tici the wiring
diagrams will be ready to go te production by the end of the week.

Pat Greene

The University of Chicago has called me this weel: to let me know the status of the quotation
Iheve sent to them. it seems that we wiil get a P.O. as soon as the necessary "rd tape" is
cut to get the money from the A.E.C.

A bid is presently being prepared for Du Pont for a General Purpose-Sequence Coniroller.
It is not involved enough to warrant the use of o DC-12 so it will be bid as a special system.
The bid is expected to go out on the first of the week .

Work. is progressing on the two 1516's,we now have on the Special Systems flocr. Both moe

chines are due about the same time and with a little bit of luck they may be ready on time.

Since the lost Biweekly, scveral systems buve been delivered. A 2110D anc a 21131 Core
Tesier have been delivered to Burroughs Corporation. Delivery has been mate on the 2618

Spo:k Chamber Reader to Harvard University. immediately upon delivery, Harvard boupht
$1,300. worth of modules io provide display features on the veader.

a

A small frequency divider system was delivered to EGG of Milton. ft wil! be the first of a

number of these devices to be delivered in the future.

Ed de Castro is mcking tho fino! details evailable for

assembly. Lee Butterworth oud Puul O'Malley have been checking out the logic on the

Lee has also keen working with Barbera Stephenson an' Don Murphy on e NASA project.

The cabinet hs arrived and Ken Peirce }ins collected a goto portion of the for theproduction of OC-12

Most of the nodules for them ore availeble so a deni of checkout can be done.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Ken FitzGerald

EN 1000 90%
EN 1178 10%

BIWEEKLY
REPORT

| skipped the lost two biweekly reports beccuse most of the information which | had to report
on was repetitious of many previous reports; namely, status of the shops. Most of my time
during that period had been spent on supervision and administration of the shops and therefore
not very interesting reading. However, during that period, we had en opportunity to pur-
chase avery large punching machine far the sheet metal shop ata pretty good price. Before
asking fer this machine however, we ran some cost comparisons on comparable machines and
discovered th:1t we would be much befter off to buy a similar type machine but made by a
different company with a different approach fo fobricotion. a resuit of our study we re~
quesied and received permission to purchase this machine. It is due to at our plant on
April 25th, We hone fo have it in full operation by the first weck in May. The machine is
made by the Wales Strippitt Co. of Akron, New York for slightly more than $8,000.00.
This machine should enabie us to give much better service on production itecas like standard
power supply chassis, plenum door powers supply chassis, standerd panels thet are used with
any degree of frequency and all other units that have a fairly high yeeri, volume, anda
large quantity of punched holes.

SHOPS
Y

The carpenter shop has just completed installing partitions on the top floor of Building #5 for
Ed Harwood's check out group and it miglt be interesting to note that 252 feet of hztlow core.
flush door partitioning was used at a cost of §3.91 per including abc" of carpenters,
janitors and material. Speed of erection was 6.3 feet per hour. Ajso on the agenda of the
carpenter shop is removing of the offices aad partitions of ihe customer serv: ce area in Build=
ing #4 aadrebuilding them in Building #5; the construction of e new muil Building #3;
the maving af the cabinet assembly shop from the fourth floor in Building #S vo te Fifth Sloor,

struction of the automatic module test room, Building #5, fourth floor.
and con=and construction of the office and drafting s ceon the third Toor f Buildin:

Scot Miller turned over all of his sketches and design control drawings far to me on
Apri! 26h ane { have started the mechanical design for this unit. The drafting depariment
has loaned Dick Relily to me to help with the sketches so that the prototype unit can be built
with a minimum of delay. ft has been requested that the console be eacy for photographs
for she brochure which is to be pvinied commencing May 13th. This is a very tight schedule
as it allows only sixteen working days for design and fabrication of the completed console.
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L. Prentice

EN 1000 50%
EN 1136 25%:
EN 1177 12%
Building Layout 13%

M:CROTAPE 555

The second meeting was held with Tom Stockebrand , Henry Crouse, Jaci: Smith in regurts
to the purchased items for 555 tape units and the majority of these orders wave been
written. Drawings have been released for the base plate guides and guid. assemblies for the
555 tape units. Drawings have also been released for the two control par.+'s thai go with
the microtape units. The chassis proper is now in checking and the welded <hassis assembly
shouid be ready by Monday, April 29%. Maynard Patiern has promised the vatchplate pat-
tern for the cast aluminum door for the 555 'ape unit to be delivered to the f: undry by Mon=
day, April 29th. It was found necessary to change the dimensions on the tar: hub because of
the use of Eastern Air Devices motors. We have been in daily communication with them in

will be delivered approximately June Ist. As soon as it becomes evident that a second order
of ten units is going to be necessary, a match plate shculd be started for this tape reel hub.
This puts approximately twelve to fourteen of these units on a match plate and production is
much faster and the quality of the casting can be improved.

regards to specifications for the moior. I believe these are now compieie and the first motors

LIGHT PEN

Parts have been received from anodizing and reshipped to Ezra Leboff Co. for engraving.
These parts should be on hand next week.

FACTORY LAYOUT

We have now established normal security precautions in the third floor of Building #5 and
we have doors leading into the area frem both ends of the area. It was agreed yesterday to

build tried section on this floor to prove out location of benches, office space, etc. The

computer check out area is row virtually complete. Electricians should finish wiring today
and tommorrow and work was started yesterday on Bob Beckman's area at the western end, top

floor, Building #5.

Several proposals have been reviewed for the reception crea and no plan has been evolved
which provides for proper security and proper utility for this area. This item is still under

Building #5, opposite the carpenter shop; extension of the sheet metal shop in the area now

occupied by Bob Beckman. Orders for plumbing and lighting for these areas will be written
study. Other areas where relocation is planned are: the cabinet shop moved fo top floor,

as soon as possible.
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L. Prentice cont.)

36 BIT COMPUTER

Preliminary p'ans for the console for the 36 2it Computer have been turned over to Kenneth
FitzGerald for reduction to details and fclllication. Dick Reilly has been recruited from
drafting to ossist Ken FitzGerald in this work. First sections should be welded together today.
The present schedule is to at ieast have a photograph of the mock up completed by May 13th.
This wiil consist of a console and three cabinets, together with end panels and indicator pan-
els.

MIDWESTERN INSTRUMENTS TAPE UNIT

This unit was received Monday, April 22nd and approximately two hours was spent by myself
and Roland Boisvevt stripping the unit of its outer covering and inspecting the mechanical
assembly of the unit. The main frame of this unit is constructed of Heli-arc weided aluminum
extrusions.

There are a number of mechanical detcils which need our attention for better use of the unit
and move satisfactory customer acceptance. Our orsatest job will be the redesign of a new
cabinet to house the unit along :2 lines of our present cabinet; more logical layout of the
control functions end provision for housing cur logic . This would provide a stronger cabinet,
more positive identification with our product line and easies accessiislity for field service.
We also intend to purchase what we believe is a more reliable air pump unit and put it on
test in the near future. Scott Milley will start work almost immediately on crtist's conception
of what this cebinetry will consis? of. This probably will have at least several evolutions be-
fore the first cabinet is made. The first cabinet or perhaps the first two cabinets will be pro=
duced in the months of May and June.

Scott Miller

EN 1157 5%
EN 1377 5%
EN 1378 90%

The construction of the first mode! of the MC-12 is almost complete. the drawings are being
reviewed and miner corrections will be made and then signed off for production.

The logo for the automatic module tester is ordered and will be delivered in plenty of time to

make the $.J-C.C. Identification plates cre being designed for all peripheral equipment.
A tasic format for all equipment will be usec and adopted for the particular use. The result

will be a family resemblance 'o the peripheral equipment.

A design for the PDP-4 has been decided upon. Last week the industrial design consul tant

and | worked out the many of the detz: ils on the first go Ground. Design contro! drawings
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have been turned over to Ken FitzGerald to ba cenverted to working drawings and a first
working model. The model will be used for publicity photographs at S.1.C.C. Designs of
control anc indicator panels have yet fo be completed. This computer console will nave a

display, microtaze, pape: reader and punch, anda line printer in it, The complexity
and diversity of equicment has made it very difficult to achieve a uncluttered look. How-
ever, a compromise of forms § believe has been achieved and with comect color selection the

computer design will be of the quality thet i: expected of a DEC product.
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QUALITY CONTROL

Jim Cudmore

Interviewing 75%
Q.C. 25%

| have spent the better part of the past {vo weeks interviewing technicians. Most of the
applicants will graduate from Wentworth in June. Several of these people seem to be very
good prospects.

I spent one day af North American Electronics with Dick Tringale. The initial shipment of
SW 1250<3's from these people failed incoming inspection badly. Approximately 50% of the
units failed on 2 special fests. The fection rate was so high because of improper outgoing
tests at their plant. We supplied then with the equipment necessary to perform these tests
properly and this difficulty snould now be eliminaied.aa

K. Doering

The amount of assembly inspections nas increased recently. A new man has taken over the
electricl! part of this work, Due to customer complaints (JPL} reinspection of solder joints
on several machines hed become necessary, creating a considerable amount of rework. In=

terpretation of solder standards is very much up fo judgmeni und there was some disagreement
between production and quality control. 'this has raised the necessity of pictorial solder
standards. We have been able to purchase some booklets with good photographs of these
and ore in the process of having them summarized on one large piece of cartboard. We hope
that they will be publicized by next week.

Jim DiMauro

Semiconductors tested since last report:

Type Manutacturer Units Tested % Rejected

GA212 Texas Instruments 4000 1.7%
MAS9 Phi co 259 4.1
MA99 iolPhi co 14

MASO Sprague 3th) 0.4
MD94 Phiico 1607 2.6
MD95 Phileas 329 13.6
SDA-1 1.64@xds 61

SDA-1 General Electric 301 14.3
SW1250=3 North American Elect. 374 1.9
2N167 Texas Instrument 50 4.0
2N457-A Texas instrument 0.015

DF633
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2N656
2N1184B
2N1204
2N1305
2N1309
2N1494
2N1754
2N2099
2N2218

D001
* 000)
D007
D662
D664
IN469
IN1217
IN1220
TN3005A
1N3768
$Z50031

Texas Instrument
R.C.A.
Philco
Sprague
Texas Instruments
Phiico
Philco
Sprague
Motorola

Clevite
Clevite
National Transistor
Clevite
Continental Device
Hoffman
General Electric
Westinghouse
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola

* Indicates Sample Tested.
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Jim DiMauro (cont.}

20 0.0%
350 20.5
500 11.4

10000 0.5
2100 1.6

19 1.0
11237 3.1
250 100.
50 0.0

49303 2.1
675 0.3
1288 0.5
419 0,0

13127 0.25
49 0.0

1050 otk
300 1.3
20 0.0

1460 G.5
42 0.0

D. Adams

Since the last report, there have been 1300 modules tested automatically. The breakdown
of time per tester is as follows:

DC A Tester We 0 brs.
DS Tester

o

12.5 hrs.
Tester 1.75 hrs.

ATester IMS 6

Jotul Ne, of hours 36.5 brs.
Average No. of Modules per hf.ccsocoe35 modules

D. Dubay

Test Equipment Service

1 26 5

Type No. CalibratedDescription

Oscilloscope JOscilloscope 543/543A 9
581
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Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope
Preamp

Preamp
Preamp
Precsap
Saraoling Unit
Sempline Unit
Sampling Unis
Meter
Meter
Meter

The E.S.1. Model 270 capacitance bridge was nt to Acton Lobs for recalibration. They
calibrated it to within 0.1% accuracy with eauipment traceable to N.6.5.
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D. Dubay 'cont. }

567
185A
CA
D
8&0

8i
82
84
787B
3576
3T77
ORI
989
620NA

1

Preamp 7

Preamp
Preamp 7

1

1

1

1

N
D

cm
s

7
650
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Howard Painter

Trade Shows Coming:

Spring Joint Computer Conference

SALES

May 21-23, Cobo Hall, Detroit, Mich.
Products an display:

POP=4, CRI 30G, Module Tester, DC~12, Modules.

Design Engineering Show
May 2G=24, Col seum, New York City.
Products an display:

Moduies & PDP=4 (maybe? .

COPY NUMBER
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REPORT

Biweekly readers might be interested in the following casts 2 are approximate since all
figures not cocclete) which ave invoived 'nc mejor rads sho such as the vocert IEEE ex=
hibit in New You:

1, Hotel $1,330.90
2. Exhibit Services 400.00

(electricity, phone,
labor, etc.)

3e Shipping 800.00
4, Booth space rental 1, 10.09
5. Ais fares (estimated) 456.00

Bocth modifications & 263,00
repair est.)

Grand Total $4,480.00
+ Man Hours 500 hours - conservative estimate.

: with amuli iecludas not only
four ata do}iur o

if you use imagination, yo b dh

salary but ail OWEShead expenses, for tete
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TECH NECAL PUELICATIONS

Advectistc.g cad Public Relations

Jack Atwood

Public Relations: "he heve is cn employee handbook 'proofs May 3:,
the e*

:

duct mes heiag accumulated slowly sur nd personne! pubiicih ncid to ne
hiring...

Promotional
ere ara the coputer OLS HEIN (i me. mudules).

fave vent ods are Rro-cclo, fulbepege insertions in the April

Promotiona! "Accamplishment of the Month" was the running of mailing jebels for
on soe using the moiling Jist peocam, tab cords e to "he

mailisg lis? cerdsnays been prepared oi: all publ : racic cnc outtats likely
fo run ey God vor bee suet' sate int 're compare se~
fects rope i me ye appre. 12. wh 1s pve
fo - 3

aid wt Ge one
int

:

reproduciicn rr : 4 : :: :

Publictos in ae asinely eno, tre tine
rg 4 > fing for CoC cone. an plore!) oe

Time. Modunes fer SAT, 'ab appl: of fhe [GP an
Elec®e mics tne Pot agy see ese toginn « gu ncw Feu: ca Hike 8,
are fa be ra wal:e "ons snc produc

fape axes we "New of Aah" En SELES Arce
se fe >

a the PLP tae Fan ing Shew the
module testes ond 30-12 for tre Spring fo. tand new s es "ise being serviced
ere muny buy en 's Guin' Tov.

n C

Trade Shows: > atthe oendmed tive thy quite
successful. 1+. 07 forthe5 cs Show comet newspape.
invijudions in conf offers ewou ome fla pater to p ohare
stead) flow cer vsuteend me o very be, wide deers

:

tyres€

Promotional literature: Tie 2 OC tee: ture push, wi ga, is neaded to pros
he PDP sof saew Abe dueduce new brochures on

out oicce cr tho wo visioa cf the PL :

need "wre and or buble lane. Meotoies to auswer7

the dby the st mailiCG +: : :
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1963: a

Recestly comp? . ws a on the 2\ for tho CNLM exe bit and a SOT OLE e
yara jet Hand ye ber qe:

OfOeap.
* *Clas include : product ond, Modules, :

dee He Gra jane Control and

at y "igh level af nverest inPromo : + a e$

MICRO ond 7 a very mailing 'ist. The erab i
from this mailing were far below previews owls
macnetics conference ce yea Goddard space. Fight Cenvct Reig MGW 3s are a aracess for
the Design Engirce ing shew, Spring Bells Labs, anc Hopefu'iy we will

for FP 4 proc saving.

: pe al mai ror the

be ablc ro increase 62 numbe. ci SPI crak vgs substantially whe~ ges the st on hape

Sales Aids: (wo sojects of in est just completed sere 9 computeroranase!
2 wh ch we natped George ties produce, aida sccies of n 21% on the

POP=6 far Bell.

ver has toe y -vo: th mention=

no manual ct al! anc manuals so comprehensiv. thar thoy4 rn quire inentss of p epery fon ~
whether handled inside or outside tho pigs! sheutd be possiblo va. us to ~yree on specif ra-
tions which will enable nroject engineers, Drafting cn! -201, Pus. fo work G team in pro=
ducing adequate documenietios ino : eusorubic pesiud Hime.

G@ Techs 'aivemetion In addition Stu G
ing bo. we oer: them moron v adding bet
also iy establishing standards 40,

Graphic Arts; Supplementing "clene's on activities in this crea, w2uld Uke fo mention
that the notewoz thy accom, tishments of tccent include she publication uf the Lob Module
Handbook and the 196.' DEUS d nos. The notewu.thy chalenge of the mement is getting
out 162 different tes? data sheets, which av ived all at once lust week.

an

E ipment: Several of photographic equipment ti cluc Con COME Os

equate fclder. the end resuli we hove fo is grec ar doi.ar vatue in ov: departmental
products and services.

per cultes ond an ad=ve been puschased We have od a loicer a »ett

"a
ednesday "at. hich attendance in trig +f7

cour from usuctlyseem be p.oviag wife worthwhile ne : 9
devo.ed io 2 movre on & subject beer na n al photography printing, color,
pepe: , corporate identity, co voutras. menicry devices, of the ilm programs ave now being

with talks by Ciniiai personnel on ou posdect lines ond ky ts and demon-
stations provided some oF ow suppiic.s.
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Vacations: Our vacation schedule has been setup in such a way that we should be able to
tender at least 80% noma service in all sectionstihroughout the summer. Since we cant
seem to satisfy all of our customers all of the time, that may not be considered entirely satis-
factory. However, we will do our best.

Stu Grover

Technical information

Being my first entry on Technical Information in the Biweekly, this report attempts to sum~
marize the overall picture of publications planned or in various stages of preparation, in
addition to work current in the biweekly period.

There are 21 manuals either in preparation or definitely planned for publication. Most of
them are for input-output equipment, notubiy ine family of CRTs and our Mag Tape equip=
ment. Memory systems make up the smaller group. In nearly every case, these manuals have
been promised to past or future cutomers. Paul Barber «.:d Bob Buyer work full time on equip=
ment manuals, | help aet out program manuais of the F-45 Type. Qutside he!p comes from
Bill English (whose recently reformed group is called Vericon, for some reason unknown to
me). During the spring it became pretty obvious that these forces were hardly holding their
own against the fecundity of our creative engineers, and we began interviewing for a third
full-time technical manual writer.

During the last two weeks, Bob brough! the mcnual for the 15214 Memory Tester to about the
80% point. Paul is working on the CRT 31 anc 31A concurrently and is more than half done.
His writeup of the CRT 30C is being approved row.

Bill English submitted the next to last chapter of the Type 50, 51, 52 Manvol for typing. He
is also rewriting a manual for the 1516 Memory Taster. Fred Gould and Bob Buyer made some
changes in the 2010 Memory Buffer Manual and submitted it for production.

Helene Shebak

Graphic Arts

The past couple of weeks have been busier than ever, if this is possible, in the Graphic Art
and Mailing Sections of our department.

We have recently installed o new Brown-Cadetie camera that has an image avea of 19" x 23".
The size of this image area will permit us to handle the large experimental ciscuit boards "in
house." At times, we have had a delay of 2 to 3 days when we had to depend on an outside
vendor to photograph them for us.
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Heavy work loads in both the silk screening and printing sections has made it necessary for
larger quarters, a new and larger press and requisitiors for additional personrel .

As part of our advertising program, we have been succussful in making a gencral mailing to
the 23,000 names on our mailing list once a month.
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H. Crouse

We are fullfilling our memory stack requirements for thd next several months with a com=
mittement to Ferroxcube Corporation for twenty 4096 x 18 stacks. Fesroxcube intends to
have on hand four completed stacks within the next six fo eight weeks, these four stacks are
beyond the scheduled units and can be considered our inventory with Ferroxcube carrying
the cost burden. The price of a stack in quantities of twen'y is $2510.; in quantities of
fifty $2440.00.

To indicate the relative state of the core memory industry the price of the first memory
stack 4096 x 19 Digital Equipment Corporation purchaszd from RCA was $6210.00.

Paul MeGaunn has joined our group to follow up on open orders. He has experience in the
electronics industry working for Adage inc and Power Sources in their Py-chasing Department.

Frank Kalweil

! returned the following material for credit which was in the inventory surplus stockroom .

37 North Electric Connectors for a tofal of $120.81
3322 ft. of Surprenant non~irradiated 20 conductor ribbon cable for a total of $744.13.
7 7500 Series Multi-switches (Switchtraft) for o total of $52.92.
225 cans of namie tug activator for a total of $90.00.

Total credit received $1097.86

Presently i'm obtaining quotations on all material going into the 555 Tape Unit and trying
to cut lead times. 1% seems the only problem lies in delivery on the tape heads and torque
motors. The majority of the components going into this uni; varies in delivery from stock
to 4 weeks.

Sprague has assured us that their .01 GMV disc ceramic capacitors will be uniform in the

being too large. New suppliers are being evaluated for this capacitor.
future. Past problems have been flaking at the top of 4@ capacitor and the overall diarneter

Dick King

The secordorder for 1000 tape r2e!s for the 555 has been placed with F. J. Kirk Molding Co.

that go on these reels. | am now waiting on a decision from Scott Miller for quantity' and

various colors desired before placing this order.

The color of these reels will be formica grey #956. i have received a quote for the labels

A purchase order has been placed with Maynard Pattern for an aluminum metch picte to re-
place our wooden pattern of the door for the 555. This will be a permanent pattern and will
allow us more accuracyOOMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Dick King (cont. }

We have been looking for a vender who can supply us with stressed relieved and strectcher
leveled sheets of aluminum bese picate for the 555. Eigecemb Stee! seems to be our best source
at this time. Oimes ven'ors do not stock enough queniity for us to choose from or do not stock
3/8" width at all.

I have been talking fo vendors whe may be «le to help us .vith our silk screening and etching
of panels. Ai present we have only one accepted vendor in each line. This has created pro=
blems in the silk screening because they need! 10 day lead time = something which we can
not always live with. This 10 day lead time is also required on rejected panels, meaning that
we sometimes wait 3 weeks for an order to be complete: Our panels require touch more lead
time to be etched, because a panel must be sent to us for approval after fabrication, before
the etching process is begun. Another acceptable vendor in each tine, i'm suze will help us
in delivery, especially with rush or emergency work. Vendors who may be able help us
with both screening and etching are Eastern Process Company, Abbey Etched Products, and
Apahouser Cozporation.

Devid Glazier

@ The usage of trichlorethelyne hes increased to ten (10) barrels (450 lbs. per barrel) every
six (6) weeks. Price per barrel has decreased five (5) dollars, an ovesall seving of fifty
(50) dollars per lot.

Proposals have been made in regard to the use of trichlorethelyne in bulk form. This under-
standably would mean a cost savings, use of one vendor, and stationary equipment. The
elimination of moving barrels would also save time. However, our greatest disadvantage is
the weight capacity of the floors, Estimated wi ight woul! be between 6,660 and 10,000 Ibs.

New materials and methods of packaging our power suppties are being tested. Lelanite Corp.
suggests extra amounts of horsehair ccided ty needed portions of the package. This would mean

ture probelms with front panels being damaged in transi
a price increase of 10 - 15%. if Improvement warrants this increase, «we should huve no fu=
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ENGINEERING

Len Hontman

1157 PDP-4 Automatic Module Tester 75%
1136 DEC Microtape 25%

1. Major work on the module tester during the past two weeks has been devoted te adding
new modules to those being tested, and to "cleaning-up" the programming for demonstration
and production purposes. Extrancous messages have been eliminated, thus allowing .om=
plete testing of o module causing no rejects in 3 to 6 seconds. As of April 12, 1962
lowing modules can be tested for load tests, lower eve tests, VCE tests, and rise and 'oll

fol

time tests:

inverters Diodes Negative Diode NOR
1103 11104113 4112
1104 4115 Ait4
1105 1113 4117
4102 115
4105 W17
4106 4110

Avil

Additionally certain test modules can be tested to guarantee the reliability of the tester it-
self,

The programming has been done in subroutine form in such a manner, that adding the testing
of the last 13 new modules required jess than hour of additiona! programming. If o similar
ratio holds up for additional moduies it wouid appear that a fairly reasonable system hasbeen
artived at.

1. The work on micro=tape during this period has consisted of attempting to create computer
programs for possible determination of the mark track for the micro-tape. The computer man~

aged to work out some usable combinations for marks for simple mark tracks as the following
MDDGMM (where M=word, D=acta, G=guord, M=reverse mark slots respectively). No easy
method for computing tracks with a greater variety of marks has been developed. The basic

problem is to develop a mark track such that, as the tape siijes over the head, no series of
marks can appear which are within two bits of looking iike the original inarks, except when

looking ot an original mark itself.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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R. Doane

(Slass Delay Line Circuits 40%
Other VHF Modules 30%
72 Current Calibrator 10%
VOMc to Decade Counter 6%
Miscellaneous 14%

The 72 Calibrator has had poor dwell control performence, The improved circuit provides
for adjustment over the ange from a seferernce-to-signal ratio of 4 to j to a ratio of | to
4, with less chance for the chopper to bang up ai one extreme or the other.

A 10 Mc to 1 Mc decade counter is being layed out at the sugcestion of Oliver Judd, our

1248 readout in some form will be provided.
northwestern representative . it will ciso be convertable to ordinazy binary counting. BCD

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Ac
SYSTEMS

E. de Castro

During the past few weeks we have made considerable progress on the design of the small

soon as the layout of the 4206 is completed. The basic machine requires avout 100 modules
and will be packaged in 5 mounting panels including the memory stacks. The control panel
and oll other mechanical parts have been released for production. if all goes weli | expect
to have the prototype operational in time for the "Spring Joint Computer Conference" in
May.

computer. The block schematics are now complete and wiring diagrams will >e started as

The machine has been tentatively named the "Digital 12" (DC -12 Spicifica~
tions are now available from the library as Permanent Memorandum #1159. it will : avail-
able with 1024 words of memory, priced at $24,000. and with 4096 words of memory, priced
at $27,000.

P.. Greene

@ Mr. Richard Milier and Mr. Jurgir: Bounin from the Univ. of Chicago have visited us recently
to discuss equipment thet is identical to the one being conducted at Harvard. However, the
method for collecting data is quite difficult and it required a completely new system. After
clorification of sore points, a system was proposed for o price of $26,800. iapprox. the same

sent out,etc. Our chances of getting the job look excellent at the moment.

as the Harvard job}. It appears they want to do business with us much m the same way
Harvard did. In as mucn as the funds are ing provided by the EC. three bias must be

ever that bidding on jobs of the process-control nature puts us in competition with people
like Drexai Dynamics. {t may turn out to be difficult to compete with "electro-mechanical"

system with an "all electronic system." It remains to be seen.

No word has been received on two bids fer the E.1. Dupont Corp. i might point out how-

Special Systems people have had a meeting with personnel of the computer and sales area to

discuss the future of DC-12. Jt was agreed at the meeting "iat Sales would explore the com~

puter market for such a machine and that Special Systems would continue to develop the

machine with an eye toward process conivol ard other applications.
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COMPUTERS

E. Harwood

The checkout area is getting crowded again. We currently have five PDP~1's and five PDP-4's
under checkout. We are also building a special systein for Honeywell which is on the fourth
floor of Building 5. Four of the PLP-1's and three of the PDP-4's have been committed to
customers. One of the PDP=-1's under checkout is due to go to CRC this week. We are not
shipping the display and lite pen at this time and the A/D converter will follow sometime in
May. The PDP=4 for JPL is due to go out sometime about the l4th of April. Another PDP-4
with a 57 Type Tape Control is due to go out to JPL sometime in May.

Another of these PDP-1's, the NSA System, is a very large system which has, beside the com=
puter, three bays of equipment which Jon Fadiman and Barbera Siephanson are building; and
also the new Data Control and Mag. Tape Control which Roland Boisvert is designing. We
have just looked over the schedule on this system and the over-all schedule has slipped by
about two weeks. All the people involved seem to feel that we still will be abie to meet the
delivery date of June 15th.

Anyone wandering up on the fifth floor of Building 5 will see a lot of building activity going
@ on. We are fixing up our permanent checkout area which 2 hope will be ready by May 1.

A. Blumenthal

The Type 135 Memory for PDP=4 came out of productio: on Monday, Apri! 8, 1963. It was
made fully operational for 4K registers by Thursday, April i 1 , 1763.

After fixing a few little mechanical detai!s on the diode units we will be ready to try the
full 8K .
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

L. Prentice

EN 1000 50%
EN 1136 25%
EN 1184 12%
EN 1177 13%

MICRO TAPE 555

A meeting was held with Tom Stockebrand and Henry Crouse to discuss the more pertinent
and mast pressing problems in regard to purchases for quantity production of micr tape 555.
The most important thing is generating specifications for the motor and the heads. The head

specifications have been gone over at least twice and they shouid be in fairly good shape.
The motor specifications are really almost nonexistant and have to be most carefuily specified.
These are the most important items in cost accounting for slightly more than half th. cost of
the unit. Design changes under way ore the cast aluminum door which has been coraleted
and released to the pattern maker. The meeting was held this week with the people of Meade

Foundry in Bedford to discuss the changes and advisability of the use of a metal patte.n and

orders for the pattern have been issued fo Maynard Pattern. He agrees to deliver this catrern

April 29th. Nearly ready for production release are th: two types of control panels, cne

for the desk model and one for the cabinet model.

Changing of the mofor necessitates some change in the machine drawing for the tape hub, |

believe we can make 40 of these from a hand pattern now in the hands of Marvin Foundr: ,

A most economical method would be to make up o match plate with 12 of these pattems
a single plate. The quality of the casting would be improved and the cost would be redu ed.
it now seems possible that we can complete all design changes by the end of next week. 'wo

desk type enclosures have been completed by the shops and are ready for assembly to hous«.

the two tape units thet were in the cabinet that went to the {EEE Show.

:

LIGHT PEN

Mechanic parts for the light pen have been completed and delivered to inspection and another

unit has been furnished to Derick Chin for assembly. Possible changes fo the plastic parts wer:

discussed with the Norman Jones Company today. They will submit proposals tomorrow on twc

plastic pieces that are part of the ligh pen assembly.

FACTORY LAYOUT

There has been nearly a weeks delay getting lumber and doors to start work on the check-out

area and also we have been under negotiation with Bracley Sun to place a door on the center

landing of building #5 between floors #2 and #3, These have been completed and we will pro=

the building, will isolatOH PRAWN xGO bd Fed Nut,A|building #5 we haveceed to do this as soon as possible. ihis, together with a similar door on the western end of

had to date.
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L. Prentice (cont.)

Plans for Bob Beckmans area have one small revision to be completed. We should ka able
to proceed or: this as soon as the computer check-out area has been completed.

DISPLAY 31

The Meade Foundry people who were here yesterday, were contacted by Ron Caiolet and
patterns and castings were discussed for most of the mechanical parts for the Display : 1. Our
estimates show that we can save the pattern cost on stock and machine time on the firt set
of castings for the Display 31. Aluminum stock for this unit now costs us approximately
$200.00. Scott Miller has been continuing to work on the layout for the 36-bit computer,
particularly the console and display unit, and two separate proposals have been worked on
this past week. Fire and security locks for the third floor, Building #5, have been placed
on order and should be here early next week.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Klaus Doering

Some organizational changes have been made during the past two weeks: Bob Grey (in pro~
cess and assembly inspection) was transferred to Bob Sa. all; Russ Winslow took over his job.
Jim Dimauro is now in charge of semiconductor test.

The cast iron surface plate (72" x 42"} was bought, inspected and accepted.

The Contronics diode recovery tester is not performing satisfactorily. ['ffe ent troubles have
been experienced during the past two weeks. Repairs took quite a long time and delayed pro=
duction testing. Russ Winslow has made up a list of all difficulties and will possibly have
to send the equipment back to the manufacturer for some time.

Inspection procedures for subassemblies have been updated in accordance with M. Sandler.
Every assembly, formerly electrically and mechanically inspected by producsion, goes now
through @.C. mechanical inspection, os mechanical errors in the past have s3used the major
part of finished goods rejections OF customer complaints.

Dick Gaboury

During the past two weeks the mechanical inspection depariment has had the followirg final
and intermediate inspections:

Intermediate Final

DEC - PDP=4 CRC PDP-1
Foxboro - PDP4 J.P.L, - PDP~4
Harvard University - Data Reader 2318 National Cash Register

2115 Thin film tester

A comparison between our shop and vendors for the weeks of 3-28-63 and 4-11-63 gave
the following results:

Digital Vendors

Received 2357 Received 4267

Rejected 69 Rejected 27
64 different lots 15 different lots

These figures are based on sheet metal parts, paint and finishes.
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Dave Dubay

The following equipment has been calibrated since April Ist.

Description Type No. Calibrated

Oscilloscope 543/543A 16
Oscilloscope 555 1

Oscilloscope 58} 1

Preamplifier CA 18

Preamplifier E 1

Preamp! ifier K 1

Preamp . R J
Preamp Z j

Preamp L €:

Preamp H
Preamp . D
Preamp.
Meter 980 13

Meter 639 NA 16

Preamp » 82 1
Preamp. 81 1

Preamp . 80 1
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SALES

G. Rice

On an application drawing | mada for a potential customer this post week I reduced the cost
by one third by using some modules designed many months ago. The oroblem is the modules
have not been released to the public. One example is the 1802 Keiay Module developed
for Foxboro-INabisco last July arei as ] unknewa by almost at! our customers, potential cus=
fomess and oven by mmm peorie within tha company.
went info this module develepment and others toc. Theva are close to 30 modules developed
and working yet unknown fo clinost everyone oviside the compcny.

some A 103 of engineering time ana tasent

There has been considercble computer activity recently with both Princeton and Yale woout
to obtain PDP=1's for their nuclear physics interest. There Is a gcod chance of selling 2
PDP=1 to the University of Michigan for both the of Psychology and Physics se
Haervard also has expressed its desire to obiain a PDP~4 jor Its Dept. of Psychology Is

showing definite interest for another computer to be used by its nuclear physics people.

@ With all the interest shown, especially by Physics people, in the PDP-1 it would be astame
for this company fo concentrate all its fforts on new machines. Especially when we are not
sure what kind of a non-rental non-renegotiable market there is for the proposed equipment.
There are at least a dozen Universities which have expressed an interest In the PDP-1 either
for next year purchase or even later. Thet Is an awful go potential for the PDP=1, but if
some newer machine should ever break info the physics ficid the PDP=1 will have a tuugh
time. With the use of our new circuits and our memory knowledge we should be able to make
both the PDP-1 and the PDP-4 more attractive from o hardware point of view and the
ware of course is already there. it has become my feeling that ihe users group and the CRT
displays are our two most powerful sales tools at the present time.

we

One of our competitors is working hevd on obiaining celicdility or MTBF figures. it is my
feeling that when these figures become available they vill be quite impressive and we wil.
be forced to either give comparable figures or nothing. If we are going to compete in the
control field we should start now in gathering good relfability figures which are of prime
importance to control people. | om sure our computers will come out on equal or better than
our competitors, but unless we have figures we will never be able to show it, and of course,
if its not true we should know it and co something about ii.

A. Titcomb

Jet Propulsion Laboratory has provided us with a P.O. for two PDP=4's. The first machine

@ will be shipped April 19 and the second May 15.

The first machine features Extended Arithmetic Element Type 18. In order to provide the

speed required, the 4203 modules are being replaced with -'207's. The 4203's presently in
the machine have been NTA @ necessary
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57 feor Control = aes COOpeTa a
Cased .

In addition to the JPL job, John Kou "tyeama :

UAE i t t

OME jhe Of programming s ter a
40 out ght

+

7

Programming: +

Move on this inier

Bob Oakley

The latest product developments. particularly the new } mc Flip-flops, here stimulated a
great deal of new and renewed interest in our modules for this office. § G-.nears that to
maintain this interest and fo assist sales, we should have detailed literature vatlable as

@ 4702 aad Teletype Transmitier 4793 are excelient additions to the module line and should

pect io see a great dea! of ection with modules for sysiens using cards specificaily
because of its cost advantages However, some of the peupie inierasied im Modules
hove questioned ine double tength and would greatly prefer a double widia 2 connector:
module. jhis is especially true with those customess ho build cominercial equipn.ent and
desire high physical packing density with a standard DEC Mounting Punel.,

soon as possible, fe Cy supolemenk : ges Th ctype Receiverme

be of significant vaiue to those customers requiring transmissions on singie cai: lines. lex-

PDP~4 interesi is increasing this crea. With the new software develanments by Dit Morse
and gang, the new pricing end ite features of the PDP-4, it tacks as though the competion is
greatly reduced and sales shoula be betier than ever on the West Coast.
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

12, 1963

Jack Atwood

We have set up three sections within our department to hulp expedite work i
will be keeping close iraci of the advertising and hig relations johs, Stu "over will be
following the technical information projects, and ticlene Shebak wili be chic\ exnediter on
all in-house graphic arts service :photography, pvinting. binding, efs.: . tie people in the
department have been dist: {buted among the three sections according to thei: Lasic Job func-
tions. Howeve, we will cil continue fo switch back and forthe from one type project fo
another as the work load dictates.

proces. {
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Payroll, which was our prime objective, was run off last week. The estimate of time-saving
is quite awesome. With c payroll of 450 approximately, manually it would toke five clerks,
two and one half to three days from the time the Time Cards are authorized with the clerical
functions of checking ours, authorizing sick leave and posting hours worked, it now takes
two clerks one day, to one and one half days. Yhe IBM Data Processing equipment we now
have takes approximately 4-1/2 haurs, from the time we receive the tine cards, punching,
calculating, printing payroll registers, printing the checks and updating earnings cards...
with the PDP=4, the tinie still has to be punched, with calculations and a printed register,
it takes nine minutes. With additional check writing feature, an estimated 15 = 20 minutes,
machine and man consumed.

:

The Sales Analysis program is just about completed. This program entails an analysis of
Module Sales by Module Number, classified as to renegotia>!e or nonrenegotiable status.
We also, as a subsidiary to this report, give an analysis of catalog catagory, speed line
and series designation of cach Module, We are also running a customer analysis of Module
Sales by Sales Area (State - Code) for our Sales Manager and District Salesmen. The for-
mer analysis will be run on a moniiily besis and the latter quarterly .

Ed Simeone

Standard Cost

The Cost Accounting Department is well! into the second phase of establishing c standard
cost system for Modules. The Froduction Department has supplied us with the standard labor
hours for each of the nine operations that are required in producing a Module... It was neces
saryto do this for each Module as the iabor varied, depending on the components, etc. in
the Modue!.

We are now extending these labor houss by a standard labor rate. This will give us the total
standard labor cost per Module, which added fo the standard raw material cost, represents 50%
of the elements of cost.

The third phase will be estublishing a standard cost for each manufactured part used in a
Module. This will include ony item that is made in the Production area and Is ultimately used

in the Module, such as handles, boards and plugs. To arrive at a standard cost, we will be

required to determine the standerd material, labor and overhead for each item. This, in turn,
wili become the standard cost thet will be applied to the Module.

The fourth phese will be establishing a standare overhead rate. It will be necessary to fore-
cast expenditures for items of expense in arriving at this rate. This is important because this

rate should be calculated to approximate the actual expenses at the time the Module is manu=

COMPANY CONFIDENTIALfactured.
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R. Doane

VHF Modules, miscellaneous 30%
Transistor thermal resistances 35%
{RE Show 22%
Other miscellaneous 13%

Revised layouts for VHF modules are done, and printed board models are being made. A
burst generator for VHF testing made from VHF modules which is logically similar fo the
5 Mc Type 2309 has been designed and is being wired. Transistors to be used for the first
lot of VHF production are being tested as a prelude to writing accurate specifications for
future purchases. All paris or production are now on hand.

A tester and thermal test jig for measuring thermal resistances in TO-18 transistors, both
PNP and INPN, is in operation. Though cumbersome, these tests have been simplified
enough to allow about 4 measurements per hour of junction=fo-case thermal resistance,
with expected errors of less than 10%. While the principalmotivation for doing this work
wes to investigate junction temperatures in VHF modules, it seemed worthwhile to inves-
tigate the thermal resistances for several common types, to get a feeling for margins and
tolerances, and just for plain curiousity.

Typical Typical

ype Measured Juact.<Case Margin Junct.-Ambient Margin

2N744 1 106 +42% 255 440%
2N709 5 100 +100% 350 +43%
2N2475 100 +100% 362 +61%
2N2368 4 100 +45% 356 +11%
2N994 5 175 ~29% 450 -17%
MD 93 4 500 +100% 750 +67%
2N7IIA 3 150 +67% 400 +20%

TypicalTransistor =Number /watt Typical, °C/watt

5

Since so few samples were measured, these data should not be taken too seriously. However,
a few observations (not entirely based on the data showr may be valuable:

1. It seems likely thet failure of the 2N994 to meet the thermal resistance specifications
published for it had some influence in G.E.'s discontinuance of that type.

2. improved therma! specification of one device over another (2N2368 over 2N709 and

22475) may not show up in actual performance.

3. Perhaps roughly half the heat leaving a TO-18 transistor goes by way of the leads, when

no heeft sink is used.
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R. Doane (cont.)

4. Some types have dramatic margins, especially for junction~to~case (case-to-ambient
in free air by these fests aid from manufacturer's specs. is taken to be a constant 250°C/
watt for TO=18).
5. Distributions were narrow (typically 48% to +16%).
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Loren Prentice

EN 1000 50%
EN 1136 25%
EN 1184 25%

MKZROTAPE 555

Three units were gotten ready for the IRE Show and shipped Thursday, March 14th. There
are still some design changes to be made on this. These will be discussed at a meeting with
Tom Stockebrand today a? 9:30. Jack Smith has been made aware of some of the problems
involved in production and there is still moze liaison that has to be carried on with produce
tion so that these tape units can be made on a regular basis.

LIGHT PEN

A first version of the variable field light pen has been released fo the shops. Three units are
being built. Two of these will be finished, that is, chrome plated an\ black treated and en~
graved and one single unit will be released as soon as possible to Bob Sxveil for complete
electronic assembly. Outside vendors have been contacted in regard to making a plastic strain
relief that Is a part of this assembly. Joha Ward of MIT was contacted ir. segard to 4 source
for the engraving of the barrel of this light pen. They are very interested in this development
and want to be kepi informed of iis progress.

FACTORY LAYOUT

Prposed layouts have been submitted for a naw computer checkout orea. These ave been
ed and work orders have been written fo implement this section. Currently .nder con=

sideration ave Bob Beckmans area and security measures for the third floor of buildir., #5,
Drafting hus completed the floor plan of building #5, third floor as it now exists. Th's is for
evaluation rehabilitation of this floor and for conversion fo our uses.

A display 31 has been completed and shipped to MIT. Replacement mountings have bean «om=

pleted by the Machine Skop and are now ready for electronic assenibly. These are of a much

better quality then we have been cble to produce previously. Ron Cajolet is in the process o*

reducing all drafting on this unit to castings where possibic to improve the production costs on

the display 31.

Numerous proposals have been sketched up on the console and display unit for the 36-bit com=

puter and three wooden and pace board mock-ups have been built. Each has been discarded in
turn. Styling and utility ave paremount in this effort and it seems never the twain shali meet.
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Scott Miller is also making an investigation to find a b=tter finish for the setin black panels
that are now used in the top of PDP-45 . The present finish shows finger marks rather badly
and is easily marked although it is difficult to scratch. It can be cleaned very readiiv with
soap and water and does not deteriorata under such treatment. We would very much like to
provide a finish here which satisfies the appearance requirements and is still not subjeci
damage from handling.
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PRODUCTION

J. Smith

Labeling for our machines has been a problem for quite some time. We have tried many
different type labels without too much success, We are now using a metal type label
which is bith unattractive and has a tendency to peel. A new label has been found which
t feel wili solve mast of our problems. Lettering on this Icbel is printed on a transparent
backing which gives a silk screen effect. The backing also seems to have superior ad-
hering «bility. Samples of these labels have been put on a machine presently undergoing
constriction. {have contacted many people who { feel would be interested and have re=
ceivid only favorable comments. Anyone interested will find the labeis on Machine #41

(9011-7742); It is my suggestion that we standardize on this type of lavel for our present
and future labeling needs.
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QUALITY CONTROL

Klaus Doering

Drawings for the classroom modules are completed now. A first piece sample Is in the works
and after Q.C. approval, the items will be released for production.

Lelanite Corp. supplied us with an improved type of shock absorber (horsehair) for the yrotece
tion of shipped parts ipower supplies, ofc.) We did some drop tests that did not show a :ignif=
icant Improvement over the previously used design. At the time | do not think that the record=
ed increase of protection justifies the expense for the shock absorber {at least 60% prise
increase) plus the change to a larger corton. We thereforewill try to find something better.

An inspection procedure for the mechanical assembly inspection of systems has been sent to
the people concemed to give them a better idea of what we are checking for and where the
critical areas are.

A part of our tims is being devoted to the writing of the Q.C. manual .

We have purchased a resistance bridge from General Radio (from 0.1 ohm to 100K ohn) that
has been put into use in Incoming inspection.

R. Grey

Electrical Intpectionrs

PDP-4 Stock intermediate

Thin Film Tester

PDP=4 Foxboro intermediate

Display 30A Stock Intermediate
intermediateMag Tape 50 Stock

Precision Display
3iB Lincoln Labs (MIT) intermediate and final

2115 National Cash Register Intermediate and final

Display 30H
{Logic only) BB&N intermediate

PDP4 Stock intermediate

The Pamotor Fan under I!fe test has passed 5000 hours without failure. The two Gold Seal
Muffin Fans having failed at 4000 his, were oiled, and have been operating for an additional
1000 hours.
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Russ Winslow

Semiconductors tested since last report.

Type Manufacturer Units Tested % Rejec.
FSP~24 Estrchi!d 0 0.0
GA212 Texas Instrument 1000 4.2
GA439 Texas Instrument 3000 2.3
SDA-} Texas Instrument 250 0.4
SW1250 Transitron 405 4.9
T-1796 Phiico 353 18.0
2N656 Texas Instrument 4 0.0
2N711A Texas Instrument 1000 1.2
2N1184 R.C.A. 35 2.8
2N1184B R.C.A. 55 0.0
2N1304 Texas Instrument 4500 1.6
2N2099 Sprague 600 0.5

DOO! Clevite 25000 0.2
D001 Transitron 45000 0.25°
D003 Clevite 4090 2.75
D007 National Transistor 7862 0.25°
D007 National Transistor 760 0.0
Dé62 Clevite 47502 1.5
D662 Clevite 11079 0.25°
1N748A Motorola 10 10.0
IN964A Motorola 42 0.0

BIWEEKLY
REPORT March 29, 1963DATE

Pags 8

1N1220 Westinghouse 100 3.0
1N3208 Motorola 10 0.0

On the basis of sample testing.

We have recently received and put into operation a 100 megacycle and gain bandwidth test

set; Dynatran Electronic Corp. model 1818A. This device will enable us to test for Fy and

hfe at the industry standard of 100 MC. Transistors, Types 2N2475 and 2N994, are presently
being evalucted.

After several minor breakdowns, the Contronics AC diode tester seems to be performing well,
although slowly. The slow rate of test is being somewhat overcome by sample testing where~

ever possible. Diode reels failing sample inspection are retested 100% where the need for the

units in question is great.

29,451 capacitors were tested since the last report.
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Dick Gaboury

During the past two weeks the mechanical Inspection department has had the following final
and intermediate inspections.

Intermediate Final

DEC CRT Display Lincoln Labs Ulira frecision
Display 318

DEC ITT Mag Tape Control 52
DEC PDP4
DEC CRT Display 30D
DEC ITT 3 Bay Mag Tape 50
Lincoln Labs = Ulira Precision Display 318
National Cash Register - Thin Film Tester 2115
NSA Optional Equip. Fos NSA

A comparison between our shop and vendors for fhe last two weeks gave the following rewlts:

Vendor Shop
Pes. received = 4276 Pes. received = 2081
Pes. rejected - 164 Pes. rejected ~ 176
No. of different jobs - 14 No. of different jobs -118

These figures are based on sheet metal parts, paint and finishes.

D. Adams

During the last 4 weeks, 1893 units have been tested automatically. The testers were used as
follows:

DC A Tester 25 his.
DC B Testes 13.50 hrs.
Diode Tester 8.00 his.
AC Tester 26,00 hrs.

Total No. of hrs. 72.75

Average of 26 units/hr. tested.
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SALES

Bob Oakley

Module sales in this area have been declining of lefe. In my opinion this can be attribied
to three factors. 1. Even though this area has perhaps the largest potential, it also cont ins the
greatest competition. Garage type operations of module manufacturers are popping up ali over.

2. The "all silicon" fod is a problem with customers who believe environments of excessive eat
to be a serious consideration. 3. Several of our customers, who formerly used our modules i:
large quantities, are either building their own modules or are being forced to use modules
ufdctured by a sister company, i.e., General Motors Defence Labs buy Delco modules.

This does not readily affect us but does create confusion in the minds of potential customer

These problems can.be overcome in most of our area when we have the opportunity fo present
opposing cirguments. Most people eventually realize that "all Silicon" elements are primarily
an excellent sales pitch, and that the product is not substantially improved by their use. Buy=
ing modules from a company with very good quality control and experience in manufacturing,
service and applications is less expensive in the long run. Furthermore, most in-house modules

being built have so many hidden costs that many companies are losing money by producing their
own and merely require someone to point this out fo them. Those companies being forced to buy

cape clause.
sister company products are reluctant fo do so and, in some cases, are attempting to find an es=

Laboratory module demonstration kits are still one of our greatest sales aids. Another valuable Gi

would be to have more well-documented application notes, for which there is an increasing de-
mand.
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ADMINISTRATION

Ro Malls

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

The Accounting Departmen: irs accompli: several sicnifican? goals In the post few months,

the Standard Cosi Systere. Our Aure pul which ore will femned, end aapstantially imple=

1963, which Is the beginning of cer next fisce! year, Freci bilge Lezn is wocsing with the Prow
gramming Group with our Flow-charts end the 2uz/Pac of Dit orcs to the change=
over. We are actively secking o busing proarc.ames "work Frod Mos Lean in order that
the operation of the Computer Center and tho Programming may

three of which ave reporied on b Yaw @oaad Cost Center Recerticg eooos Brdeets-ooce. and

mented af this potate ore to conver? cut Tabvlating snenriicaas by tha by July 1,

$3

The Cost Center Reporting hes phaced tn smoothly with tha ros af the Cost

which ere our gocls. Ovr Budgeting Operati:ig oll items on the Profit and
Loss Stotemens frem Seles te Ma: ns und off Sheet ites fom Cosh fo Net Worth.
In order te doa good Pucgeting jab, the busts assumptions in tha bevinaing os te pro-
duction levels, price changes, ae to now lirica. must be well considered,

budgsting is not the traditfonel cas of heviag o Gat monager his budget and
when he exceeds tha aget by a few doliacs to ka Gswiztie to the extend. that for tho next
yer, he puts in enough exits co thet he nover gots into this postion end in turn forces
the man to spend ever; dollar the? he has requested in his in order (iat he will not be

wed

Center Managers 3f the antire system. The Standard
Cost System piaceeds on fag & abe of move central:

a

on

because If not the eeaslis are of ao velo Weis te note the sx s attitude teuward

cut down in the next your. OF attitucie as ius: TeVeTan, Wo are preparing these d=
gets as sash wy 3 going to need, hat fees we are going:

to need6 Wi seaple wa ecmu roneedefalh inn what rodust lines we ave goinghat
to need te supplement and aid to aur Kanes. We do cvpact, of cere, thet the Cost
Center Manesuns, to the vory berd of thelr chilis weet ory :

will ba fag as v cr hye

time they vive f i 3@ reported
each montis with qusterly detetiod analysis
figure, net yet set, bslow watch aa vavienca reposting will be made.

We a minimum

R. Dils

BUDGETS

Period: The budgeted period will be from May 1963 through April 1964.

Objective: To huve each Cost Center Manager submit his budget fer approval before
March 23, 1963.
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a package fer each memwicer
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The CastCente: Managers cro in rec of the reporting zheet,
which +3 G lige at roca els so a

of expenses comiars are
2 3

Assemb'yAY

Maintenance
Sub System Computer Assembly

Contra:

bone Offiae Sales
F, Sciag ~ Co BE,
F, icles Wasn.
&, Sates - New Jersey
Ger Administration

Personnel

: ag Engineeriz
Systems
Co. nuters Engineering
Drafting

Shop
Tere Squipment

in-Out

$i +n *

Cost Center List

Ea

: a +

C
SG ha?

Manager:

R,
L. Prentice
&. Hughes
G. Bosi
N. Mazzerese
R. Saveil
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R, PGR

Systems eet

Programming SPI
A. Blumenthal

F. Saies - Germeny

Qo bo : :

4:

Fred Aiac Lean

CCS? CEMBBR REPORTING

: Cast € Managers bof cost center reporting w-"!
e Algobeen recelvi fal «pers, 3 : : :

enthuslostic - '
Inquisitive

7

detailed re : Bits Operating Supply Expenses
seer to ba tio of tao managers.

Direct Labor
"> punched, Peeprect Labor ey7

:ope tion:
:

:
:

:

: : punched Wei employee, cs: :

indirect Labor:
major port on «"Indirec Tineleris:

100 0-0.

5

purchase nz)

covtnumber, fi: Center gnation.
tha information {2 fate a gerd or om : gt et aecounting

«

pruchase <-

we
:
::

Aki ci aha ob GS an gr charges
,

documents punched monthly
> updated

far year charges.

Pend

at

a

T Accounting workingDepartments
uz (Business;

a aly> we wi il:

tima on cur svn Computer ay & cond hazed business vys'e-n.
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The a
te

Departmen® ™
3:

problems... constructing . : :: : : : : :

business operations

applications

ucics Analysis
:

Accounts Payable

Numbe-
7,

ae € >

Manufac..> Inventory
.

54:

a

Modules

: Durci Module: :

herged :

quantity7 :

production
~

> standard "2 charged eat

expe

ar
Gu.' + Department -bistorical >

Pha : determination * stendard ~ eurrenth: -

piling historica will bo used

advantages accounti materials.

sta
:

+ :

5 1

7

wn necessary
eh. nventory +

bee

: Bre Inventory34:
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T. Stockebrand

EN 1172 Analog Module Line 10%
EN 1134 Micro Tape 86%

ENGINEERING

EN 1156 Curve Drawing Display 16%

The first somples were shipped to Mark Connelly at M.3.T. They were 3 summing amplifier
(two per curd), an integrater, a 1/4 square multiplier network, and a series shunt switch.
These four plus about four more will comprise a small line of what | like to call "meter ac-
curacy" analog gear. Eventually, we will be able to pravide our own operational ampiifier
rather than depending on others dui fer now we plug Noxus Company's amins into our cords.
About April 1, we should be able to quote in the summer on parts of our analog systems. It

has a plug in resistor board subasssembly wi: ich contains the feecwveck rasiztors, summing re~
sisfors ond a ivimpot for each amplifier on the card. Thus the saise can be used for
several applications. The first use will probab!y be sealing cad offsetting into and oui of our
D-A and A-D Converters. The settling time of these amplifiers fs about 100 psec to . 1% and
the output is buffered {which can be strapped ous) to drive about 20 ma at 10 volts. The

analog modules should always be grouped in a particular mounting penal wired for the purpose

course, a multiplexer. Emile is working on that. See ioger Gagne for details on cil of the
above.

with special aisention to grounding anc which contains a 15 anclog typ? 'hi precision) power

As time goes on the Integrators and other modules will be introduced. Ons big Hem Is, of
supply. We have bcen using Philéricks PR-150 which installs neatly in our movating nels.

As of this writting, we are frantically irying to make the IESE Show. Progress hss beea slow

clude tape tension flutter due to exirera cogging in the Amphenol Arai we have been

using. The non-geored Elinco's have solved the pro.slem but they run "ee tops tao fast to cilow

not hove enougi gain st the low spaced but af the higher speed 14) fps) thay perform wail, Work-

ing Sofiware, and solid operation predjudices of mine may yer causa us to doizy introduction till

in tee system in=Specificbecause the sales machines r2zuder mostly hasn't csen working,
Bo

t ine readers stili dodensity recording va th the conire : info comes foc: fast then)

May.

Thanks to Len Hantman ant Roger Gagne, | retumed from Vacation, in sunny Puerto Rico, to

find the "simple memory
: 2 almost bull? sheugh my outline for builing had been only

Register which shifts them Bitwise to she Incremental scope for disgicy. Ht can therefore dump

a 4K memory full of Bit increments on Mle scope face in 32 milliseconds. Its first use is to debug

the incremental scope. Lex Hantman feels that it would malze a good option for sale.

the sketch. ft uses 4 ontinvous series of Data Breaks fo pour ivom memory into a Shift
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SYSTEMS DATEREPORT
Jon Fadiman

During the past two weeks much of my time has been token up with training Mr. Yamamoto,
the Engineer sent here from TDK, Tokyo, Japan for the use of Automatic Core Tester 2113.
He received a thorough education in the logic end electronics of the machine in spite of the
fact that his English was o bit limited making the going rather difficult and slow. The 2113
was then shipped out to TDK Thursday. The two Memory Testers 1516, one for TDK, and one
for Siemens are under consituction, and most of the front panels have already been received.
The logic is now being wired up ia production.

TheHarvardSpark Chamber Reader jok has been almost completely checked ont and will be
ready fordslivary shortly. Construction is almost completed on the Thin Film Tester 2115 for
National Cash Register and we will make our delivery date of March 28, an this machine.

The Core Testers ZII3L and 2110D are also being wired up for Burroughs Corp.

We are proceeding on the various block diograms necessary for the NSA job. There are many
small pieces to be fitted together and ice Lutterworth is undertaking the job of doing the various
logical block diagrams. it has bees decided that we will use our own A to D Converter as well
as our own 32 channel muitipiexer in as much as both of these machines which were orlginaliy
ordered from Raytheon do noi work.

We are working on a smal! 12-bit program controller whici: li be smell computer to be used

by the Special Systems group as a bitilding block in certain systems which can more readily be
done by o store program machine than by wired program mechine. Ed de Castro Is doing the
basic work on this system based upon some of the idecs of Gordon Bell and Al Kotok. We are

building o prototype which we have tentatively schedvied to be ready about May 1.

Many of you probably have already met Mr. Gunter Hucwe who is our Engineer in our Hunich
Office in Germany. He is here for a months work with our Systems, Computers and Modutes,
and to learn all about them so thet we can go into the European marke? in a big way. Any help
which any of you Engineers can give to Gunter tn expla?ning about our circuits, philosophy and

our methods of system ard computer design, will be greatly appreciated.

Ed ce Castro

The mechine formally known as the PBP-5 is going tc be renamed The new name has not been

decided on yet and suggestions Wi J certainly be appreclated. We want to keep the price of

this machine low and therefore do :wt want fo besome committed to writing assembiers or com=

pilers. t was felt that another machine in the PDP series might carry with it the idea that a

program: library would be provided.
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Lost Monday, 2 of ihe peopie from the Atomic Energy Commission of Canada were here at the
plont for further discussions of their reactor monitoring system. Chances of getting this job
look extremely good at this tine. The portion formerly bid as a special system will probably
be implemented using the small computer.

P. Greene

The second quotation for the E.1. Du Pont Company will be finished today. This job will con=
sist of a 36 channel sequence controller for the control of pump moteurs in flow processes. Agvin
it looks as if this would be a natura! for the new general purpose controller that is under devel-
opment, however, since no price is available at this time the system will be quoted as a special
system.

An inquiry was refferred to me from a Mr. Dove of Langley Field,Va. for a simple read out

system for a 240 bit fransfluxer system. He has requested that t submit a quotation in 5 days
for such a system. Poul O'Malley is pricing out the components and it shouid be finalized by
the first of the week.

The Harvard Spark Chamber Reader is on the floor and the power ison. The usual sum of smail

problems is appearing but It looks as if the machine will be delivered early. Doug Miller is

presently conducting noise tests on the Cyclotron Floor to see if the common-mode rejection of
our 1552 is adequate, 48 of these modules are used in the system.

Another Mr. Miller and G Mr. Bounin from the Univ. of Ciicago is coming to DEC on Tuesday
to talk with me about another similar Spark Chamber Reader. [ will be different in the output
because it will work into a computer directly (MANIAC IIR instead of writing a mag tape. We

plan to present him with a quotation after he defines his needs more cleory.
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COMPUTERS

A. Blumenthal

Preliminary tests mode to detesmins the type of cores to be used in the PDP-3, 36-bit, 16K mem=
ory have indicated that is perfectly feasible to use 30-mil-cores huving a switching time of .4
microsaconds even though the driving system may not be capable of operating the cores close
to their maximum speed capability. Curvent rise time equal to several times 'he maximum switch-
ing speed of the cores will stii! produce output amplitudes In the order of 40 to MM millivolts. Also/
the use of 3G-mil-cores make for a smatler memory stack and simplify the probiers of mounting
diode modules on the stacks, On this basis we have placed an order for a 642, 36-bit stack using
these cores. The stuck is due to asvive on May 17, 1963.

The layout has been completed for the bread=board for the 1K, 2DP-1 memory and production
has begun wiring. It should be coimpieted around the Ist of April. This system ailevicies the

problems of driving the inductance of the 16K memory Ly driving in 4K segments. Still under
design is the inhibit field swiichirg system.

A memory for PDP-4 which can be produced with greatly reduce cost, is presently being laid
out. We hope to make it operational by April 14.

An attempt was made on the part of Packard Bell to correct the problems present in United Air-
crafts analog to Digital equioment. The reference supply was redesigned to keep the oven switch=

ing transients from getting into the reference output. A new Multiverter wes assembled at the

factory using the modified power supply and thoroughly tested. They neglected, iiowever, to

equip it with a sample and held ciscuit. Men the unit was installed in United Afreraft's PDP-1,
the origina! scmpie and hald was transferred fo the new unit and it was found that the switchin,
noise was getting through the somp!e and hold circuit. Bust. They also provided a whole new

set of Multiplexer cards to cczrect the resolution problem present in ihe originals. This performed

satisfactorily and were left instailed. The oven nolse will require furtnss attention.

The work of the Drawing Standards Commiitee has reached c plateau where we are prepared to

recommend a package of mort rules and symbols. This is presently been documented.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Prentice

EN 1000 General Engineering 30%
EN 11386 Des 585 Tana Unit 40%
EN 1434 Vartable field Licht pen 10%
EN 1097 Module developmeni 20%

it seems quite obvious from several veports end inquiries thet have beer: mode to this office,
tha? not very many pegple in the company urstersiand i : method of correstion erzors or faults
in the mechanical equipaicat. As the size of the COPy grows, the difficulty administra~
tion communication Increases by some nonlinearfuncyion, hence, ft is necessary to resiute the
method for the correction of faults ond eras and most pariiculerty about the mal-function of
mechanical carts. These deviciions be reported io or coniral: it the part or parts
are rc. Inspected * fiom, 4 sais 'yer2 am 2 are produced.
If no aution for correction is forthoomiag iom these sre eats] ond if scems destruble orinecessary

mation give or mall fo uty. The originator cf the chenge GTC 1 3si be able to de-

>

for a desion skancae to cover the 3 : technician oF may rnke out a mechane
ical cl onc 8 #3. vite : is tre pertinent infor=

fend its necessity crud if it is of major imprivace, He should report same 70 his immediate

supervisor. economics of 2 orders is net to be tuken flighty. The time and
costs of rewnk fo goods In crogie or goods fs mesh ont ead tne necessity or

justification for phasing iv o change shostd be notes on the mechcnical change order.
Those changes cauting customer or definite degradation tothe quality of our

product necessarily have the highest priority. Biase guetitied by cubs.ential savings in manu]
ao on fev s, we have prom

cessed epgvoximately a mec notices. Met ave necessiury due to new finishes

such es door catches sad 3 of hardv-aea have not been brought up to stcadard because
se things, ane, ures have

Yo be suffered with for lung periods, ai} oui af proportion jo ine time require to study and

:fa

or mesa' fausieners. i i $o are necessary just fs keep abreast uf new in these Fields2

fiand ROS changes *o sually of : yonces

we i
ner rey,:

bettar product for replacement.

Ken FitzGerald

FM 1209 Shoss 4Administration 80%
EM 20%les Consitustion Development7

The shop loge! st hye thane extremely :neayy in bath the cabinet assembly and the sheet

me tal shops ° is primarily cv to the lack of personnel and the fact that most of the jobs of
:

the past iwo weexs "ave had delivecy { OF fous and five days.y
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Wages and c!rssifications, which ara part of the employment security concent, ars secondary
to levels and fields of endeavor and interest, which ere part of the opportunity secirity con=

Production
wi iing

ModuleSpecial Sys Sub System
? Wiring Test Wiring

:

Special Sys. lity
Checkout Control

Peripheral Medel
Checkout Stop

1 Advanced Cartral
Quality Prosessor

elopment
Peripheral

Checkout

Advanced
Special Computer

Field Advanced

Systems
Service

SalesProject Advanced Advanced
id

upervision Engineering
Programming

Service
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Jim Cudmore

| have spent some time in the past two wecks raviewing our return module reports. One item
that seems to cause a fair amount of trouble is a delay line. These units are ceturned and no
trouble is found. it turns out that the test conditions are vastly different from the actual op~
erating conditions. The units are tested with c 320 ohm resistor to -3V or abous 9 ma. When
driving a PA input (eg 1607) the current required is cbout 40 ma 'puise}. The transfer char-
acteristics never cross unity gain when using the longest delay in a 1311 driving « 1607 input.
This situation explains the problem of returned delay lines.

Further fests shall be made to determine the optimum test methods and if any circuit revisions
are necessary .

We have just received a transformer tester from the model shop, designed by Russ Doane.
This tester will measure turns, ratios, and also indicate winding polarity. The
will stili hove to measured on the U.C meter to determine if the correct core material has
been used. It will not be necessary to measure ail the windings since the turns ratio is now
known to he correct.

K. Doering

The 22 contact connectors from Amphenol have gone th ough different assembly tests. In one

specific case, they were assembled fo the 1901 mounting panels, Due to some incorrectasle
errors in the mold, we thought that a certain error would result in further difficulties in piug-
ging the system modules into these panels. Eighteen mounting panels were assembled an'! tested,
and the modules could be plugged in with case. On the basis of these results, we accepted the

connector, though the distance between mounting pins was undersize. The fuct that Mech.
Engineering had designed and built an assembly jig for the mounting pane!s was quite a help for
this evaluation and will also be a help for further production runs. This jig assures the necessary
space for cosy plug-in of modules and protects from using two LH or RH sic'e plate retainers for
one panel which gave us difficulties formerly.

The Contronic diode recovery tester is too slow for production testing with our present methods.

It looks as if the best use for it is mainly in automatic sampling testing for which we still have
some accessory equipment missing.

I was in Worcester, with MACKENZIE Machinery Co., to look at a used cast iron sufface plate
72" x 42" x 13" high). It looked very good, and as the price is $350., we sincerely consider

buying it as our present one is already almost too smali. The same plaie new, cost $1,0.
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The following equipment hes been calibrated in the last two weeks:

Description Type No. Calibrated

Oscilloscope 543/543A 9
Oscilloscope 545 1

Oscilloscope §51 1

Oscilloscope 555 1

Oscilloscope 541 1

Curve Tracer 575 2

Plug-in Unit CA 15

Preamplifier 1

Preamplifier M 2

Preamplifier s 2
V.T.V.M. 412A
L.C. Meter 130 4

e Meter 6380NA=-8M 22

Russ Winslow

Semiconductors tested since the last report:

Type Manufacturer Units Tested % Reject

GA-439 Texas instruments 400 2

(43X1C741)

T=-1796 Phiico 130 15

2N456 Texas Instruments 30 0
2N731A Taxas instruments 1000 0.?
ZNI 1348 R.C.A. 170 1.2

1

SP-390 Texas Instruments 20 1

2N1309 Texas Instruments 70 2.3
2b it754 Philco 140 1.1
22700 Spraque 300 207

2N2218 Motorola 50 2

DOO! Clevite 250 2.1
D03 Clevite 20 0.3
D007 National Transistor 20 14

D662 Clevite 1G000 0.33
Motorola 58 0

IN1217 General Electric 2 0IN964A

DF633
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During the past two weeks, Mechanical inspection has hed the following final and intermediate
Inspections:

Final Intermediate

DEC CRT Display 30 A DEC PDP-4
DEC Mag Tape Unit 50 DEC MAG Tape
U.C. Memory Butfer DEC CRT Display
T.D.K. Rilcle Cove Tester 2113 K DEC PDP-4
Westem Electric - Memory Exerciser 2212

A comparison between our shop and vendors for the time Feb: 28 to March 14, gave the following
results:

Digital Vendors

687 pecs. 3326 pes.8 different jobs 27 different jobs
59 rejects 20 rejects

These figures are based on sheet metal work, paint and finishes.

R. Grey

Electrical inspections

Memory Bufrer 2010 Univ. of Conn. Fira!

Display 2513 DEC Fine!
Memory Exerciser 2212 Western Electric Final
PDP=1 Cre Intermediate
Core Tester 2713K TOK-Rikei Co. Final
Memories & Optional Equip. NSA intermediate
Dispiay 30D DEC intermediate

Mag, Tape 50 DEC intermediate & Final
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SALES

Dave Denniston

We will be moving to 1259 Route #44 in Parsippony, New Jersey on April 22nd. Our new
phone numbers will be 207 + 335-0770 and 335-0711. Our new TWX number is not assigned
as yet.

Modules orders in this area have declined substantially within the last couple of months, but
beth Brookhaven and Western Electric in Allentown are now compiling fairiy substantial orders.
Also of interest is the fact that Dr. Dan Tycko of Columbia University will almast certainly ve-
gin building a Hough-Powell device (Flying Spot Digliizer) in the very near future.

Although the force required to exirect Lab modules from 901 mounting pane!s has been greatly
reduced, several pcople have suggested that we should make It even easier to interchange thes
units especiaily when the mounting panels ure full. One of these suggestions came from Dr. Kang
ot the Perinsylvania=Princeton Accelerator (Princeton University). He has a Legic Kit on loan'
for evauletion. Klaus Docsing recently nientioned to me that there will eventually be a pin
serted through the front portion of the mc ule cases, just beiow the top. | feel that this would
be a mast worthwhile addition since it wit! make these un'ts even easier to use.
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VHF Modules 4955
Lavel Amplifier 1075
Tost Equipment 10%
Sclid State Circuits Conference 30%
Miscellaneous 10%
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NEERING

R. Doane

The rovielng the VHF layouts o incorporate tho latest circuitmodifications and mechanical
changes is complete in cough form, ready for ciafNiag. expect that no further changes wiii be
made before the first production cun.

A leva! aaplificr with 10 ma bese drive fo the output transistors and heevy overdrive duzing
switching proved to bs capabis of total thmes of cb.uta miccasecond, which
is cr. Saates tne present, less accurate clesvit. A ctrowt ifkeing built, cepable of cone
ven speed and accuracy "- + Tosa to 79 ma drive to cutput
stage; (09 : to i.3 a { : cue? rzccfasec, 6 ohms fo tohm; total
transition Gimes, 109 fo 40)

Pree gay

:

introductics: to the aspects of electronics
important features ° layout problems. 3 communication3 4

between angingersend Ce and i> oive drafisman @ inderstanding of the projects to
which theycn.isbate. We have met for ono fercagtThecelay) and will continue for one

with ore os ya dans ar 0

J ettended tis 1943 Internation Solid a Conference In for three days. 3

will try to : the got.
:

Flect, in contrast + peccontutions an the gate tepfos ene Ryo 'roars ago, | felt this

year's papers shawed mach increased maturity fz: sc yoru)host

Nanoaecond tvitcaing clrevits
lintTOES2:3 clrowiis
Turned disda circuits

emphasis cx to have shifted proving che potential o so..ving the problem fn all three.
ton which less such maturity wus evitiiné ara:

Copper-and=farriie logis
bel effe39 tranztstar clreults

Statistica! ciscult Jcsigs
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Remarkable + results presented 03 oi! of flave, ovt the waters are still muddy.

The tihrary a ceny oF 165 : os, and Don White and { both

mers, some of it mmediate infezsat fo in cur work. The quest cecusacy seemed fo be
well develop od, while affects to spect yn the conversion p. acu chewed snore "blue sky."

proiiens, | ecame away UTS ad wa on mke seme Sos. contributions here.

: f:

will ba hanpy to ceseuss what we in mere th anye in particular,:

FROST Was A AT CAR deal uf activity centering craund « fvaoan digita! and analogue

AP: 7 attends cn evening * Mecuss A@D and D-A:
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SYSTEMS

Jon Padinen

Internationa! Comnonents Show in
Poor, aing te eur effica In 4

> somewhat as aort Se: "Se ty attitude toword circuit design.
they would dosten ond by

cay

CP 30 end later sent 359 care catalog,
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Memary Exercizer andtno Compagni
G

; &

See hich we we ofd tld os an entire
ee as Computer with it. Linen went down

§
meres pot: ate Sar fer this machiaa, $56,000. order.

our secretary there, Miss
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golive rapidly es
Ho owe, cur in will start in the office prob-

oF
245% for comple'. checkout hes wor completed. The Engineer
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'Sara. W. Wa butatag the Memory Tester 1516]

building bo 56358 fos> ter ag? rae

9% for lott nary a 2 blag comeictely repackaged in o 3

en yur 2 ot problems

TTR b do iver this system on time at
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Chesxzeut is being compicted
probably shin fais systom next Tuesday.. Tae Memory Youller for the Navy was shipped out
Feb. 23, i963.

Chamber which Pat Grecie be: drsicned and which is now under

Buffoughs Corp. which Disk Wig, mas about. we are aing considerable
+a ae '. » fee ya

se €

the caests! equipment Saat required tats pb. ndelo fee this fer the design to be
by Merch 22, tua fo completed 2 Aarti 24 and iin system ready to be

fury checked out and ready to be ted into ths Computer 17.
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Gf course, cllof cur systems look greet but that one fs o zeal eye catcher.

® One nice thing cbout hayiag a variety of syst ins varying delivery detes is that by proper
scheduling, cur 10 techrictans can easily hs werk loed plus more. Actually it Is not
eniy a nise thing but a necesity when you Gui greup operata,i.e. Having

open prej-osala cnd not knowing when how purchese orders might? come in.

E. de

Plena Jos the PDE-8 have been fuking chars quite well duving the at two weeks. It has been

chat Hens will reavice that it be
with w beac' net aeily

Se. oF 7 eos Mid menary options of 512,
ytests 4 0 gistens faa cosessors accumulator,

mec memory Sutr aountor will keod ine core registers J

expect the orice of 9. arid $00,OD. - pending en memory size.

ane!

'est Monday cid Ac Leb at Princeton Univ. and

eur oF 1426

Dupont systems cre ot! Tor rat at Wilmixgion
wey develop isio a rather

An 4 eo
1 quotes«c Orc v be bid

the people at Dupont
could

for tn the very ture.

beso boa this en their recent

After falking with tha peeple
8 too "Sop al aluh priurty. de Castro and

A combination price
53 presented for se.
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dae 7

At lezst ene statement from ths original shone cell comminc' true. The 57 cor.sol does more
then the 52 coniral ci orice. this wes inpertant fo the potentic\ customer and
a headache to me. Asa matter of fuctall Megnotic Tepe Controls result in a thivbing pain at
and above the neck line. ogic design is reatonbly easy until a time function Is wought Into the
picture.

My appréach to the 57 control design, was to produce flow charts showing each func Von it,
associated Then meimosine all and fining (epproximately 20 criticc: time ree
lationshins). The Sep tscS to produce showing major regisi +3 and cone

F026 finished -

However, sch, the next ston we to the Bering the month of January, [ ofting
why 6 many en drawings. After maay meetings, vgu=

ments, depressing et cic. Hvac avident thet ac''Seer 4 gutes here ard thera end 4

meving othoss, the 5? contval € Lave features thut auld "ake it much more attractive 4

WS

go

was put on the drawin 5 thistal legic. Arter th defined,:

s curing the gcomber. By t 1 of the the control sked

G potential customer.

January provided to bs a bed month for tho 57 control. During one ef the mes( ngs, whish
tha suggestion > 8 discontinue the 57 because : ic,

fag2 already e: Isting. However, i; was 2cided thet the contre! hed petene
tial,

February
programmt es: submitted Fo: sy 7 and

a ks "cles. : thet a canal has
"32 x' profetype. : 3 : act a siig's® approach writing this

of sents fs : ad co finished by3

February 2 :s
58 ACY, du to:

ee

fa bert : concept casily.

fusa fs et: * : 3 and 4
anc 65, Vass is te redundency. A muiniainence manval

suesx: : :

A aev
y that "a pice

Bee a wed faz tho control. 4 a

be

heve f20 many words

16 of bogie.
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We hed problem with pain? during t's past two week parlod. A brand new batch of 25
gallons hed to be sent back to the manufacturer and @ new batch made up due to minute particles
of a forafgn motier in the patat which causca the surface te hove the appearance of coarse sand
paper. While Lam on the subject of paint, | would like to fry to present more Information on our :

paint problems so that evetybody will understand why i? se_ms that we are "alwa $ frum out of
paint."

1. The paint which we are using is manufactured by Raffi & Swanson Company in Wile
mington, Massachusetts they will not guaruntee mora then a 30 day shelf life on
aay of their paints of this typo. :

2. The ectuel uscable Hfe of this puiny fs then decreased to 25 days due to the time used
in transporting the paint to our plant.

3. These have been Cue $o extomne temperature conditions, when this paint did not
last as long as 20 Gays.

4, BRD Gyerage rats of consumption is approxiicately 10 gallons per week. However
theve haya"Basen tines when we hove use"des much es 25 gatlons In a week and as little
as two. This is entirely dependent spor the cvocuction needs and cannot be controlled.

5. ie takes cpproxinately weeks uncer normal conditions to piace an order for paint
and recaive it on our platform.

oren Prentice

EN 1136 555 Tape Unit 50%
33 Disptay 10%
Module Development 205
Genera & 20%

Minneapolis Hohoywell Simulator fe cpprouimately two fo three weeks behind schedule.

31 Display

difficulty ow boing experienced getting matertals. Otherwise, this project is on schedule ond

seams to be going weil.

TAPE UNITS 555

cus cdefau't at this time. As different projects are forn.z!ated, the work load en the mechanicalWith a Hitle bit of fuck these may all be cauaezed fhroxgh before the deadline. There is no obvi.
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Leven Prentice (cont.)

engineering docarhacnt besomes larges and schoe'ling of Ht. 2 fobs is necessary. We will try to pub=
lish the job asctonments at least on tha monthly basis. this mame has gotten ou? to all engineers,
purchasing doxwtment, and : we e deperient.- vie ten bit computer his had preliminary
work done oa Cre appearance of the cabinet. This has boon completed by Scott Miller for abe
missicn to the parties involved. A sample module mad mounting panel have been made for the 24=
bit computer and the industrial cssign corsultant bes keds a inary study of 3 console for the

comusicr, The 24 ~ 24d1 computer should occupy cur attention for the coing weeks to
quite a great extent.
On Wednesday, February th, @ mede toWester Flectric's Nerth Andover olant and a
short teur was Gken, most of thre printed production area. A sepuzate report
hes been mada to interested pariies periaining to this tip. .

'wed &

.4 a Scott Miller :inde : :
: : :

EN $042 #%:

EEJ 3336

EN 1184 3%

PEPE
EN 4377
EN 1178.

Since the first of the yeer tha design has Increased Peary a The hiring of the \'an Dyck
Associates es scems to have focused more ati. oa tha dosign effort.

Tha "rew sak" PDP=d4 fg now in production and the first cots! bas been Installed on PDP-4 #1. the
a Tho come 4 aedFoxboro r af

wa of a canpicicly different color 3 bet al! elso standard.
on fhe : Aha The JPL's machinesrm or

tans, There is a croat deal of confusion oa my pert os te when the first kages are due and who

lay the delivery of cho finished box. This package could be our bes? offort in the packaging field

packaging fs the product.

Design on the 2 wet ae Tia exception fe the for reels of:

and could wiry well dewa WON +joct. : : thie arna : 2

end believe that Digitels magnetl tape field just cause for a fresh upproach In

Tha PDP=5 (10 bit computer) aprearaace design is complete ond is ready for drafting when the go-
ahead is given. This computer is a copariure from our previous computer designs becci:se of cost
limitations and kasic concepts.

The PDP=3 (36 bit) design direstion hes bean chosen and because this is our most ambitious com=

lux Sraatment that fhe PDP=1 lacks. The console end beso: :23 intentional instead of « hung-on
puter effort, the design will reflect this attitude. The operctar console end will be given the de=
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D.. Gaboury (cont.)

11 rejected 1.% rejects 15 rejected .5% rejects

March 1, 1963
Page 16

These figures are based on sheet metal work, palnt, and finishes.

D. L. Adams
EN 1098 100%
During the last two weeks, 1055 modules were tested automatically. The Aytomatic testers were
used os follows:

Oc A Tester 96 42.25 he
DG 3 Tester 5.0 hr

as

Dicte Tester 2.0 br.
AC Tester : 9oeogoannee0 8.75 he

Total Ne. ef Hours 28.0

No. of Modules per hr. 37-1/2
thie.

D. Dubay

Test Equipment Service

The following equipment has been calibrated since Fea. 14th.

Description. xy :

i3
RAZA 2OscilloscopaOxMoscope ae? 1

+

Preamplifier CA V7

Preemolifier K 3

Preas obifier L 2

Preamplificr D 1

Pawar Supply Harison Labs. 808 1

We received the following equipment last week .

Tektronix Type 567 oscitloscope
Tektronix Type 3576 Dua! trace un it

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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9. Gebcy (eont.)

g unit

Much of ous Hme for the past two wesks been spont ropciving our stock of DEC Modules.

Semiconductors Tested Since Lar.

R Wins
:

% Reject
MA-90 2S, pie Ronn
Co BS ASKIGZAD Tee. Liste Ww 1.6
2Ne398A * RoC. Ac 7 160.0

Texas Inst. 1.1
2N=1184 R.C.A. 140 10.7

R.C.A. 125 7.1
Texas inst. 12000 1.3

2N-1309 Texas inst. 700 1.0

SWei250 SER'S) Transitros 195 6.0
IN=469A Hoffman 5 0.0
IN@748A Texas Inst. 100 0.0
IN-762 Transitron 20 0.0
IN-987B Dickson 20 0.0
IN-1217 G.E. 2 0.0

*Replacements

678

-2365

9-047 Nat'l. Transistor 140 0.0
D-662 22°03 3.4Clevite x

t

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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SALES

A. Titcomb

PDP=4's to JPL 50%
Develope special equipment for JPL 50%

BIWEEKLY
REPORT

ta JPL

Our enies department us that JPL has purchase orders pending for two PDP-v;'s,

Qurmachine requires on Extended Arithmetic Unit and the other a 57 Tape Contrel, their paint
voles and special multi-channel, 36-bit word length data tronsferral equipment.

Both the 57 control and Arithmetic Unit are bcing Installed and initial checkout will bygin shortly.

Our Los Angeles Office wants near immediate delivery on both uf these machines, probobly in an
effort to aisure this sale and future sales.

@ We cro presently working up a schedule which should show when each machine can Lw ready for
delivery.

Blocking

As Fequires isolated circuit ground, wa will provide a giistle meocule with transfismer outpu..
: IG for assertion}. The clrevit that [have besn modi? ag to cur vot tuges, levels, etc. can

Sevalep 3 volts aeross 15 ohms with a rise time of 30 ms and pulze width nominally 0.4 psec.

K. tarsen

Boenuse ihavs not submitted cnything to the Bi-Weekly recently, | have some catching up to do,
so will list only the major projects that } have been Work hig on. One of these is to make the Astro=
data people familiar with the PDP=! for interface between thelr data system for the JPL Wind Tun-
nel project. Last Fridsy was spent in conference with the project engineer ard his staff making
them eware of all the facilities for trput/Outpet communications included in the PDP-1. I made
use of some "dittsed" disgrems to descsise the I/O characteristics of the computer, first using an
overall picture and then going into specific details that relate to the overall picture; that is, how

meny gates are open on the I/O registor input mixer; the gating structure of the data channel input;
the IGT configuration and the registers that have bus drivers for driving cables to output devices.
If enyone would like coples of this set of diagrams, just drop me a note and t will be very glad to
send them to you. | find them to be most useful in that they give the individual something to write

ite?

notes on and to carry away with him after the meeting is ovcr.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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March 1, 1943
Pros WF

::

From NCB, we received a letter of acceptance from their enginecring staff of our method of
constructing the thir fiim tast system for :

{ have bean oh with tre peonle at Aerospace thoir requtrenants for computers for
G fiim reading faciiivy. The incites 4 DPT size computers with disniays for read]
ing cadar "AY cedar films, and ive ar sles computor for meking Gonstimneter readines of film
from another scurcc. of tha requisenients fs Ghat they be abic fo foce the computers and

is very infereated In making usa of our office cad its faed for evawaiion of ine techniques
to be usad,

7

they saemed ty think thet @ third party j would bo Dorn O'Boll, of Aerospace,
A

The V.A. Reccerch Support Center has a fer a small computer to be used in a clinical
lab to fie in with « Sem clinics: analytical device to ace readings and correlate the
cata from o number of icst steficns on a Fully culcmatic backs. | tink this would ba a ich for the
spectal systems group and hove sent cll available intemmetion to fon Fadimen end Gordon Ball.
They also hev» 0 need for a special systam to @ maze that will be to wudy the effects
of drugs and special nerve surgury cn ran. Vee movement of the aninals under study will be log

@ ged on paper tupe to be analyzed by c computer.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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#. Kalwell
Le 8 hee been cad

chromate . Was treed
stainless te tne cost of acing

ha to purchase, ci. odard-
stock tener>

q: 2

chromated, 8° opposed co 2.9048 steel, or
7 chromate at

a

a :

opposed er,
4

3 the:
> doubled : + : the

months : : inless fastener
would +e Fe)

~ 1 & 2 ble
Jendors. proposed a4 : :

34 i,@ » Atco. LO whieh con-7

carbon. accepted
sists chrome; :

a &: is& :
RP

4 eimprovemen: . a : : :

better. 4

: lips f.. made this grade, and
+ 9 intoo:

% following materiz credit. materiai was in
inventory surplus stockroom.

CORNEII--DUBILIER
3259 c*blec clamps, which we're obsolete $.233/s2. $561.20

CANNON, Til.
wsOAM TY 8. $2115.443

~

21.40492 1:
1650.25

23.002 GEL tion Tools @ $10.70/ea.
28.802 ane 2005 Beir qecls @ $11. 50/ea.

209 RSM-51316-1 Contacts @ $7.20/50

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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F. Kalwell (cont 'di

200 Contacts $7.20/50 $ 28.80

Total. $4114.19
Flus 15% restocking charge -17-13

$4731.32

BLECTRA MPG. CO.
899 ohm Deposit carbon watt 1% 9 .10 aa. $ 89.90

20% xestocking charge -17.98
Credit § 71.92

fotal credit recoived...ccoscoes $5364.44

D. Glazier

Klaus Decring hug bean a cantar to bo used in
9 Che Caselaw ity of new "Jue unit.

-2 ere hane and Took
Company 'iene "er a
7 ab end 26 bangehoeked

duc toc scatter, the cost
3 gong >. Se €. cost of

a nev boreh aontes $259.00 to S375.90.

BIWEEKLY
REPORT DATE

2 MoSLU1~1 Crimper G $108.25/ea.
1 216.50

eo vy a t+

: he : 4°4

mes 4

7 2a

+. Kuyamjien

Quotations were received Ferroxcube Corporation and»

Fabri-Tek, imc. fo the following memory stacks.

Memory Stack Ferroxcube
512 word 10 bit § 720.09 $ 465.00
512 word 18 bit $1250.00 $ 775.00

1024 word 10 bit $1420.00 $ 725.00
1024 word 18 bit $2500.00 $1225.00

Fabri-Tek

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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D. Ruyamjian (cont'd)
We have a commitment for the standard 4096 werd memory stacks, the
bulk with Ferroxcube. Deliveries are scheduled

2 - 2nd week February
Syd week February.4th week February

- March
1 ~ April

2
2

Delivery on the Teletype Model 20KSR Paye Pzinter is now running
close to five months since Teletype has exi srienced production equip-
ment prcblamm on this line, This indicates that it is advisable for
DEC to schedule well in advance of required delivery for these unite.

Digitronics 'corporation hat. also been Yurying about two weeks behina

@ ed increase in gales for this relatively nmr unit. They expect this
trend to continue and predict a <wo-month lead time on delivery which
will be in effact shertly.

in the production of Model 2500 Paper ite em Readers due to an unexpect-

Bob Savell will have en Onnitrenics 30 Photoelectric Paper Tape
Reoder here for thirty Gavs evaluation. After evaluation on this unit

been completed, he have a model in for the same pur-
pose. The Potter unit bas already been evaluated and returned.

Equipment Price Delivery
Ramsey Model 73 Core Handler $11,845.00 4/15/63 J. (TDK)

dally Computer H-207 $16,158.00 5/18/63 R. Savell
300 line/minute Printer ;

Soroban Comparator $ 1,345.00 Received H. Morse

Requisitioner

YRC Magnetic Drum $11,300.00 4/22/63 Johnson
(Foxboro)

The above are recent major purchases.
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NEERING

R. Deane

Mocules 5%
Data auc for Level Amplifier L2%Test 4%
Conic Generator 30%Miscellaneous as,

Te#23 OF ten transistor types for avercge offset veltace and satu-
resistence at bate of 1m, 3 ma, and 10 wa, both

1 and inverted connection, show PHP 2N522A and the:

2N1304 best ace al tke
ted with 10 ma base esive, beth averaged aout

beh oe' than the 24.505 Lace all ecnditions, ineiu-ingA new e that nuros those in

wy OF we

: ::

eve inverted cenneccion with hesvy overdrive during owitching isile.b i

FR. Melanson

pesoe Sor a etaneard NEC elactrisnl template as
drawing : prerent RC

tractures
x Uae:

: he the

pending any ead changes by the
Al a4 has given me infcmaation on net syakols that will be

A prev tinplate hee been put. was held upwae a Snes

Weve 4 14

used in the future.

ymbols on plate: 3.
e

cvaer fox 109 Cart"ates be pleaed in mest week co. Tf
any please contact me

1 7

:3:

TOL
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SYSTEMS

R. Woipple

Operations in the pecial Systems area cortinued relatively
in don's Tester MPiS21 has

been delivered, as ras the Memory a to Western
have a 3% of the ravecicn of our

Tester All other systeau precisa ure essing

:

POMC iby

sho mea, guise. A new poss fobs hy aux Loot bee's qake the
ience at boing an

wnhappy or

3 ware in the process of de igning q when use S-70 program was
cancelie and likewise che win Now they

Gh che of om eu Cove Venter in a
big heney, Like dust month. am. mead a long List of

fications to me acd re: fleored thn by saying we had a
> "sy lt that be . next

: he

at tr : he fon

We *ags&

«t
Le

:whe

: :

+

c

I bane everyone the new, cleaned wm look a
Slaherty : Production Super~

anaged to : 7 in a> 7

MWe boua set up "Rogues of
past special SYST along A Le, one 32 days.

2. Greene

Siyde the last iweekUy a proposal hey been rent to Mr. Hartway of
Communi : Ine., BC for : TRIBK code o

A ecnference wae held with Messrs. Castro, Bohl, Gump,

a drum memory system orei ating wie tercivpe ipreriace equipment.
would be cest suited for this piieation. I sent the prepsgal to
Mr. Hartway last week, as promises, anc since then he has called
me about the same. He said thot we showed competence by axziving
at a price that he looked favozably upon with the amount of time

CBE

the jee ZOU. pest be done.
Te wns ead usun at the closing of the :

to ce :

that a WPth

summit by us in preparing the proposal. This was encouraging.pen
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Complaint voiced Mo. Gavtiony was the fact that if the PDP-4
te cle system would be inoperative.

be a 50 Line this in mind, Va
agreed ko out a duplex Sv employing 2 and
2 memory systems. woul. be a otal of 4 PDP-4"): and drum
memory -ystems coast onc.

toe6 : : the
: ig a wse4 :

supply-their Tennessee "ic.

et J ad i= > c suppl <r.
4 compare

:
se. Gordon brah : Res machine and einee

teas a o€ interest bo5 these lines.

ore 4

here 2 @ US & oe ec general
be Gon Padiman

Joss Systeme acd
poss ca systems.

ari

looking
a :

:

though the initia Vee TE, + Tar

r compared : ystem: :

eering "ev... ke. myself are
5

A Hh.

tha a and in produce
smoothly.

this midget engineered .

A proposa™ tern fer a Decoder,
Decoder BOLO Wea

thes. ation were notified cic delivery of tae sane
machine to aeceric,
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F. de Castro

trip to tre Atomic at Chalk River
proved 4 a 3L un the IgoSKMAS to present our
proposal submitting the
Final dy Thus were able to @ proposal which I feelwiil be well received at AECL.

Mer
de

At the moment, am working with Bat Greene on two bids for DuPont.
involves a control covice 36

of analog information,
operat' 26 metors.
This bid is almost
mail the fixst pert of wees.

several arith.tie
a' F + a wo

7 a hie meq Ler Lor process
control wo. This oachine h through process in>

as 1 and realresponse to external
apears ,roride the

Vo water go a and
Princeton Vie tere omg : hy ge buil+ as a

4,
t rs

:

+" use Of a However, it dces seen that
L ama.a L Gomputer woul: HO quite as @ hasle builaing2

block 0. 7

the poesibitity cf ing : such a machine. As presently
:

2d, Le wo.
core ic would have a plus order caie and
would have a would
operate on a ta de expect this machine to
be a sc aovpuhira Sy ten oy meus, but retner a
general speelal eystens

to be deve either marually
Ox With the help of an ansenh written for PDP-4. [ f anybody
knows of muy other for srch a machine or has any
ideas regarding its x would certainly appreciate hearing

1 ar L of

ua

11 ewe we
+ a h

then.
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A.

EN 1016 100%

Design of the 1989 memory driver, which will replace the troublesome
1973, is just about complete. fzatures have been incorporated
in the circuit to protect it from accicental dauage. oucput
current is limited so that wultiple addessing will not overload it.
An accidental short from its output terminal to ground will turn
off the Outet stages so that it doesn't attempt to drive the short.
Hopefully, this will eliminate the major cauce of memory troubles.

Many driving and schemes are being considered for the
16K memory in an attempt to simplify it, use as much of the exist-
ing as possivle, wid reduce the mass of diodes that may
be necessary. The use of faster coves ghould solve many nv Leas

1.1 ys 400 ma cores which zeam to held good promise.

a signal aSprovided une driving currentsBy AR:

acceptable. plane has been o: dered Ferroxeube using

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

L. Prentice

BNH1037 BR le Development 10%
555 50%

ENH1027 Camera Mount for Display 30 5%
EM#1064 Disoley 31 20%
EN#1000 Genezal Engineering 15%

DEC, Fape
This now is the official tyre tape desionation. We finally made
tne deadline for one of this unit, the table

was mocked-up and Progress on getting outside
vendor i. ie slow. mene of the dates
ase being lived wp to axa the quality of reeeived from then
is very poor. Wa nave been txying two Cu 4 : venders for produc-
tion of chemicaliy etched of these has been

an at 2 uf 738 to
produce control ponels for 55 Pape Unit. These wili now be
eilk screened for ton units.

Dynasert,
We checked fox plates and beard hold~
ing templets could

a Cc 1 + oan Be. cf United
an ho we ofx .059".

gang Greer last onr and war
aula to componens correctly. now the
possibility of oly .O50" jend € a and always

heea hee been removed from machine ond the macuine is down in

:
ancy

Grate

:a

*trection <o ce wold te aga
dn

ge thee r head tay @ Car. OM and wonld notonly a land, mates Le >

4 GM.: layouts.
He for is Approx $250.00. The

the machine shoo awaiting our

Display 31
The decision has been made to push through ome more unit in the
same manner as the iast unit was built. Mechonicel work on this

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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%.. Prentice (cont'd)
cannot he completed before 4721 Ist and fois is derendert on
vendors : 4e1s as geod deliverice as they have praviously.
Camera Mount for Display, 30A
Vee is stitl in the stace and not much actual encinesrirg

EX the future
te smi method iny : t Sest can be accomplished
successfully 1.25 a in igned.

toa

K. + itzGersid
General Engineer;ng (shop 60%

ODL Medules 5%
Pee 20%

F. 1064 . 3l 5%
.02432 Honeyweli System 10%aft.

Tn b em an Modules
Samal .o 2 all stock

ie now wp te one, Metal Chop + a fine in getting
the Tait Neuk Set

de Too I

or <ie show. Boke 1 has 31 Wehner is
ag to : ea tao Wye. Be the Machine

de gous te be

2

:

completed - > Adver.
asa Veuay

rey

the end ae possible.
te

d
System legged Pebruary ene onshop ~

2 problem wits chat

wee? to pick up Mebal trainee in the Sheet
week, + this «ne immediately offset by a

notice, co it 6 like we ars stiil lacking approxi-

for work, I am Bob rey would be glad to interview them to
see if they could some of our cpenings.

ET 2
:

mately people in tx 1 anu Czbinet Shop.
knows of any that «re looking
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K. PitzGerald (cont' i)
On March isth I S am zB with M Denald Gearon, head of
the Industrial AxtsDepartment Waste; Sich School, and Robert
Duncan, one Of his teachers, to tour the plant in
order to become with sone of the newer developrente of

and perhaps be AD.e bac': seus ideas that they may
incorporaie into their te caine Ser. in the Prerident-ial tion and he
would Like : plant tence 4 OG the State of
Massachuset:s industrial arte duxing their vacations
in order to ; the industrial arte teacher of more

& ime

co teke

> ath:
a. j:

:

ae and LE anyone has any
PER posve or wich they would like to have passed on to
She Industraed Aves Po I woulda be more than
willing to ts ab.
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QUALITY,CONTROL

J. Cudmore

Klaus Doering and I heve been evaluating the Contronics Diode Tester
im an attempt to get mecsurements that will correlate with the Type
& plug~in unit. 'The recovery time measurements correlate very well,
bet the limited band pass of the 541 Scope masks the two forward
peak readings. 'This machine should be in operation by the end of
next week.

The described in the last biweekly have been
exposed to severe moisture concitions for five days and are now
being remeasured. The only problem encountered so far is a tendency
fox the leads to break off. These leads are very short, stiff and
brittle.
The diode speciZication cheet hae been undated and all specifications
have been checked. Tne transistor sheat is juet about complete and
will be iesued by the end of next wee.
I have just ordered a cet militery epees. This is a result of a
proposal by Special Systems te knows just what MIL
specs, if amy, Digital moduler mest tnd the DuPont request igs juet
loaded.

On Thursday, February 7, ve obtained a waiver on a Western Blectric
order to bypass the supplier's inepection. For the last eigne
nonths all orders to Wersern Bleectric have loon retested, before
shipping, in the presence of a inspector. This retest
has been time consuming ani ne ene scema to really vant it. We

obtained this waiver beenuce the delivery date on the system using
these modules was February 11. 'ne people at Western Electric,
using the modules, couldn' wait for the setesting. Perhaps this
inepection clause will be from all uture P.O.'s.

K. Doering

Terminals (strain reliefs) frau Heyman in New Jersey present some

difficulties because the slot hole provided for the insertion of
the soldax lug is too small on approximately 30% of a first 800

piece lot. It is quite a sob to prees the solder lug in and even if

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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K. Doering (Gort ad

sueceeds, te broake the was present stock is
Inspected 7 pieces ara belag sorted cut. Tha

sole: ee malt 2 dmconses eit. aaere
ave tuo shades. Wo will Greco, buk as in the past,our € be i ad ae company ina somewhat mono
polistic position and a pat to PrankKaiwell
WEA &xy te Find a sesond for

da

Nox

7

Ne

A lot of new connector Amphenol cane in. Pro-

advantages "ol: . terminals . 2 a Lag
'OD, "has givin more between lug allows

fo + Le soldered be ali:
aad agrer ow yet

pice ave oon bee tro mouncingheles before. (tee :
cic rolcer terminals ars twisted in a 45° angle

which @seco the insertion v ing of tas wixes to ke put in.

duction mes design has
4 :

7
+a

1

replaces 8555ably3

Ampheno} connector is Con? on a mold. A eample of
every sold 2 inspected cae : @imensions. It was found
they fs between was between .901 and

4,

:
+a

% tolerance 2 alreadyMs :

modules often can

+ connector tyke
diminiah whe <3; + the Amphenol rapre-

pushed
.

ee we
7

pressure. required 2

lready talked: :
e : hopeful Pa',+ : :

For inseming inspection panor work
fo. gradual of statistical a 4 centro. in
incoming te ave actually that allow us
ter inspect 2 an incoming lot aud be very well
protected against defects (4 As breed en performance
ef the vendor, lot allowance fcr a certain or
fraction of a percent of defective porte, and a calculated
riek}. The savings on inspection time, together with the quality
assurance, is steadily soing up.

€ :

:

cain
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K. Doering (cont'd)
fas: main problem recor ining is to agroe with our vendors on certain
procedures, use of rejected lots. his

as according to LOsSC a lows the reiec~ticn of wrole Jet Lf certain conditions axe satisfied foa ecrtain
a BIE of rejects found in 4 sample). However, cur schedules and
ferme are of such 2 that when the lot is received, the pro-
Guction people are already waiting in fxont of the test or insrec-ticn department -- thsir nand open.

Therefore, if a lot is contaminated with defects, we cannot ceiect
WS to sort it. Here the wnole advantage cf time ard lapog

9 EL ree. tis En ar O% Int. improve
nO with on

reasonabie and procedures sarve us in the
best cense of quality will he a great Geal of my work.

Jim Cudmore ard * have Lean taking on the Cortronics
recovery (this is i te bs used tegether with

w . Perea Seon cerreintion purposes. We tested LE gzaples of
: Me, Lo of a, and 15 of 5654's fer forward voltace drep and

xo recovery time. readings we forn'd were compared
readings taken from an Dye S41. We got ratker good
correlat: . on Reverse recovery tira hut a certnin diserepancy on
forward wolt-.da arop. Be found ovt that the oscilloscope wae not

of veading "here fast crops, wo we are roally nok sure
whetherer we read the actual En cur company there is no
> can give uz reading. We 'ren

anc are now trying to get some more accuxate

SITU Reilly, who har been working for me as a draftmman te make up
the necessary die and sig inspection drawings, hes finished his work

R. Grey

Electrical Inspections
Stock Final

Memory Tester 1521 Ferroxcube Final
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readings.

home 2o be uo his department (drafting) as
Bob Bugseen as he finished a special job for
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R. Grey (cont'd)
Steck Intermediate

Memory Feerciser 2212 Western Electric Final
fag. Tape 52 Control Stock Intermediate

Stock Intermediate
Mag. 'ante 50 Intermediate

Typewriter & Table cre Intermediate
PDP-4 Stock Final

RE

Or the toree Memory fore iife test az 60°@, the two Rotron
Gold wool failed (stopped at 4000 hours.

adang the heat
teat, ceeve Doan A opeated at rood tempersitire with intereste
img power was Livet applied, the fans started at

+ OM acd slowly up co choix stable sreeas. Cae crerated
the «+ at Lést roma while some~

reaching spo. wae a in their coil

@ higher temperature.

EE these im > Gogree heat, trey mist be
oiled ox they will probably im és have sone of
eurs in the field.

er
:

be AB Vere woh

ing the

: wv To, 2 Mot , 18 Bt eg underne
3409

R. Winslow

2 .conductors sinca Last

Manufacturer Units Tested % Reject
C20 OG.q

Instrument QO.

2.14 76 K.G.A. &. 3
4 Seon Instrument 79 L 3
281499A Bokheo ANID 0.5

26

MA
SUA- : 8

wk

e7500
282475 R.C.A. Gz

24:

1.2

@ {S.C.R.)
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RB. LOW faent' dal

int. Diode L 0.0
1N2970B National Transistor 3 0.0

DATE February

Manufacturer %RejectTestedUnits

GB. 169 5.0:

#29 matched irs were sktaincd

R. Gaboury

the pest tro weeke Mechanical Inenocticn has had the following
and Litermediate inspections on machines +

Intermediate Final
DE? POP-2 Forroxcube Memory Tester 1521

a Bd

Western - Ferroxcube tiag Tove Gnit $50
Memory Bxerciser 22)2 vii?

Blectric - Memory
Sgster 2212

A between vendors for the time 1/31/63 to
3 Qi. the

Digital Yendor
Pes, 213 q Pes. 6312
Pus. rejecced Poa. rejected 232

Potel % 5.1% Total % 3.6%

These figures are on chees metal work, end finishes.mint

D. Adans

EH 1098 100%

Sines the Lest biweekly, there has been a total of 760 ites tested
automaticaliy. Wea also had 3/4 of an hour dewa tire on the AC
testex to find a broken wire on one of the relay coiis.
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breakdown of is ans ollowes4 v

7.75 lie.
3.5 Pre.

Qo See 10.75 hs.

qa! Fo. of 35.25

: :

3,75 ur.

2 Modules wer acu 22

testing ducing the arsh works : due to the
training *

+ to t 2
-4
: :

D. Dubay

Teat Equirment Service

e To Llowing equipment 3 oeen calibrated within the lest 'mo woekn:

Description CalibratedHo.

Oscilloscope SAL
Preamplifier Cs

L3
3 >

Za

1

a
1

B49 x

:

2
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SALES
R. Oakley, WCo

fae overall, interest in mezules ditnlaysad Sy coutacts made from the
W400 3 aad] the pact hos been inereasing steadily. Continued

modules calcs an cotimistic -ppearance at the present time.
customers and tne prospective new custoners givesSwe23 cs wot 4:

3.7 tie factors which sell are the new dev>lopment® in the
module and Sume people are
interested the + rm Line primarily te ale degree oy curiosity, but
ie many ccges acts es a : dadant for looking at other
module manufacturers te further evaluate our entire module line.

:

I have fourd thot the vee of Laboratory in the form of demon-
stration kites which ean be Leta co fer a few weeks
has proved to be «= very valuable gnics aid. Mot people who uce a
Gemonstration dei of ovre 7 buy modules from us eventually and

CE modules which approprin io their = This
worl?' rot be a problem if we sce the unplicatiene before
purchases ans recommendations to the engineers.

are wore apt to praise ovr products rether thin to scorn them. This
33% be attributed to the fact that mony cimes AR will buy

Ls, ef le DIMES mony ave clacaified ox
+ .detary co aoe 2 of4

companies current in porce sion of demonstration kits, which
we bolicve shouie result in saies immediately ave Stanterd Univer~

amd frog, Barbara. We the of
sihy Linear ion Canter waitang Jor7

Development Marquardt Corp.,:
: :

th 2 unfortuna. le
aicinteres.ca because 22 @ cnrec or four~week dalay to get a kit for
evaluation.

fa A) 7 37

S. Oleci

Tre formal sales plan hes eecepted by the Board of Directors
and now to be put into effect and sy those involved.
Phe reason it "sailed throng was not only the hard work by the
many people invoived but the superb documentatior. by Andy and

@ Win Hindle.
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S. Olsen {cont'd}
ort200 bas now heen physiceally eetablished and ie in oper-ation. TE 3.73 peesently manned bythe secretary, bisslotte Siebert,

& RU Siebert ig presently handling European correspondence anddist. ibuting Bocwe wild coma to the plant either
Morch let or April let Yow one month cf training and will then go to
Bunioh for full-tima sales andservices. In the meantime,
we will be Ogerlishing < subsidiary corporation "Digital
Rquipment. Tae CASH MIT Limited Liability Corporation.
In the Sales Department we hove a system for correspondence with

offices. is a box mar! a with the nome of each
regional ws places theiz iz in the

bint. the end ef the aay We then make one mailing to
228:

xe
eacn each OEY «

We are presently wider with 2 men whe Octawa to open
Canadian cees as planned, we ghould have

an ice Ve Loon. us to give
aevoss to the Gyan. governmen departments located in and

m

w. hie:
:

Chalk ar +4

Because of problema ve will nct be opening
a Baye offs.mo. a heave inco a representation agrae-
mont with be Sao"OS Peading Company of Tokyo +o handle tie sales until
January 1, 1954.

tis
@Lrse

Ws

fhe last week of Pebruary, Forhore will ce ering the Ppr-4
Svotem to in Chieago. We hove to open Gur
oxéiee im thas AYER F kvc, in meantine Gould has kindly con-
sented to help us cove. che areca frou Maynard.

%. Painter

Planning fer IFE show programming is unccr vay. We will have ceaned
programs stored on DEC Vaya. The 30G Gonerator CRT will
Gefinitely be at the show; pcesibly tho Tneremental Cer also.

Other shows coming are

@ Max. 6 ARD Annual Meeting (Boston)
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H, Painter (cont'd)
Mar. 30-Apr. 2 Nat'l Science Teacher's Couv. (Philly)
Apr. 2-4 PEEE (St. Louis)

Apr. 16-20 Ped. of Am. Soc. for Exp. Biology (Atlantic
city)

Apr. 17-19 StIFE (Pallas)
Apy. 17-18 Magnetic Conference (D.C.}
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ADMINISTRATION

R. King
As of February 4, 1963 Dave Glazier will replace me in the purchasingof the HRO items. I will now be handling the sub-contracting in
place of Bob Blackwood, who is Leaving DEC the lst of February.
the sub-contracting line Production is considering having boards
fabricated by an cutside vencor. I have received a quote from
Electrolab Printed Electronics Corporaticn on various quantities of
boards up to 109,000. We are alse in the process of writing specifi-cations that will gcvern all vendors who may be fabricating or
assembling boards for us.

F. Kalwell
Good~All. has sent samples of their Mylar Capacitor with solvent re-
sistant ink which has been accepted by Quality Control. All future
orders flor these capacitors will ba supplied with this solvent re~
sistant ink. The problem has occurred on distributor purchases soall future orders will be placed direct to

I've recently placed an order for 300 Oak Switch Assemblies to be
used on our 53 and 63 Current Drivers. This switch assembly will be
supplied! without the Ailen Bradley potentiometer and resistors, which
our production department plans on arsembling.

R. Blackwood

A problem arese this week with relation to the plenum doors fabri-
eated by Ponneliy Manufacturing Co. Theo welded steel tubing used
in these doors wag of an inferior quality, showing very clearly the
wald marks, in most cases, running the entire length of the door.
This mark is even more clearly defined after painting, and even a
heavy amount of fill1 fails to remedy the situation. Donnelly has
agreed to revoxk and/or replace the 53 doors at no charge.

As of Monday, February 4, Dick King will again be responsible for
sub-contracting in its entirety. I am leaving Digital to assume
duties as Purchasing Agent for the Wright Line, Inc. of Worcester.
I want to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all
department heads and personnel for the cooperation, patience and
especially the education given me in my 16 monthe here. Those who
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R. Blackzrood (cont'd)
were gocd enough to drcp what they were doing to answer my questions
have earned my deensst thenks. I hope that my performance, in
return, has beer satisfactory.
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ENGINEERING

R. Doane

VEF Test System 25%
Glass Delay Line 25%
8103 Circuit 10%
Zener Diede Impedance 10%
Miscellaneous 30%

Several times a doubt has arisen about the dynamic impedance of zener
diodes being a possible cause of jitter in i0 Me clocks, iaput volt-
age sensitivity in Current/Voltage calibrators, etc. Without a
tester designed for the purpose, collecting the equipment and pre-
pacing to meke this simple meseurement has been time-consuming and
tedious. I have desioned a tester which the model shop has completed.
For zener volzayes to 25, fxsom 2.5 ma to 80 ma may be applied, and
Gynamic impedances from less tlan one cis, up can be measured accurate-
ly. Medulation is a 66 crs square TITSye. Ss on a few units
in engincering stock show vaiietions of 3:1 fer a single type, making
incoming inspection to this parameter seem desirable to me.

2

Two other testers, one for checking pulse transformer winding ratios
and cone for collecting transistor offset voltage and eaturation re-
sistance data, wiil soon be built, depending in the first case on
the arrival of a part and in tre second on Model Shop work load.

A series of ultra-cheap te using Silicon NPN epoxy-cast tran-
sisters is also rnder way; it consiets of a complementing flip-flop,
a pulse amplifier for neyetive pulses, and a logic gate. All are
compatible with present veltases and have 0 to -3 volt logic
levels. They are shert-cizcuit preof and hove very high fan-out.
No pulse transformers are used, to reduce costs. I have aimed at
500 ke operation with standard 400 usec pulses in these designs.
The avoidance of clamp diodes helps reéuce component cost, but does
not snexifice tne advantages OF speed and sequareness usually obtained

te

from clamped loads.

Dick Banks will be spending his part-time on a glass delay line
write driver and read amplifier. Initial design is complete, and
he has begun 2 careful printed wixe layout. We have
taken photographic data con the 50 Mc delay line recently received
from Corning, to aid in the design.
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R. Deane (cont'd)
A change in the a logic module cievit has greatly improved its
resporee to turn-off juices, but ne improvewent in test systen
formance occurred when the new cirevit was used. The intermittent
bug in the system is It now appears to be in the
nizer. A new tack suyyesled by Dick Bast umy lead to better results.

Through Jim Burley I have received some feedback from users of ovr
gift modules at APL. Together with generally favorable comments on
easo of use and no apparent objection to cieult differences between
these and our stendard modules, we have bp2 three objections to the
deuble length, one of them strenuous. I heve tested a 4 usec 50-0
distributed constant dalay line from one manufacturer, and a 10 usec
90+. lumped constant lines from another, and both will probably lead
to desigas we can use, Considerable work will be required to prove
the efiieiency of a thermal for a shorter beard, so this
change will be dafezzcd until system are exterminated and
the firsc producticn sun is finally dene.

aesiga

@ VEF outputs will have ovo changes in this ficst preduction lot.
First, the will be changed from 251762 to the faster,
cheaper, epitaxial 282475. sive tests on the ney Fy, tester

of full turn-on, which is totally ee Aye n the 262475. The steep-
neces Of this drop-off is thet characteristics would be
very geveitive small har pover SUN. voltages for some
units. Indeed, suck on effec heen is individual tests
of flip-flop modules, remained unexplained until F, data was
available.

shoved a surprising sharp drop of BF, im the 2709 at just the region

:

second chance will be to mount output directly conto
the printed beard like any other. uce of apecial copper alloy
spring wire fer beat sicnal fcom can to curnector pin
wilL introduce acceptab + y thermal Lecarc2 while leaving
inductance about 226 and 1 wize instead of
transiste: to take pin motion. It wiil also facili-
fate mmc of our new connaciore, which will not have the split pin
inte which o. d het citp Fitted. Sample coring wire is being
obiained after heroic efforts by Bob Blackwood.

7:
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SYSTEMS

J.
Last week the Core Tester 2113I was shipped to Electronic Memories,
Inc. in Los Angeles. 'he Memory Tester 152] will be shipped to
Ferroxcube this week. The first Memory Exerciser 2212A
will be shinged to Western Electrie in Holmdel, New Jersey on
Friday, Pebruary 8. Lee Buttexvorth has alucst entirely completed
checkout on this system. The 22128 will be shipped to Western Electric
in Hawthorne, Illinois on March 8.

Pat Greene is working on the Spark Chamber Reader for Harvard Univer~
sity. We are now starting work on an A Core Tester 2113K
and Memory Tester L5iCGI Or TOK in
this order for FDR is about $109,006. It is alse cefinite that we
will receive the order from Siemena for a Memory Tester 1516 for a

paxallel with the one for TOK.

Japan. Total value for

cota). vaiue of $56,000. We are starting work on this immediately in

Chances look very good for selling a Core Tester and Memory Tester
to the Mebaxa Works of Htachi in Tokyo, Japan and selling two Auto-
matic Core Testers 2113 to Burroughs Corp. in Philadelphia. Chances
also look good, about 20%, fox receiving the code conversion job for
Photon.

Other bids which we are working con include che Automatic Energy
Commission of Canzéa and a code conversion job fox RCA Communica-
tions. We also have aPests for bid for two special system jobs
for DuPont, DOME of we are interested in. Trase jobs are for
process control work.

Foreian Business: Oux foreign business appears to be increasing both
in terms of orders cna in tcuus of work in setting up foreign offices.
Our Gecman office has alxeady becn opened by our secretary there.
Gunte Euewe will start work with us in Roril. We are negotiating
an agreement with Rikei Trading co. for us in Japan
until the time when we can open cur office in Japan. We hope to be
able to do that within a year.
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E. de Castro

Since my last Biweekly Report { have heen engaged in a number of
projects including installation of the 2114 core Tester at IBM,
Owego, checkout of the Momery 2212 for Western Electric,
and preparing a proposal fcr MMe Energy Commission of Canada.
The AEC System will be used to monitor and control a reacter at Chalk
River, Ontario. It will include a Gran : rev probably a PDP-@ with
8K memory, D to A converter, real tine option, display and drawn as
well as a special system to operate in con lunction with a purchased
analog multiplexer. The multiplerer: will obtain information ccncern-
ing temperature and nevtxroa flux and supply it to a DEC analog to
digital converter. After conversion, the information will go to the
computer and aiso be compared with several preset alarm conditions.
Thus, alarm conditions will be recognize! even if the computer isoff line or has been incorrectly progxrenmed. The computer, after
making the necessary calculations, wilh supply an analog output to
control a servo system which will mete che appropriate adjustments

@ on the reactor.

th

R. Tzingale
@ne inal design for the WOR thin film tester has been completed.
She tester consists of one program generator which is similar to a

Core Taster and threc separate test stations. The
system is schedulec to be delivered by the end cf March.

Because of the complexity involved in the PEPR system and the
inability to erientete the legie involved in che controller with the
rest of the system, I have COND two PSFR drawings; one
drawing being a flew dinguam of the Precision Encoding mode, the
other drawing being a flew diagram of the Pattern Recognition Kode.

The precision ~l0V power supply module 17€4 is out of drafting. The
final model is still to be constructed, *he reason being that it
takes weeks to acquire tze special components which the medule
requires.
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COMPUTERS

Harwood

The checkout group has suddenly been loaded with some large engin-
eering jobs; mainly, the line unit design and construction for the
BBN Hospital Computer, the integration of the CRC A to D equipment
on its computer, the rather large Honeywll1 system which has been re-
activated, sone work oh the KSA computer and finishing off the four
line units for the BBN ides computer. We are handling various
parts of these jobs in conjunction with other departments in the
company

We had summer in winter in che checkout area. If anyone happened to
go by during the pact week and wandersd into the room, they would

90%. This is 2 of the testing precedure that was required on
the Foxboro PRP 4 and the comouter came through with fly-
ing colors as expected.

have noticed chet tie femme was up to 195° and humidity around

At Arthur Hall's we have sent @ PDP-1 to the Acton Labs to
Getermine what radiation would thave on the operation of the
computer. We should have the results of these tests sometime in
the next week or 50.

Along with these interesting jobs, we have also heen going merrily
on our way checking owt standard and PDP-4's.

A. Biumenthal

A 4K memory has heen successful ly using the new selection
scheme. Tests have shown thee ecerieration of rerformance can
be expected with this type of bevause of capacitive cur-
rents ficwing in some cf the ron-selected Lines. Maxgins are about
25% less than the old scheme. Alco, it has been noted that the
capacitive suryes when :: the write cursent on and off are
nearly as great as with the old scheme. This increases the demands
on the driving circuits, mating satis lactory Cesicns more difficult
to achieve. These surges con be linited by using diodes and split
switches at both encs of the x - y lines. The tctal number of diodes
would then be so great that it would be impractical to mount them
on the existing type cf medule. It is desirable, therefore, to
avoid using them. Further tests will be made to determine if this

te ee
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A. Blumenthal (cont'd)
can be done.

A trial was made using a single curreat limiting resistor per axis
in place of the resistor per switch prementiy used. This resulted in
a marked increase in noise outputs vith worst case checkerboard even
though it had no delsterious affect on the driving current wave-
form. Purther teete will be mede to determine the reason for this.
This is worth a fair amount of attention because such a design would
make it possible to isolate the driver from the rest of the
world through the thereby reducizg the chance of damaging
the driver through an accidental short.

Lay-out for a full 16K system is now being mate. Although much of
the design has yet to be done, the buik of the wiring can be laid
out at this time.

A recent flurxy of troubles in memory switches have been caused by
damage incurred 9 the transistors Curing marginal cheeking. A
moditieation been 4 Limit the margin applied
to -5 volts thereby assuring that some bins remaina at all times.
This mode will be made on all EL and
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L. Prentice
EN 1000 20%
BN 1136 60%
EN 1097 15%
Various problems with Qc 5%

CAI, ENGINEERING

Linc Tape Qnits
We are now striving to put together a unit sufficiently well mocked
up to photograph for Design Hews Magazine, deadline February 7th.

fhe first casting for the door cover has been received and is now in
the machine stoo for machining. We are somewhat hampered in getting
the prototypes underway kecause Dave Shuflat has been out, and some
ether people have been ill in the machine shop, One set of brass
tape guides has been to Anodizing Corporation of
America for replating. Ths fixet wexe totally unsuccessful. We are
in hopes that Martin hardcoat is the anawer to this rather
than chrome plated brass. So far, our experience with vendors on
proper plating of the brass has been very discouraging. Same
difficulty has been experienced in obtaining material for the main
frame of the tape unit, as the warehouses do not stock the quality
ef finish that we desire. To get this type of finish I have made a
trip to the warehouse in Weet Roxbury and celected the best material
availele, which was net ceally satisfactory but will have to do for
the first prototype units. Thie mezns thet we either have to buy
1000 or 2000 lbs. of this material from the mill specially packed
and shipped to us from the mill and quality controlled at that end,
or that we will have to design a sand casting to replace this part.
So many changes have >een made in the coifiguration of the head, both
electrically and mechanically, that these drawings are going to be
completely re-drafted just as soon as an opportunity presents itself,
and new specs with broader interpretation will be written so that
these can be put out to vendors in a more intelligent manner.

aluminum

Dynasert.
fhe machine was demonstrated here this past Tuesday using their own

plates. Some difficulty was experienced; the dimensions given by
the company for places did not prove to be correct, and because we
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Lo Prentice (cont'd) .

did not fully understand the configuration of the machine as thorough~ly as should have been chvious, a further investigation has to be
made as to proper layout of the master board. There seem to be seme
dimensional changes thet have escaped our notice and these have to
be studied and corrected.

A note was received from Dave Denniston, YO, requesting information
in regard to petitions. Dave, sketches aud some suggestions will be
forwarded to you as soon 25 possible.

K. FitzGerald
EN 1000 80%
EN 1023 10%
EN 1053 10%

fhe status of the four shers has not changed appreciably since the
last Biweekly, so I will devete this one to a packaging and packing
seminar which I on January 23ra. This seminar was given by
the Industrial Educational institute in Boston, and was conducted by
a Me. L. C. Heller, assistant to the head the Packaging Branch
ef the Office of Naval Material, Washington, D.C. Hie subject was
covered in four topics.
Topic 1 - "Military Packaging Objectives and Problem Areas" ~ this
was more or less introductory in scope and shewed that most of the
reasons for packaging and were derived from common sense
application of the methods used to get material from one area to
another.

Tonia 2 - "Specification Development" - outlines the procedure far...
instituting a new federal or military specification and how changes
can be mede in chis sxecificatien if they axe deewed necessary.

Fopic 3 - "Military Procedures and Various Packaging Areas" and
Topic 4.- "Quality Control for Packaging - these were really the
most important topics and most of the seminar time was spent on these
two topics. Most of the information during this seminar had little
or no application in this company at the present time but no one
knows what the future may bring. In the event that we ever do under-
take any military contracts and, therefore, have to do packing or
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K. FitzGerald (cont'd)

packaging to military etandards, turze of the most important things
for us to be aware of ares

1. Read the packagingif every invitation to bid.
As was POLLS out, re : whea these packaging re-
quirements are so tight that a SON r can lose all of his.
profit simply by having te ox spend great sums of
money on the original packeding requirements which were not
taken into consideration when the bid was made.

fad 42:

2. Responsibility fcr the performance of inspection tests rests
with contractor. a ether words, ween the bid calls for certain
types of tests to he on a packege, it is up to the con-
tractor to have these tests made, recorded, and inspected. Most
of the standard tests which the requires are fairly
simple in and egnipment for these tests can be
purchased reasonably so baile wath & minimam of cost. However,

that require lexge amounts of expensive and complicated equip-
ment.

thare are tests much as "cyclic exposure aud incline impact

3. In all invitations to bid there always an
documents in

on of tor bids 2. a pant of this
specification. * In documents, the revision letter
is never shown. Therefore, this intreductory statement is a
warning to to check the lest issues of the apecification
index to see thet they heve the issue of all referenced
epecifications. An cuidated can drastically
affect the outcome the whole The Navy Department
hag tried to helo alena thece lines making copies of any
of the referenced specifications available from Naval Supply
Depot, 5801 Taber Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

:

Although this seminar was designed to specifically handle military
contracts and packaging problems, I asked 2 faw questions of
me. Heller and the 25 people attending whica I thought they might
be willing to answer.

1. "egg you people were allowed to specify your own type of
package or crate for shipping 4 lare electronic system, which

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Ko Fiteterald 4.

would be rhe - complete packaging and erating
or partial creting wth a skeleton : crate?*

The entire group seened to divide 50-50 as to what method
they preferred acd the reasons gives, for their particular
preference woexe the sane reasons which have been advanced here
about our method.

Sone side resulting fram that question weres

L OA package leok "automatic or standard.

be ox

producin.; 2nd ouilding anSs, & Com:

axe: Rank leo} like it haa to
each article.

2. A "production 7 tyr packagimy te oe across to the cus-

and no pectdeular Leng are encountered wath anything that
a customer (Za eo" we de. I think what they
mesrs a "Lig bessuess" impression should be given from

:

as es of recsiving
orders, ANG shipping is all a wtter of course:

your package. }

Also during the ana amur anecdotes
about the problems of doing government were

A Le Concern,
government contract (ror tee, gine : a GE a cable each

te be packed two perGOO 4

eardboard oy LEMax

And on the other hand, he has alse a orders for 59 six-inch
diameter apcois to be lagg : 1 mechanized
handliag. These spcols pproximatciy

Another men, working for an e 7 a a retox concern, related how a
contract called for a 3 ox +hich was doacigned for and

intended to be VO. o the packaging re-

and later storage.
quirements it ne packed i a iy waterproof

damaged by moisture during transit
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EK. eve SEALE (cont'd)
a and vill keep on file in my ae copies ofYS

lL.

2.

The seminar outline.
Mil Standard~ 122 - Thie standard for a uniform

of ni] leary supplies an: equipment for shipping
and storage.

- This srecifieation covers the re-
cer the cleaning. and packaging of

items, equipment. 224 iste protection acninst
: damage and. other : whame of deterioration

3. Mil Standard ~
qc wy :

e : handling,
A, Mil Standard ~ F240 The purpose of this standard is to

a far coding esecntial
preservation packagir :

: :
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:

performing @ whe °F the

"> 3 planar
$1. eetivesa, in avery 2

t€ OF ad €

@ O.5 A

oe BY @ 0.5

6 00

200 Ka

2
y

:
9:

Derating

ise be =

at =) tt ry 2 <3 fo = Ee
)

3G Ge

SY 2 BA, 7 20 BOtypLeal }:

results of tris a repert.
expeet

VP

Adexns

EN 1098
During : continued :o on crs develap-: :

t a}
:

automatic tester.
wre Roger Gecne Automatic Module Test and wen: com to

Engineering to work.
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a error canted. automatically
ee 1 sy tested ans

7 > machines. tested On<«
O DO tester
tester. fo. peperted

Live modules, C

1 wish no
testing the number

ok Q fe
n

DC-A-Tes* 16,75 "ra,
DC-B-Tes

17.75 hrs.
Racal testing 51.00 hrs.

Approximate testing 27

Classroom modules the in the workn of

we tek
abe nag in

updated. A.A bu

2

1}:

product do & OY OF ve
+ The 72 : Supply:+

4

failures esonant *.
: : :

:

thet cme be terminal bracket +
: : :

screwed the G wae, "hueaye > es

qm me Oo BR weydestroying :

:
a

medium. Fe
:

acain indicates the importouce checking the paper work
when the modules are packed to tent toa customer.
test sheets then. cecial did uct match. Tnis

propor€

to our customers in
Mew York, New Jerecy and which gave uc scueIn January we made tvo quality rein vect Lon
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%. Dearing (cont'd)

feedback of how oux predect was doing in the field. DEC made out
well and still wa ord a bring come useful information hose

that alows us here to fer come featurce of the machine which
seemed to be of mincox importance before.

R. Winslow

Semi-conductors tested since last report.
Type Manufacturer % Reject

Philco 10,060 0.43
P1LIIG 200 2.0
CA 439 (45K1C741) Texas Instrument 1,600 0.56
281305 6,660 0.80
2M1L309 * 300 0.67
N-007 Pransitren 88 27.0
B~562 Clevite 3,215 1.4
D~-654 Instrument 100.08
e7-1250 (soRr's) Trans itron 535 5.8
LB-469A Hoffman 70 i8.6
1n-964A Motorola 90. 0.0
LR-1217 GB. $00 0.22
L-1220 Westingnouse 300 2.7
*Resubmitted

R. Grey

Units Tested

Texas 1AL

Electrical Inspections (since January 21, 1963)

Stock Final
Stock Pinal

Core Pestex 2113 Bit Intermediate
FDP~L Stock Intermediate
Display 30D DES Final

Stock Final
Stock Intermediate

EDP Foxboro Final
Mag Tape 50 Foxboro Final
Memory Tester 1521

Memery Exerciser 2212 Woetern ElectricRisplay 30G Pinal

Meg Tape 50 DBC Final
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from our model files. So far, approximately 3 models of system
models have been eliminated from the active model files.

R. Gaboury

During the past two weeks Mechanical Inspecticn has had the following
final and intermediate inspections on machines

Finals intermediate
DEC display CRT 306 DEC PDP-4
DEC display Cai 30D DEC PDP-4
DEC EMI Coce Tester 2113-2
EHT Core Tester 2113-1 Porroxcube Memory Tester 1521
Foxboro PDP~4 ITT ADX-9

A comparison between our shop and vendors for the time 1/17/63 to
1/31/63 gave the following results $

Vendors
707 pes. received 1431 received
40 rejected 73 rejected

5.6% 5.1%

Digital

These figures are based on sheet metal work, paint, and finishes.

D. Dubay

EN1144
Test Equipment Service

Description type No. Calibrated

Oscilloscope 543/543A 5
541 2

curve Tracer 575 2

4

Preamplifier CA 5
L 2

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Description Type Bo. Calibrated
Preamplifier D 2

H 2
2

Meter 260
630 MA 20
630 NA-RK 4.
980 2
931 4

8 433 L

February 1, 1963

XI worked with Ken Wakeen for 4 days last week setting up the new
Autcmatic Tester to program the Type 567 Read-Out Scope. We had
little trouble making time measurements but ran into trouble when
we tried to program the 567 to make external amplitude measurenents.
E found a diserepancy in the way that Tektronix resets the master
gate during internal amplitude measuzerents and external amplitude
measurenents. I brought this to the attention of Dan Guy at
Tektronix. He agrecs with me that this is an error and he is taking
appropriate stepe to correct it in future models.
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Xt lowks as though a comtact made last ewomer at the Show
iv going to be responsible for our some modules inte
G25, Che small amount of businers we've been vetting from this
tremendous uce has beer a Ais They are buying
3C*s almost as though they Were PD is being phased ovt
due to reports of poorreliability lack of breadth in the Line,

activities include che follewings

NASA-GSFC - Several groups interested in CRT displays.
u.S. Weather Bureau - CRE interest
Naval Recsarch Lab ~ PDP-l and PDP-4 interest

- Testes on VEF m iules complete. We should beAPL
iug a seon. Buy=

ing activity here alacet at a standstill.
Naval Oceanographic - and CF2

roy Comm. - work for WOO on FRER rituation
TIrotrumentation Tivisicn interested in our

automatic Badman now handling
thine

maid Paylor acd

thers stort schedule sill met E

: Le

special systems for process 4nd

OM&Melpar, We

hecaning familiar vic our
will use am logic om tiis

University of Dayton - Interest in educaticnal devices

Just starting with our 5 mc logicWestern Electric
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3. Burley, DCO (cont'd)
Phileo Phila. Module interest
RCA - Bethesda Mew RCA facility - qucting on large con-

munication system around ow 500 ke legic.
Bur iiington stay active for awhile with their recent
Western - this geoup very active once agzin and should

econtract awarde.
Boeing ~ Nev Orleans - Plans to start buying modules this summer.

They are one of the principal NASA con-
tractors at Michoud.

Chrysler Corp. ~ Iatexrect in medvles and srseial systems.
Another NASA contractor at Sickoud,

Teres aA & M - Module interest
Virginia Poly. Inst. - BOP intercst
G.E. Speciaity - Module intercat
Controls Div.

Module interest
Dismond Ord. Fuse and Por-4 interes
Lab

to buy FDP-1.
Univ. of Maryland - We should knew soon whether the; cet funds

Sperry-Piedmont

Upiv. of Mch. Wea shoul? knew whether the; get funds

to buy POF-L.

machines. Probably t most product is our Car Line.
very Mere.

Computer 7 tah

H-Pac now ab APR. Ho electrical tastes have been runBact
bus thay very :
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G. Rice
Fhe First plece of DEC equipment eny potential custemer sees when

that this weMine ghould be a show piece, wach is not the case.
Miz prototype is covered with fingerprints and usually is operating
with gome pest disassembled. The paper tape reader still has a
mechanical design bug in it.

eur front acor is the Therefore, I feel
Te

The only way to get around this is to operate the reader with the
light hood sff and this immediately rains the Corr general

Any action to correct this situation would be greatly
appreciated.

H. Painter

The Show in Mew York last week was rather dull. Howaver, a few
good prespects did stop by the booth.

Jon Fadinan will be attending the The Skew in Paris this month
where we will have a booth.

We have obtained 10' of booth syvace in the Ped. of A : 3 Seciaties
for Experimentel Biology Gacw in Atlantie City, 16°20.
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J. Atwood

projects. Ths Personnel has completed the final
needed publication ac gees into Alco in process is a
CO slice RhantbsTour. which shousd be a valuable public relations
and sales promotion tool.

Public Relations ~ Major echivity in this area has centered on four
o the € tent Lor the and thia badly

cust getting under way is a Training Pilm being put togetherin cooperation with the Ferzonnel Department. The aim of this pro~
gram is to enrble cost center manogers to shew aporopriate instruc-
tional flms to personnel in their porticrlar growns. Alreadyfinished is a new Uist designed to run on the

Mais 3
7

potential as tac mailing list application, since it permite extreme-
ly eecurate rolection of the prover media for picnt, personnel,
product, and publicity of various DSS e

Sales Promotion ~ [<n this area the emphasis ies still on trade shows,
protect wth bia ventures into

a mew (for us) form wal aid. The selfe:

eontained trade her: beoth was refurbished ani shipped to Paris for
the A vere. oni in Since the boothte wt, Lids de47

: :

3 L ecey im Burope, +7. : 3295

rant unit for cur "one-man" U.S. Shows.

Tmn various stages cf preduction are product bulletins on acw modules
nd new computer sach as he Pape Control 54, Rxtended

Element 1.5, and Lema System 25. Mew computer and module
Liste are alvo being prepared. on cha list are brochures

on the MemoryTester and the Systems Grotp's special systins.
The responce to the haa been quite good. The
October and : : designed to our prospects
up-to-date on new geay anc nev CRS» Chie wailing was

twe previous efforts by
offering additional litex.ture cn request. requests had reachedplanned eapitalize the effect o

the 1287 maxk (cver ees ) by February 5.
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So Atwood (cont'd)
We are working closely with the Sales Department on the
proposals to &8H and Atomic Energy of Canada. 'These will be thefizst such proposals prepexed in the nsw format developed with Nick
and Bob. We also turned cut our first set of slides for the over-
head projector under sumevhat less than ideal conditions. The
BUGPAK progrom was slapped onto slides virtually overnight for a
presentation to Fitchburg Parer. While the results wore far short
of optimum, at Least we worked out some of the techniques.

Technical Information - Our work in this area currently involves all
three mojer lines = modules, systems 2nd computers. Module applica-
tion notes are coming out on a schedule, and we are

into print for theto put Painter's heb
show. We area alee ais of the 3000

Series schematics for Don White's eins cs class.8

The Memory Tester 1521 1
€ which is a pretty sizeable job, is

sing ground ky Gai and a of the Hemory Pester
1516. Manyal is in prospect. Im Memory
Exerciser 2207 Manual has been completed and forwarded to the
customer .

che

In-out manuals of all types are aither in process er on the hook.
Zane CRP 30C Manual is about wroured up, as is the Tape Control 57
Manual. au in line exe the $4 t in. Wich a

Inek, we hope co get the vevired h inteal
productivn shorttly, along with a new eard.

The MATNORG 2 and are shout out of the
Bre just reprinted in

order co Boot reques gene : Try che January Mailing Bomox hae
it that BEM has : € ad its new : using the revised DECAL
Manual, BO is "hope erat this one, too, will soon be available

:

for publication.
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A commitment for 200,090 2N1754 transistors hes been made with
Philco Corporation. Tels ao will be da as an MD-114 replacing

eva $54 is $0.48 Oech.

The puxchase is a "blanket ardor for an approximate twelve north
which guarantees a con, us eh a ba, ly.

g

this week Unite Shoe will be attaching a "pantograph"
poritioning to car a machine. This wait will ne
evaluated by ys tograph
insertion (ben «priv L & Lod we of 'he
same : lle? to cach other. Loren Prentics is
having a templace made for this wilt.
I've just recently ordered tro ad'vsi.zble thermostats & Arthur
Fall uged on the Poxboro moe ne + AE an adjustable temperature
xanga of to
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R. Melanson

As most of you knew, the emcineering dravings ara being microfilmed
and mounted in is called a MIL D Aperture Card. One set of
cards is filed in-plant, the other set is in an underground
vawit in Walthoua, Massachusetts. The at this time is
serving a three-fold purpose.

1. Security File
2. History File
3. Reference File

fhe Reproduction Department's goal is to prt into operation an in-
plant, semi-automated cystem breea around wan print-out and
Giazo Pp : of nard Eh Zt is hoped thet cometime in the
future AN placed in key wild maintain engi-
peering drawings whee : te ther : & needs. This will
« a department io lieve & reference 1 and hard

as aequiring it gcom main reproduction center {no
iting fox prints).

:

:

New techniques in procedures had to be stak pitfalls
had to aud ds rey te Le overtone ard procedures had to
be ons A is g to shew and it
is hoped better xexults will be forthcoming.

te

prints (providing a full sire print is not necessary) on xerox

gwaller size print to handle.

neers emi at this time reference or working

hine and give you acopies in the ace of 63 Ae lines that you are all used to.
+be to

ae Ge ra Kero'

Sieas with res of hears main pouree of Liaigen
ang directly assisting the in design layout. This, I
feel, will accomplish the following:

ar. a procedur: Vy: to

1. Ralieve the engineer of being tied down with drawing details.

2. Help te eliminate loss of information through channels.
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3. Increase ae Avaftemen oy creating an atmosphereof Girectly taking E : in the accomp!iahmeant of a nc
product.

: :

4. Coordinate<).ectromechanical documenttion.

5. Increase the draftsmen''s by directly working with
«

Le White

EW i122 LOGY

rhe final legte of the Syubol Generator -
43 hes boo, completed and the first will be checked out

ery wees Of January Zier.

Symbols SP Sx 7, or 35 act,
vein

1 t

"en wt:a2 al.
: x symbols a 7.5 ke vate to give

display aa"

T. Stockebrand

:

1156 - 1161 ~ 1026
Ting main interest kas been the ineremental seome and generator to
po pulses it. on ers > ube,

in the scope co end in *he generator. tse hope for
the ta Wwe co solve ile mere ed
ceneration cheaply.

i 7

cv reali by 4. 7 tm Layout of the ype 1010
package - the DO vers sealing

George Cerelds is laving out the various carde in our first few
entries into analog line; a an integraior,a series-
shunt awit = and a 1/4 square multiplier ef low aceuracy. A general

helrs hopes for the completeness of an analog line we will offer.
applicaticn note will be forthcoming. Barbera Stephenson and
K a good success with a 10 bit a-D converter whic
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Accuracy of our A to D Converters
In his PDP-4 automatic module tester, Ken Wakeen is planning to use
an A to D converter made from our nevest ::odules. The converter
was inished last week and we had an opportunity to test it with our
new Kin-Tel power supply. The results were very encouraging. In
the past we have avoided pretty much the question of the absolute
accuracy of our converters and stuck more to terms that were easier
to measure-like the number of bits which can be obtained with
monotonicity. I think that we will always be able to manufacture a
finished converter with greater accuracy than that which we want to
specify to a module customer who is building his cwn converter. The
reason for this is that the errors produced by specific modules are
somewhat hard to define, and even more difficult to test thoroughly.

If we were to make an educated guess as to how accurate a converter
would be made with our modules, we might add up figures something
Like the following

Ol@ Modules New Modules

4677A 4678 -04 %

.4547 common mode 05 1572 common mode .03
sensitivity . sensitivity .02

* current 02 current -02
1562 1565 .005

total error «44% total error -135%

safety factox -06 to .16 safety factor -035 = .085

Estimated max. erroz to .6% Estimated max. error 15 to .2%

1

L5
1564 misadjustment 1564 micadjustment

.01 for 10 bits ~ OLfor 10 bits

.01 misc. .01

5

These figures are quite conservative, principally because they are
simply educated guesses.

The tests that we made on Ken Wakeen's converter were for DC absolute
accuracy. We set the converter at its normal operating speed but
initiated conversion from external clock as a somewhat lower rate.

@ The input of the converter was from the new Xin-Tel power supply
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Barbera Stephenson (sons

which is accurate to within 2.01%. Resulta were read on indicator
driven by the couvexter cegister, We measured the volt=
This was dene by eytballing that point waere the lights

ae to be flickering between the two states with equal intensity.
were extxemely woll cecined, i.e. 0.1 or 0.2 millivolts. As the
suead of the converter was increased up to the published speed,

tue direction from which you approached them. For each test, we
measured 19 points voxrecponding to the converter switching between
such numbers az 00011 and 00100 or the points 11011 and LL1OO. The
results of the test were as

the Corvecter to oscilla:'« botween two successiveWEva caused

Win tie speed of : ter slew, th. pointes:

points 4 and would sometimes devend on

Accuracy (all .7.01% due to Kin-Tel)
speed 2.7 28 7.5 as/bit 25 ma/bit

temperature
+ 2028% + 026%

+6199 * 16
+16° + 06%

425°C +

"theoretical spesd

whese ults of course, are not the whole picture but they are en-
tes temperatures.

* biggest acy of converter is e comparator.
Comparator, which we used, quite a lew temperature ceaflicieat.

Therefore, we not : this of temperature coc ficient
jm all finished the aceuracy at the high
temperature can dy in
parator which maans that the : components do not exhibit a
significant temperature coatficient the level ampii-
ficxs).
Even though we now quoted z temperature ccsfficicnt on our ladders,
we really shouldn't expect them to be anything like this because the
temperature coefficicrts are in thencelves a function of temperature;
i 2 this relatively limited rance the xc. should change
extremely little. However, resistor manufacturers do not like to

this type of thing. The only way that we can guarantee it
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is with a direct measurement.

The improved accuracy at low temperature is probably due to faster
switching and hence, a similar increase in accuracy would not be
expected at lower operating frequencies.
The low speed accuracy figures of 028% .22d .026% are prohably
better than can be expected in the general case. This is due to
the fact that the gain bandwidth product cf the input stage on the
comparator ia pretty reariy a constant. Tie particulur comparator
used in this tect had high-gain in the input stage, and was reiative~
ly slow. A comparator which kad low-gain speeds but high bandwidth
would probably operate the same at the lcwer speeds as at the higher

out this good is in itself pretty impressive when you consider that
the best units sold on tae right now heave absolute accuracy
of .03% plus a temperature eco (Cf course, these units
ace expected to Keer thiz accuracy over an extensive length of time,
something that we have not tested for yot. They also have a con-
siderably large number of bits, which is a separate question.)

speds. However, the very fact that wa had a converter that tested

For the time being, I think the number that is the most maaningful
is the .09% accuracy number. This is the area in which we must be
thinking for the time being.
Cne thing that doas not really shwy uo in the above tables is the
Gistribution of hre errox. Whs wus: Linear with respect
to the voltage. At very smali inputs, exres was just slightly
negative (i.e. occurred when the voltage was slightly less
than it should be}. Zhe increased to a maximum positive

it reached the maximum, it remained fairly constant until full
scale. Tais is considerably bette: thsn a converter where the
exror on alternate points woulda be + and - full value. The
exror figures could be mede to losk somewhat butter by adjusting
in the converters sc that the wis certered equally positive
and negative, but in the ficures above the converter is adjusted so
that the error is minimized at small voltages. I believe this is

7

value somewhere between u11 ecaic, enc Ke ck ull seale. Once

wuat is generally desired.
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Barbera Stephenson (cont'd)
it was particularly uscful to be able to test this particularverter since it will be uacd here in the plant and we can check
repeatedly to get more information about the stability of the unit.
E also want to measure the rayeatability on che by puttingin a specific voli:age and heving "ne computer print the high and lowvalues which occur during 190 camples cr so. Another test which
would be quite important is how the ex reacts to a squarewave input, and tc a variation in a ccnvaxsion repetition frequency.
4% first blusn, it appears thit the accuracy not be affected
by these factors; however, post shows that they sometimes
are and certainly mst: be checked foz befcro we start quoting anyfixed figures on absolute accuracy.
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SYSTEMS

J. Padiman

Firal checkout is proceeding ox. tic Memory Tester 1521 for Ferrox-
cups. you to ve % except that wo do net yet
heve che ze » ATE Moat Loc. AIL the logic is almost
completely checked out. We expect to ship che Tester in about two
WEEK o

Pinel checkout is also haine done on the Core Tester 21131 for
"fake machine should be sreacy for ch crent in one

end thas will be shipped on tine.
All wirine has been coroleted on the Memory Exercic 2212A for

and the 3 is now being checked cut. As of
today the timing cuain aad adcxcesing clecultry has been compietely
checked wit.

machines unter constructon at the presen tine are the Memory
meee €or the University Connecticut, the Harvard University

k Chamber Render, "he @ oD Memory for Wescern
and a second Automatic Core Venter.

New Business.
We are working on a bid for Atomic Frnergy of Canada which is a con~

or PDT=-4 Computer, standard 30 our serial
@rum and Adage analog-to-digital converter aud a special alarm
gignal monitor system. This is dve on February 15. We o7e
zlso going to work on a bid for the RCA Code Converter, In acdi-
tion, we have two proposals to work on for DuPont involving tro

trol syehem for an plant. It involves the use of the

special purpose process ccntxol cystems.

Curing the past week 2 arcunt of timer has been spent
with sence Japanese wigiters. Hr. Ishikewa anc we, of Rikei
Mrading Co. were herve aster that Mr. Odawara, Crie Engineer

chasing both a Memory Tester and Core Tester and chances of making
this sale are about 90% However, the oxder may not cone through
for aheut ein mouths. Our next vieitor was Mr. Hata of TDK. He

is very in purchasing an Coxe Tester, Ramsey

of the BR a plans cf Fi. we here, Be in in pure

Handler and Plane Test<. Chances of making this sale to
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of Pebruary. "he would teal close co $100,009, as
re the Memory complete for 122 x 148 x 64. All of the
Visitors vere CONSLy ERE ad by ovr facilities here and by

hina are about 70%. We wall knew about this order by the

Lo
e

Oo equipment Be > eliminary7:
wits Me. ties for DiC setting

ve a Japanese de may, perhaps, know scmeone Waid would be
antexrested in this.

P. Greene

Tre Western Electric test. sets will ha shipped Menday, Jan. 21.

vox shipment >

: ianl @stails had to he polished up 1efexe they cou.d be oka

Harvard has finally placed a Lem purchase eréor for the

sea mechanics! layout. Ie looks as we now have a
for the $#1250's that coulé not be fer more eritical

Spark Champer Reader. LS p'. a" +>o necess ry7

:
:

te 3@a

ome problems still ave present in the production of the 1986
been w 'ened aid installed on the

ere ae achiev aA. Ih isi "YAR le ? sooty Gy} we

expected choc tis pron! wih be iu the immediate :

No werd fron Chicago be fee as te interest or dicinterest
in a Spark Ghamber Reeder similar to Harvard's.

T have conversed with Mr. Johnson, Vice P of Photon. Inc.,
and he informs me th .t our Ser a mag to pacer and paper
to hvg tape converter is scill weer d fhe quotation

of tbe p tit, sil) let us

by the Lith of February .
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MECHANTCAT, ENGINGERTNG

K. FitzGerald
Ei? 1060 FO%
Be 2557 2655
EW 1620 403%

Machine Shop
The in the for jigs and fixtures
to be nod in Production Or apsembiv. > cico working on a

is
2 oD, .wes1L

wads 4 i of ny machines which wo.a ca the production
4Fic Longer . : :a

the producti.m people have pute tee new Cagal machine into oporatioa.

Sheet Metal Shop
Th > sheok show ia in training tvo now

specia). 190i
and a cre? suail j Special Systens.

We wae
of the component parts fox the wachine 2» Foxboro gray.

exployees 7x2

3
7

Assenbly Shop
shes is + pesca nay. Uo have heer i endingSas

mo eee, = needed, and we
Rave bo-n train areal perme to

pe ert 4

k in two-week
te
7

cryin oo asc making the
fo: PRE cot

Carpenter Shop

engaged in making a redwood wind for trae frontIe lead is slowly catching ap. They arecareanter shan

styentrance of bu ii to grew off the
L teved new offices this department, anc have

for Syecial Syst..s and teble tops for the
stock
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Ti any etan anyone caspenter week in er on the building,
Olsen. his cin be done direetly by heviag him sign the work

Bane job can be presented oa we and ZF will present it
to Ken for approval.

January %5, shipped by ci~ fraiche to
Gli r : Meh Reekman quel: werk to the with the
machine "2 te loading ne eon and

proper') method of
'S the

ABLE we ware standing <i. both what Eind of
treatmen' + avound. Also in

anything 1G ce . customer hh, air, the
cords8 must be handled - unloaded) <. mininun of six times.

brave to shuffle

possibile method of

L. Prentice

EN 1126 - Laws Taye 23%
Bis 1027 - on Development 10%
EN 1165 - Ruay display 25%

Link Tape Unit
Mechanical design hes undergone @ complete revicion. A major perticn

most these should be to the mu Teh shop and sheet
petal and machine ing Gee coming week. We are approximately
one week behind the predicted schedule, but lieve we can still
produce the units in time for the March shew.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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KR. (cont'd)

d ykmp ag aJ 1

1

:

ience
3

+a
y :

ie vie& could ge to eight or ten

hurd any unforseen s

DF633 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

a At inesa

around in warehouse whle up leade for varicusIy opinion ipping ?yv air is not the best

Gen. Bngineering Bin 2.000 40%

of this was to try cot the package into a ema lier unit and
A dea of timea more Same a

has been cleaning «2 details. D ng is approxi~
rately 575 complete <n dey omy Ww : -
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L. Prentice (coat? cs

Projection Display
A Deltan #350 television projector been purchased from Tele-
prompter in New York City ars show Le» here this coming week.
tris unit wili be used % study tne Leas Lity ef this tyne of
Aisolay. primary creo len eeens to be whether or sot ve can re-
solve well enough to te xine lines appearing on drawings
the sine display .22 x 34. to make a bech:

projection wilibe ordered shortly. model as
: projects am-ch larger picture we Like and an

Corp oy

producing 4 corrector to eire end also tne
throw fren the piate co the back projection

te3

eecrea.

Dynasert Machine
wel) Qe to shap for

master template pistes to ree and the
dynasert machine. mochise vas shipped yesterday

tPALEraph
from Sse : 2. et method employed wili be

on tre template drilling
machine on che pantogr2rh to provides with the boards on
tae d@ynasert. Whale might act preve ws successful, although a

Kae CoS. & of Save iaci ates
that this method is feasible. Ve to notify him when the
machine is set up ond these template mounting plates ave on band.

5to use OuZz aluminum ciates as nowy

Bobb

4

Tne Mechanical Dercars mo.ed frovra the fourth fleor
ef 4 to 3
entire department was 2 sence jokes aoe tat, "ue e€inence of

ef thin of in offices ox larger

office partitica is 90-95% reciainable and reusable. Whie they
are very cheap, they do hav rone disadvantages in that there is

and it is even somewhat difficult to install telephone and 2lec=

Our MEW ost Learned .
* 14

the A. and we eon or ve

Cf tne bo) anc 2 Y plus:

layouts wo Te

atthe ™

clasgrce Ss to approx 2.06 por This type of

fixing such things as heavy leads on the wallsno suppoxrt for

jeal outlets; but on the whole with our own people to installcx
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be

method getting ve.y
leoking "ices «- >
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BD. Adams and Roger Gagne

EN 1098
Our work continues on developing another automatic tester. Morecircuits have been modified fer our srecific needs, and a few more
new circuits have been built. The majority of the time is now
being spent toward integrating these special circuits into a system.

During the past tvo weeks, a log has been put into use for the
existing avtomatic testers. In the log : e include wodule nurber,lot size, time start and time stop. From January 7 to January 17
2200 modules have been tested.

DC tester --~ 21.90 brs.
#2 DC _-_ 6.25 hrs.

Total 28.15 hrs.
@ Diode tester 3.33 hrs.

A.C. Tester _-_ O8.975 hrs.
Total 12.08 hrs.

Total testing time 40.23 hrs.

R. Winslow

Semiconductors tested since last report.

Type Manufacturer Units Tested % Reject
MD114 Sprague 3035 0.58%
2NLLEaB R,C.A. 27 3.7%
251204 Phiico 1510 2.7%
281754 27 3.7%

19754 Transitron 190 0.6%
LNOG4A Motorola 25 0.0%
1LN964A* 42 0.6%
182.220 Westinghouse 150 0.0%
D697 Hational Transistor 2170 11.4%

@ D662 Clevite 30627 4.2%

GB. 1i8 3.4%

tRretest of previously reported 100% reject.
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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D.

fhe following equipment has been calibrated since January 4th.

Description No. Calibrated
Oscilloscope 543/5434 1g

1
1

Sampling Unit SETS 1
Sampling Unit 377 3UT7 1
Digital Unit GRL 1
Preamp CA. 18

1
M 2

1
a K

L.c. Meter 139 2

1
Meter $89 13

630RA 18

R. Gaboury

567

412a 1
Time Maxk Gen. LEVA 1

During the past two gS Mechanical Xncpection hes had the follow-
ing final and intermediate inspections

Intermediate Final
Res Stock PpP-4 Jet oltre

PEC c.P.L. Mag tape

A cemmacison between our chop and vendors on rejection vate for the
time 1/2/63 to q

$ gave tac following LOE

Digital vendors
1453 oes. vee''d, 582 pee. ree''d.
45 rejected 1i6 rejected
3.9% 18.S%

Piece Figures are based on sheet metal, point and finishes.
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J. Cudmore

EH 1073 75%
EN 1000 25%

fae Contronics Diede Tester is not working yet. The high frequency
end was returned to their factory to have new relays installed.

fhese relays perform the switching from AC testing to DC testing.
Their operation was very ermatic and would fail continuaily after
warm up, This part cf the mechine and the manuals and drawings
were seheduled to he delivered on the L5th. A loed at their plant
washed owt this unit an@ all the drawings. The new delivery date
is the 22nd.

t have received the final report from Al Dowden of Liberty Mutual
and a mamo detailing their xecomaendations for improving our safety
procedures. his ceyort refers to our liability to our customers
aad our employees.
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ssh oy

ar vy tem

ewentual,. machine
es ephone «

purpose machine : application. 6 ve
aM 2 rotted > » Dabora

forward
~ another

'inking > customers
i : machine -- S a

aimportan a

PDP-4,:

7
*

~

:
: : :

equipmen . =

t

growing Pa ::
: I , :

me

3 4
~

people ~ 4: : : :

e wt 5 tan a a =
:

2 thos wiih ac mon=xenegot... government
Mees 21 ENE

7

& sa jo
e

32 oa ad a a 'S *
2 a 4

les pean modules coA ze

2

et ae:
2 ::

ave comewha': 68 7318 probablyPUR OF o :

. 7 Ss °be i : D>

Aa a ane in at
Pennsy bas

LL system now operating PRIAen
+ :
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Denniston, NO (acnt'd)

yiin their Elementary Particle hab per a snurk=
a with the comocean using our and this fact

khaven makes3 in:
& Will ne visiting one of"99% certain category, X beli-ve

people at the Accelerator facility this wees.

Se ere people already know, the loase we had signed Lact
Lor taa office space here im CLicon has been cancelled

for REALL of nonperformance on che part of the ower. Since the
Ea OP Our Present quarters expires ne > Summer, Ve are in the

st cee ef fer a wi "7 IT, Since tare of fice
7 Reedy « eccrowded nag there a presently several a such as

o ey Ling cabinet and : : on order. There are Ad

ag 1 } the 7 : of space
ap arca other

further frem Mey : : Closer to
Ler : (3) the alignment of new interstate

: the
wroe, An ATR, a6 g°e@ Gf cre : Se : ia all these

FAC: lities in this area with, T ve, fairly esi
8 ve to come.
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H. Crouse

Sone 715 2N1146A's Transistors were returned tc Clevite Transistor
for eredit of $2009.15. This device is part of the surplus inveritory
that is for gale.

I am returning as many devices as possible directly to the manufac~
turers, since they are willing to allow almost full credit the
surplus dealezs are net so kind.

R. King

XI am presently receiving bids on a stainless steel food cart that
we hope wilh aalow for better service fur employees in the production
end of Building 5.

We recently purchased a #106 Green Bugraver, bench model, for twe
and three dimensional engraving or L ont milling. @his machine is
equipped with an overhanging copy carzier for large panels up to
19" wide by anv length and up to 3/3" thick.
we have had alro a LES of a Baynes perfcrated tape splicer.
Yhis machine accomp with a thermostatically con-
trolled ing ison. hig is a expeisive and.:

time > thet embo de
be applied aid cf a machine, anc ins cosier and faster
to work with.

R. Blackwood

he Kirk Moulding Co. of Clinton shipped to vs on January 2 the
first 12 of the DEC Mag Tape i Inspection rejected two of

to conform with "he Digital color standards.
these as being out e but on the whole were well

will tay eligiutly daxker in colorreceived. mex reels tc cone

Also received this week were 1000 Hub Inserts for the DEC Tape
Unit from the Master Etching Co. of New Jersey. These inserts were
also acceptable, but might not be used because of a possibie design
change.
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R. Blackwood (cont'd)
am developing. the aic of Fred Machean, part of the IBM tasks

to ba performed fox tae Purchasing cyste..
P. Kalwe L

Y'm presently working with our venders to supply all electrolytie
computer grade capacite:s with a colder terminal rather than
the seraw type which we've been using. Samples of this solder lugwill be evaluated by QC once they received. Quotaticne shouid
ke received in the future on all types cf capaciters presently
used, with the idea of trying to cut the leng lead time we've had
on capacitors.
The four types of Gelay lines we cre presently using will now be
supplied complete encapsula:ced with the positive meniscus sanded
to a finished dimensicu. This revicion replaces tha negative
meniscus which was at the top of the case, and in many cases
showing an unattractive

Tio new types of Daystrom potentiometers, have bzen
erdered for production stock These devices will be used on
the DBC 1572 Digital Analog Converter. 'These uits are to be
€alivered by January 24, 1963.

ve have discontinued using the standard SDT Toygle Switch with
Taflon wire leads. Beny problema wire encom with the wire

these leads put on. The aban 750343 Toggle Switch is
readily available from production atoll room.
breaking cff at the welded and added expense of having

Presently Component Mfg. Company, who makes our patch cords, is
epting to manufacture @ pin which will pe veed on

Digital Equipment Corporation's patch cord. Eithia the next few
éays, samples will be subuiited to Lercn Prentice for evaluation,
hoping that this will solve cu past delivery problems on this
pateh cord.

ati

On future orders for dipped mica capacitors, these units will be
supplied with a special lead treatment, with the excess epoxy
removed. This will inevre that the capacitor is soldered to the
wire leads rather than the epoxy.
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ENG BEER IN

Stockebrand

EN 1356 10%
30%

1156 - Curve drawing display of several proj-Les at present. Pay Fi is an HOCKSLEeu ~ that is, a
30 with counting In order to get the coed up to

l HC with the LO spetd line and avoid a jam "be" countiag
legie has keen develoead thet decsn*t use x : > carry. 'whe dicde
boards are complete, the block complete, bet the
detailed layout avaits moses helo, the dGlode + vexs are still
in the worker. second item is a pulse train suitable
zoe generating and to
(he computers neci te deal wihh the sacpe direetly
as well as with the generator). Fhe is in the block

stege.
E11 1161 = Analog modules....5 modules cre Assigned - George Gerelds

B a general layout beard a anc eoming. Mare

+ :

crebias ara

Tire otor
scone.

ecanely at NIG wiil Bare Via gning.
PR. Melanson

L reeently received a from 2 Me. A + : of Breoklyn,
a 2 symbology

to Graphie oy. :a Engineers.
12 +

beok will im Publishing
Company.

A MTSE!h draft copy of ths "DRAFTING MANUAL" bas boen given to
west for comments < / approval. + Bool has

finished reviewing tie copies wil' be sent to the newly
a Loren Prentice fororganized. electrical standards comaittee an

further review. The first plase of fe manual explains threec
standards. They ares

Drawing Sices
2. Drawing Format
3. Revision of Drawings

DF633
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RB. Melansen (cont'd)

ibuted '1 Ca4

: coding drawings,
: ed to the mawszal in the future.

Os

we Ete. will be

ax orders te m in designing printed circuit beards
cx use on dymasert machines ard Lecating by registration holes,

.190 grid on 24 = 36 x 1/4 glass will be purchased
.100 spacing, basic limes .002 wide, second line .004

wide, every 1° line .CGS wide. Te will ais: have two circles with
air lines indleating the registration holes. The tolerance

over 36° length is 2.002. fae for purchasing.the master and
eopy is approximately $300.00.

At present the is a grid on a polvester base
It has a tclorance ra .025 20° depending von the

: ar ahumidi

:
8

2

using
al C. boo will

to he sc can insert the GEted glass.
R. Beane

I tester co,
7 calibrator St

iscellaneous 5%
2 ran

the thea operating fre-
it will be for use in evaluating

ond in controi.

od agreement. cf Tv. indications on the new tesier with deta
obtained. As scon as

ie designed and te readings at
Sr Aber G Nee tet?

loan of enough Vi? equipment to allow
Cne legic module to standardize

Brookhaven hes ached for
gion to count pulses at ]

input pulses and one would jo, and I have agreed to
ton shose to tham indefinitely, in about a month, with the

steal understanding that chey will buy the production equivalents
wea they become avalleble.

lop
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Barbera Stephenson

Most of my time the last two weeks has been spent on development of
a new high A-D Converter gor N.S.A. heir original order for
a 32 channel Analog-Digital Linkage = PACS) eclis for using
the Raytheon AD 10-A Analog to Digital Converter, a Raytheon Multi-
plexer and 32 DSC D to A converters. The Raytheon AD 10-A was
originally speced as a 10 bit, a 2 ws unit, with an overall accuracy
of .097% 4 LEB. It eppears now, however, that this unit is really
a 4us device with an accuracy (on the lab model) of about .1% + 5
counts and -1 count plus a random error which they can't tie down.

In view of the situation, we plan to try to develop a 5 ms, 10-bit
unit with appropriate accuracy. Two of these units operated in
parallel would provide the necessary sreed. I have begun work on
@ prototype and so far no major have come up (many
minor ones, of course). The present schedule calls for completion
and evaluation of this unit before the end of this month. At that
time we will present the latest data on beth our unit and Raytheon's
unit to N.S.A.

At the present time we are also checking out €the Raytheon Multi-
plexer which arrived this week.
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Le Butterworth

Companies having Special Systems production type equipment have
requested us to find a more permanent way to letter our panels.
Up until now we had used only screened lettcxs and numbers which
evidently wore off quite easily. We have purchased a Green panel
engraver after considerable thought as to what type of lettering to
qo to. Photo etching would be fine for quantity items, of
which we have very few. Other processes fall under the same cir-
cumstances. We will try the engraving oa a limited, research
type basis until we can be sure of the efficiency.

EB. de Castro

During the past few waeks most of my time has been spent on final
checkout of the 2114 Core Tester for IBM, Owego. The 2114 is
essentially a programmable cucrant pulse generator as it has no
sense system or Gecision logic. It is programned from a plug
peard and is eapable of cenerating an almost infinite variety of
current pulse trains.
J3M will use the machine for, develcoment work on their MARS (multi-
apperture reluctance cwitch) The MARS cevice is a two-hole
core capeble of readout in a coincident current
array. This core will be used in the memory systems for both the
Geneni and Q.A.0. spacecraft.
The people at IBM are extremely anxious to obtain the tester, as
final development work is impossible wthout such a system and
tneir own delivery schedules are tight. I expect to ship the
2114 next. week.

J. Fadiman

The Memory Tester 1520 has been delivered and installed at IBM,
Ovego and we have already been paid for the job. As Dick Whipple
will tell you, this completes a long and difficult job on which,
however, we have gained a great deal of very valuable experience.
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J. Fadiman (cous >

The Coxe 2214 fox Thi, Qvego has checked out.
The people f::ca
factory. A few & steve eve being takon core of on this system
and it will be shipped cut next week.

Construction has been cempleted on the Ness Tester 1521 for
Ferroxcube anc i a ohme ie row Wms way. We expect that
wa will have working machine "ae of week at

Be. of Perroxeube will come dawn to
inepecc dt. We to suip machine abeut Canuory 18.

de he

eRe te= at

ALL front panels, wiring end components fiave heen received for the
Memory Exercisexs 22124 and 22128 fox Weetern Construc~
tion ie now uliy ender way ard shovld be completed about the
middle of vo ship of these machines
Sout Pebruary € the ecconcd one March 1.

fhe first, Cove Coser 21122 for F.M.Z. is SAMs cempleticn and
we expect to Meru . date 28. Ths

4

tw

week. Wamachine should dots : checkout
plan to ship the Aec : March L

Wa are now proceeding with 12 design cf interface equipment for
wea, invedsing 22 converters
and 3 : ma Raytheon A-i converter
yRich we intended to kuv for this ae

A DES fs a" > 2 ? ing this converter We

already purchas Ow 5
7 Raytheon

cud this has jars ewe 4 na within the vs. Melivery of
& 1 system ove

ty June 20, we expect tha equipment
ead the computer by beginn> 3 of Mcy.

: WY oe sfactory
1

:

:

Wo have receivee the tha for Me 210S forOLYeSY OF
Gach Company 17

velivery is scheduled 3.
rity MF ete will construct.

7

New Business $ We will ively receive 3 purchase order from:

deliverei sumetime in the la of Hay. We hope also to receiveHarvard : Chamber will be
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J. Padiman (cont'd)
an order fron Photon Compatiy for the maguetic tare to tape
and vice versa Chances of receiving this are
sheut 60%. Potal cost of tus system is in the neighborhood of
$36,000, but a large amount of this money is tied in a Potter
Tape Unit. Tally Punch anc Telly Reader and Fzbritek Memory Stack,all of which are necessary for the job.
Ye are about to investigate the possibility of constructing a rather
complicated code ion for RGA in New York Gity. We
@z@ also investigating tac of constructing a Hough
Rowell Systen for che College de and possibilities of build-
ing addltional PEPR for Cari, Oniversity of California, etc.
Ke Still expact am order for L516 from and a 1516 and 2113
fcom Hitachi. However, none ot these ordera ccxinite as yet.
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5. Harwood

@ ty Set

Ae of January 2, a1! computer checkout 212 handled by one
gxoup; namely, 2h. gear tune is presently
checkout, of the We have received
three people fzom the : + ade, group and these
people witi > integrated into ome checkout We plan to
hi re ail 2 people : ow Uses & 88 OF
computers we produce; namely, the Lahm a, s anc AOX systema.
We Lous teat that Cuc @ 2 Checkout people co
will ba more valuable to and Company. In lina
with this change, we also olan to the people to various
departments; ch as, Customer Reiaiions auc Y Office installa-
tions when needed. <n for these people to adequately,
they must be well rounded in both DDD-1, maintenance and also
programing of these ovo machines.

ee :

:::

The Adems machine which wes supposed to cvt on Thursday,
Janvary 3rd, was held up at the last minnte because the building
it was to have been housed in was aot ready in tine. We exrect
another call from Adems around the 7th or Sth of this month to con-
firm a new installation date for this machine.

At the presant time there are three computers available for people
to use. To of taene computers are in the checkout erea and cone
38 in the autitoriva. his is not ccunting the Customer Relations
machine. We vant to get people to use theve as much as
possible. AlL I ask of the potential computer veers is that they
call us and let us know when thoy want the machines and 111 in
the log hook properiy after using the machine. Unfortunately, for
some of the potential urers, these machines are only the basic
machine with no cptional equipment. A cCisplay mary be plugged
into any machine as the dis plug has been checked out.

The JPL machine has come back from its tempcraxy home at Raytheon
and is being prepared to be shipped to JEL sometime around the
15th of this month. The things :emnining to be done on this
machine are the installation and checkout of the Data Channel and
the final. checkout of the Mag Tape which includes a Mag
Tape 52 and three Tape Transports.
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R. Reed

Teletype Modules 65%
Checkout Supervision 35%

Gorden Beli*'s teletype modules have bein patched into a DEC 1906
mounting punei. the incoming line writ hos bean aone: ecely

anc. turned over to & ox paekaging. The
outgoing tame unit is near 2 anc. WiLL be sant to engineer-
ang shortly.

as

G. Bell
We are qoing : offer an Counting Module for the PpP-4,

counter module would allow 15 peulce sources to increment 16
under cc locations. eo ity A oc could
"co te nc, Nie ice of the : probably bre about
$7,060. fhe device would be very wesfal physics applications
(counting events), and process control (counting turbine meters,
etc.).

itat >

A. Hail
ta a mate the Tre

department can handle computers efficiently. Therefore,
PA Harwood assumed rte de cex the checkout of PDP-4's.

7

Simeone and Fo Luggan, who have becn werking on the
continue tu Mangsen. 7 keenre

ing on Prit-4-5, will Sige Heee part of the Checkout group.

hk datailed checkout procedure, which has boon in outline
od partial'y completed, wii b2 tun weed over to Checkout by

it is eum Checkout er a ine nt list and
installation kit List wiii aise be turned cver to Checkout.

Foxboro has ordered 5 29P-4 computers from DMC, one for delivery
in Late January or early February and the rest fox delivery at
the and of vear, ox earlier, by request. Each computer will

reader, punch, and dru as basic equipment withaya a
whenaviditional as vequrzed receives an order.
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The Foxboro basic computer will also have lockable doors, a keyswitch to disable the operator console switching, over-temperaturesensing switches and coaxial intezface connectors. 'These
computers will be painted in Foxboro colors.
Foxboro has tentatively agreed to use the new computer configurationwhich will have the reader and punch mounted in the front bay ofthe PDP-4. This will add an additional bay to the computer leavingmore room for options.
Foxboro's first computer will be for their own use and for customer
display at their Natick plant. It will have a tape unit and con-trol and a 32,768 word drum which is now under development byTed Johnson and Larry Conley.
We are going ahead with the Foxboro computer despite lengthy and
very involved negotiations over terms of purchase end technical
specifications. 'The last of these decisions should be made and
the contract made within a week.

The tours which Foxboro customers have taken through DEC have re-
vealed a difference between past customers and process control
customers.

The people coming through the plant are frequently those fairly
high in their companies and who hold the purse strings. Hore fre-
quently than not the technical side of the visit is somewhat lost
on them. Their questions are mostly
Who is DEC? I've never heard of them before.
How large are they?
Is their business and financing stable enough so that they willexist a year from now?
What do computers really do?

The last question is one we should devote more time to answering.If the people who hold the purse strings don't understand what a
puter does or how it works, we should tell them in terms they

can understand and with demonstrations which are broad enough in
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A. Hall (cont'd)

concept to a a custemer interpolate from onc
problem solutions A recent from U. S.

during his
tour until he car CET w Space Was being played.
After a short discussico and ecne questions, he was able to think
Steel (throvgh nocas ad:

of an apvlication of computer and display tc a problem in his own
plant. moe uscfulnaesn of a moze gencral program fox demonstration
to this type of customer ie a OUS «

Another ascsticn raised by cvs hone: is : arility. Some other
computer 1° Pars

We bye a no comparable figures richt now; however, the
CONTEST program, tee and the

te 3
:

+st
bosie 30 gear, is ren ac ail tires in PDP-4'c which are not other-

checkout, we wilh nocd 2 program which vorks tre computer hexrdar
and tests it more shoroughly -

being use@. Broaing tint is logsed ro that will be able
ke some star edictions cf While1: :

CONTEST is extremely sre in this respect ond xor ear ly computer

ook has ordered 3 computers whch include the Arithmetic Mit
these exe under development,the Tree 57

by Gordon Bell and Colburn and the latter by
Foland Steve Lambert Paul

Va Corning PoP~4 wa: hout mishap Bill Kelliher
st Wesboro, Pa. on the weekend of Doce ser loth.

OM, danuary 4th to
Norwood will: tie waged fox process

Bg :

February 'und cha whole works will Lecontrol at
rent to Chicago

2. Biumenthal

EN 1016 Memory development 100%

A first on cost ectimates fcr the ncw memory system
indicates that aCdiag 4K fielde to the bas ie 4K system in
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As a3Blumenthal

& wi l gost about a third of the coat of a Type 12
module, " wee,thie

Gash of Gho memory : BELOW contecl reQoE dows in about tre
4 g 7:

a6 mery he possible to eliminate the Mecory
supply eer st ety, tag i> 2on the oF

Looking into the possibility of using ceres thet require no trmpera-
uve ion are incientea that it not be

of the cort of the ecres theaselves and the
g currents required.

regulating

a heel

Johnson has clected to stey in the x 13 oe :rinc departmeat
cf a ges in tre

construction debugging cf : memory tes &

4:
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MECHANICAL ENGINE (RNG

K. FitzGerald
EN 1000 100%

Sinee the past two-week yoriod of this bi-weekly has only added up
to seven working Cogs, my report will be rather short. During
this pexiod wa have crated and shipped oma unit fron special
eyrtemea, a POP-i, and a Fod~4.

The earpenter shop is getting ready to bviid nore office space in
Building 3 for special systems and the mechanicel engineering
group. The machine shop is rrecentiy working on jics for the 1201
end special testing iachince to be peed in my evaluation of surface
treatments of our steel doors and panels.

The machine shop is also working on more parts for the Digital
@ unit.

The sheetmetal shop lost people to the Service recently. How-
ever, we were very fortunate in having e O'Leughlin return after
spending hie sin months in the Service. We should be able te ill
the gap caused by the terminations witaout teo nuen Giffieulty.
Om Wednesday, January 2nd, I made a trip to to look at
some uced, machinery, particularly a 1C-gauge six-foot Pexto

shear we exe yoing to have to have eventually. The
weit we locked wos in condition but due to itr age and

from the dealer iS <xy to determine ve whould make
au offer on cais equipment.

we will not co mee itwo le ee tcok pictures
ef other uced equipment which wes a : { y pending:

employee to the Service Friday,
Genuary 4th. However, he cial not be repleced immediately since
the load is down in that ACSA and it looke as if it may stay down

for a while.

Tas aabinet shor is Icsin
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P. Greene

Recently a bid was made to Photon of Wilmington to build a magneticto paper and paper to magnetic tape convarter. Within this next
year it looks as if threes of these converters will be needed. 'The
approximate cost will be 36K.

The proposal was mace in person to Mr. Johnson, who is heading up
the project. It leeks as if they have made a proposal to J.P.L. in
California and whether cr not we do the job derands on what J.P.L.
does with regard to Proton. The other customers are the J. S.

Bureau and a fizm in England. Again this converter will
be sub-systems cf Photon

Gne of the Western Blectric Test Sets has heen checked cut and the
others are in the process. It looks as if they will be shipped in
a week. The delivery date is January 19.

A purchase order is on its wey Harvard for the Spark Chanher
Reader. Drafting has and tie machine delivery date
is the end of April. Fhe date snould be met wich no trouble unless
there is difficulty in obtaining 1926 readewrite switches.

feon

R test set is under for the testirg of 5W1250 SCR units
tliat are used in the 1556 module. Due to the stringent require-
rents on the 1520 and 1521 Memory Tester systems, the vnits must
be matched very clesely.
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QUALITY CONTROL

J. Cudmore

EW 1073 75%
EN 1098 25%

uxing the past week the modules in the life test rack in Building
12 have bsen examined. This rack contained 1 - 721 PS, 1 - 1402,2- 11035, 1 = 1201, 4 ~ 1607, 17 ~ i211, 19 = 1210, 2 - 1901 MP,
1 ~ 710 PS, 1 ~ 3491, 1 - 3201, 4 - 3101, 2 ~ 103, and 1 - 901 MP.
fhe 500 ke lab. mcdules and the 721 PS wexe started on 1/21/60 by
J.E.E. After thres years at 7C ke all the lab. modules were found
to be opeating in a satiefactery manner. They were retested and
no unusual conditions were found. The 721 PS's filter
capacitors were both brekea. The top caps vere broken cpen and
there was no tracsa of electrolyte in either the capacitors or ths
power supply. The increased ripple evidently a"Aceh no deleterious
affects on the modules. All tke ratchcords were re-examined and
several brcke very exeily with a Li :t pull. The 710 PS was
evidently am engineering mocel and was Giving no lcsd. It was not
evident when this unit was added to the life test rack.

Ghe obsolete system modules 1210, 1221 went on life test 6/1/60
znd have not been retested yet. initial examination revealed an
epen clamp diode on one of the 1210 units.

Ge four month summary of the returned modules indicates that 15%
GE them are memory modules (1972, 175, 1976, 19738, 1538, 1540)
and better than 34% of them are from unknown sources.

R. Grey

The two mifZin and ene PA motor fans that axe being life tested
: jer heat have reached three thousand (3020) hours without
failure.
the 901 mounting panels have been reworked und with new data sheets
have been returned to finished goods.

'he inspection of machines and the updating of models has taken
most of my time.
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R. Gaboury

Duxing the past two weeks, Mechanical Inspection has had the follow-
ing final and intermedizie inssections on machines:

Intermediate Final
Adans PDP-1 Adams PDP-1.
DEC Meg. Fane 50 IBH Core Tester 2113

DEC PDP-4
DEC Mag. Pace 50 DEC Display 30A

A comparison our shop and vendors' rejection rate for the
time 12/20/62 to 1/2/63 gave the following results:

Digital Vendors

6.5% 5.2%

D. Adams and R. Gagne

EN 1098 100%

she last two weeks have heen spent mostly developing and modifying
Gifferent types of modules to do special jons in the new auteantie
module tester. For example, we hove weds fled a Reference Supply

couple of Pulse « to hove variable amplitude pulse output;
woi are making special ete. All these will be used to
Go various jobs in a new cype tester.

meat a : 3

D. Debay

fest Eauipment Service
@ ollowing equipment has been calibrated since December 21st.

type Ho. Calibrated

581 2
® 321 1

Description
Ozcilloscope 567 1

a 555 1
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Description
Czcilloscope
Preamp.

w

LG Meter
Sig. Gen.

tt

COPY NUMBER

Semiconductors tested since last report.

$2390
P7796
282305
251719

LiN764

135264
LAL217
182315
LH2175

DATE

Tyee
543/543A
CA
81
82
80
M
K
z
630A-RM
630A
930
130
107
105

R. Winslow

Manufacturer Tested
fexas Inst. 85
Philco 40
Texas Irst. 10,000

150

20
Motorola 18

42
600

Holtman 94
Texas Inst. 10

BIWEEKLY
REPORT
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No. Calibrated
11

2
2
2

3 1

2
Meter al

5
2
1
1

% Reject
3.5%
0.0%
1.7%
0.0%

50.0%
0.0%

109 9%
0.67%
0.0%
0.0%
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H. Painter
Fae 1963 Bxhibits Schedule is fairly well along in the planning
atage (see below). Thus far, there are 16 shows which are definite
and approximately 10 maybe''s.

Coming up in the near future axe

Jan. 28-31 Electrical Engineering Exposition (IEEB) - NYC

Feb. 8-12 International Electronic Components Exhibition
Paris, France

Mar. 6 ARD Annual Meeting
Boston

Bag. 25-26 TRS Show
Wew York City

PROPOSED 1963 TRADE SHOW SCHEDULE

gaa, 28-31 Blectrical Engineering Exposition New York, N.Y.

Fed. 8-12 6th Tnternztional Blectronic Paris, France
Components Exhibition

Mar. 6 ARD Annual Meeting Boston, Mags.

Mare 25-26 Institute of Electrical and New York, N.Y.
Blectronice Engineers
International Convention

Electronic Equipment Exhibit
Apr. 2-4 Progress in Electrical and St. Louis, Mo.

Experimental Biology & MedicineApr. 16-21. Fed. of Amer. Societies for Atlantic City, N.J.
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Bugs. 28-31

Sapte 30=
O38. » 2

Oct, 28-30

Foy.

Sov.

ov.

&mer. Inst. o Elec. Engincers=
rey Cont. on Hon-Linear Magnetics

& Magnetic Amplifiers
irs ~ Southwest Conference &
Electronics Snow

Design Engineering Show

Spring Joint Computer Conference

AFCEA

Western Electronic chow and
Convention

Association of Computing Machinery

Instr. Soe. of Amar. Annual
Automation Cont. &

Exhibit
= Canadian Electronics

Conference & Exporition
National Blectronics Conference

Northeast Electronics Recearen &

DATE
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Painter ocont 7

Washington, D.C.

Dallas, TexasApr.

New York, N.Y.

Detroit, Mich.

Washington D.C.

Hay 20-23

21°23

San Francisca, Calif.26°23

Denver, Colo.

Chicago, Iil.po

Foronto, entario

Chicage, Til.
Boston, Mace.
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R. tiilsen
PDP and Maintenance CoursesF i: :

tn the coming months it 19 planned to alternate the nonthe for
and EOP-A CLOW: Be We : t S$ an inerease in the numberof POPwd, students and this will allow more flexibility ia

scheduling.
Rasrican Cable and Radio Corporation wants tvelve man trained on
the EDP-1 in ratier a alert period of time. Wa heve scheduledAccil 8, April 22, Sune 3, and June 17 to acenmplish this.

proposed schedules axe

PpP-4
January 14, 3.955 Yanvary 7-11, 1993
April 8-10, March 11-15, 1562

3, 1963 May 6-16, 1983
Juse 3-14, 1963
une 17-28, 19623

At the the eh is scheduled fcx one woes; however,
two-week course We @an expand this.in ecse Foxboro

G. Rice
the time being I am colng to ke eoncentratize Hy sates ef"orts

2 two el 8 - one boinc process eentrol and ice other nuclear
research. re amyone has any informaticn cuch 33 oe om Leads,
cvewieus contacts, new eqnipment, or 2 tions n these fields,
would appreciate it they could write me a note.

Some comments which bove come fren customers recently are as
follows There comments are to ticee persons requesting
more feedback from the department. I feel we shouid have
move of this in both Givcctioss.

1. "Phe Tyve 56 is ridiculously expensive for someone
who to weite tape with a 556 density or at a

vate. would like is something between
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G. Rice {eant'd)

the Type 52 and the 6 end avaiable on the PDP-4.°

2. "fhe PMP=4 has the best interface in the industry to tie
external equipment to."

3. Z wovld be in a print-out device between the
typewriter and tie high speed Anelex with respect to
both price and speed. a

4 "ZI only want all silicon circuits.
5. "ZX never heard of your company. After checking around,

whescver I ask comcone avout DEC they always give a
favorable reply."

Recently I have heard people mention the possibility of making the
PDOE-4 a theee bov machine. Tris offexs a possibility that at least
one good potential customer Sd like. the exstemer, n the

control fielé, would Like tau hove the console on the side
instead of boing ak the end. Trey would also like to have all
controls; console switches, vendor ani punch, and type-
writer in + a position were they can be a. his will prevent
authorize persons zag with the controls during tue

side is importaht ia the becouse frequently the

standard nt cabinets. The reasons <> prevent unauthorized
persons tompering with the machine

RAVES
sue console on the

computer is just the counter ox thrae be long row of

S. Mikulski

Course
A programming ecuxce is being conducted at DRC for PDP-1 users.

one-week consists cf an introduction te the central
processor, a of the options, a Gay on the use of MACRO

as an assembler, standard debugging routines, and 2 lot of
programming.
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x : ali+ n
dye cle standard machine an': the program te and
machine we co ac

Aften @ &ave Cf coffee and avient, the final (a typical scicn-tifie prokic+ 5 a chance to express tic opinion.
"he pert class will be conducted beginning the week of January
Anyone interested ix attending should have background
Poste + OF ges in touch wich me at
Customer Relations.

THbw ty Lhe,

By the way, the Le designed to femiliarize a usar with the
EOP=1 and its eapabi.ities, not to teach the fine points of pro-
gramming.

The first progranming course wes helc 2 che middle cf Dcember
1892 ard 'vas attended ky 26 people fron Raytheon wie will be using
a econ controlling Baie tseta end evaluating ticcir

. Ye 08! altro, our Cim curley
and Moore (Sales).

o 7 lts

During the holidays a twoeday "Workerhep" was held for
1 teachers in neighboring tomes. The ciass geve the

teacher= computers. Ta a matter
2 programe the on-Line

computer typo ntilizing a special & g.sm for

t'e to
note that os whieh deal in che use of number
8 with bares Boolean algebra ic being taught

ation of eomputer exyincers and hope chat CRORE yvenovations

KOUL a : :

people with ths : backgrounds. Ail ORS ere Chat they
ana will to stimulate interest in their

at

at the high : lexel. we can only ich the

the field will not make present engineers obsolete.
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TECHNTCAI, PUBLICATIONS

J. Atwood

To increase our effectiveness as a service operation, we are work=-
ing informally with five "project review panels" in evaluating
present anc. potential activities in cur several areas of operation.
These areas include salez promotion and technical information
sexvices on modules, computers and systems; internal and external
public relations; and graphic arts services ~ such as photography,
printing and silk screening.
The membership of the panels is as follows Modules - S. Olsen,
R. Best, B. Stephenson, D. White) Computers - N. Mazzarese,

P. Greene; Public Relations - W. Hindle, R. Mills, M. Sandler,
R. Lassen; and Graphic Arts - L. Prentice, A. Hall, H. Crouse,
K. Wakeen.

G. Bell, R. Savell, R. Beckman; Systems ~ J. Padiman, R. Whipple,

The panels are being asked to (1) suggest projects to be undertaken
in their specific areas, (2) review sugg 3tions from other sources,
(3) xecommend to the Works Committee thote projects judged worth-
while and feasible, and (4) oversee the completion of those
projects approved by the Works Committee.

whe initial meetings, called to consider projects for the first
auarter, have been most helpful in determining what we should be
concentrating on now and what the future requirements may be.

Literature in various stages of preparation at the present time
includes

PDP-4 Manual fraining Module Bulletin
Classroom Module Bulletin Tape Control 54 Bulletin

Arithmetic Element 18 Bulletin Mew Module Price List
PDP-1 Instruction Card Lab Module Handbook
1000-4000 Series Diagram Card Display Manual

PDP-1 Installation Manual Note

Tape Control 57 Bullecin Drum System 24 Bulletin

Line Printer 62 Manual Memory Tester 1521 Manual
Display 31 Manual Memory Exerciser 2207 Manual
PpP-1 In-Out Manual Serial Multipliers Note

Count rs
Parallel Multipliers Note
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